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be effective for any taxable year after
such fifth taxable year. Such termi-
nation will be effective automatically
without notice to such corporation or
to the Internal Revenue Service.

[T.D. 8127, 52 FR 6475, Mar. 3, 1987]

POSSESSIONS OF THE UNITED STATES

§ 1.931–1 Citizens of the United States
and domestic corporations deriving
income from sources within a cer-
tain possession of the United States.

(a) Definitions. (1) As used in section
931 and this section, the term ‘‘posses-
sion of the United States’’ includes
American Samoa, Guam, Johnston Is-
land, Midway Islands, the Panama
Canal Zone, Puerto Rico, and Wake Is-
land. However, the term does not in-
clude (i) the Virgin Islands and (ii),
when used with respect to citizens of
the United States, the term does not
include Puerto Rico or, in the case of
taxable years beginning after Decem-
ber 31, 1972, Guam.

(2) As used in section 931 and this sec-
tion, the term ‘‘United States’’ in-
cludes only the States, the Territories
of Alaska and Hawaii, and the District
of Columbia.

(b) General rule—(1) Qualifications. In
the case of a citizen of the United
States or a domestic corporation satis-
fying the following conditions, gross
income means only gross income from
sources within the United States—

(i) If 80 percent or more of the gross
income of such citizen or domestic cor-
poration (computed without the benefit
of section 931) for the 3-year period im-
mediately preceding the close of the
taxable year (or for such part of such
period immediately preceding the close
of such taxable year as may be applica-
ble) was derived from sources within a
possession of the United States, and

(ii) If 50 percent or more of the gross
income of such citizen or domestic cor-
poration (computed without the benefit
of section 931) for such period or such
part thereof was derived from the ac-
tive conduct of a trade or business
within a possession of the United
States. In the case of a citizen, the
trade or business may be conducted on
his own account or as an employee or
agent of another. The salary or other
compensation paid by the United

States to the members of its civil,
military, or naval personnel for serv-
ices rendered within a possession of the
United States represents income de-
rived from the active conduct of a
trade or business within a possession of
the United States. The salary or other
compensation paid for services per-
formed by a citizen of the United
States as an employee of the United
States or any agency thereof shall, for
the purposes of section 931 and this sec-
tion, be deemed to be derived from
sources within the United States. Divi-
dends received by a citizen from a cor-
poration whose income was derived
from the active conduct of a business
within a possession of the United
States, does not represent income de-
rived from the active conduct of a
trade or business within the possession
of the United States even though such
citizen was actively engaged in the
management of such corporation. For a
determination of income from sources
within the United States, see part I
(section 861 and following), subchapter
N, chapter 1 of the Code, and section
931(i), and the regulations thereunder.

(2) Relationship of sections 931 and 911.
A citizen of the United States who can-
not meet the 80-percent and the 50-per-
cent requirements of section 931 but
who receives earned income from
sources within a possession of the
United States, is not deprived of the
benefits of the provisions of section 911
(relating to the exemption of earned
income from sources outside the
United States), provided he meets the
requirements thereof. In such a case
none of the provisions of section 931 is
applicable in determining the citizen’s
tax liability. For what constitutes
earned income, see section 911(b).

(3) Meaning of ‘‘gross income’’ on joint
return. In the case of a husband and
wife making a joint return, the term
‘‘gross income,’’ as used in this section,
means the combined gross income of
the spouses.

(4) Returns. A citizen entitled to the
benefits of section 931 is required to file
with his individual return Form 1040
the schedule on Form 1040E. If a citizen
entitled to the benefits of section 931
has no income from sources within the
United States and does not receive
within the United States any income
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derived from sources without the
United States he is not required to file
a return or the schedule on Form 1040E.

(5) Illustration of the operation of sec-
tion 931. This section may be illus-
trated by the following example:

Example. On July 1, 1954, A, who is a citizen
of the United States, went to a possession of
the United States and established a business
there which he actively conducted during the
remainder of that year. His gross income
from the business during such period was
$20,000. In addition, he made a profit of
$12,000 from the sale during the latter part of
1954 of some real estate located in such pos-
session and not connected with his trade or
business. In the first six months of 1954 he
also derived $8,000 gross income from rental
property located in the United States. He de-
rived a like amount of gross income from
such property during the last six months of
1954. On these facts, A may exclude the
$32,000 derived from sources within the pos-
session of the United States, since he quali-
fied under section 931 with respect to that
amount. The period of July 1, 1954, through
December 31, 1954, constitutes the applicable
part of the 3-year period immediately pre-
ceding the close of the taxable year (the cal-
endar year 1954), and for that period, 80 per-
cent of A’s gross income was derived from
sources within a possession of the United
States ($32,000, or 80 percent of $40,000) and 50
percent or more of A’s gross income was de-
rived from the active conduct of a trade or
business within a possession of the United
States ($20,000, or 50 percent of $40,000). A is
required to report on his return for 1954 only
the gross income derived by him from
sources within the United States ($16,000
from the rental property located in the
United States).

(c) Amounts received in the United
States. Notwithstanding the provisions
of section 931(a), there shall be in-
cluded in the gross income of citizens
and domestic corporations therein
specified all amounts, whether derived
from sources within or without the
United States, which are received by
such citizens or corporations within
the United States. From the amounts
so included in gross income there shall
be deducted only the expenses properly
apportioned or allocated thereto. For
instance, if in the example set forth in
paragraph (b)(5) of this section, the
taxpayer during the latter part of 1954
returned to the United States for a few
weeks and while there received the pro-
ceeds resulting from the sale of the
real estate located in the possession,

the profits derived from such trans-
action should be reported in gross in-
come. Such receipt in the United
States, however, would not deprive the
taxpayer of the benefits of section 931
with respect to other items of gross in-
come excluded by that section.

(d) Deductions—(1) Individuals. In the
case of a citizen entitled to the bene-
fits of section 931, the deductions al-
lowed in computing taxable income,
except the standard deduction and a
deduction for one personal exemption
(see sections 142(b)(2) and 931(e), respec-
tively), are allowed only if and to the
extent that they are connected with in-
come from sources within the United
States. The provisions of section 873
and the regulations thereunder, relat-
ing to the allowance to nonresident
alien individuals, who at any time
within the taxable year were engaged
in trade or business within the United
States, of the deductions provided in
section 165(c)(2) and (3) for losses not
connected with the trade or business,
are applicable in the case of citizens
entitled to the benefits of section 931.
The provisions of section 873 (c) and
the regulations thereunder pertaining
to the allowance to such nonresident
alien individuals of deductions for con-
tributions provided in section 170 are
also applied in the case of such citi-
zens.

(2) Corporations. Corporations enti-
tled to the benefits of section 931 are
allowed the same deductions from their
gross income arising from sources
within the United States as are allowed
to domestic corporations to the extent
that such deductions are connected
with such gross income, except that
the so-called charitable contribution
deduction provided by section 170 to
corporations is allowed whether or not
connected with income from sources
within the United States. The proper
apportionment and allocation of the
deductions with respect to sources
within and without the United States
shall be determined as provided in part
I (section 861 and following), sub-
chapter N, chapter 1 of the Code, and
the regulations thereunder.

(e) Deduction for personal exemption. A
citizen of the United States entitled to
the benefits of section 931 is allowed a
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deduction for only one exemption
under section 151.

(f) Allowance of deductions and credits.
Unless a citizen of the United States or
a domestic corporation entitled to the
benefits of section 931 shall file or
cause to be filed with the district direc-
tor a true and accurate return of total
income from all sources within the
United States, in the manner pre-
scribed in subtitle F of the Code, the
tax shall be collected on the basis of
the gross income (not the taxable in-
come) from sources within the United
States. If such citizen or corporation
fails to file a necessary income tax re-
turn, the Commissioner will cause a re-
turn to be made, including therein all
income from sources within the United
States and allowing no deductions or
credits (except credit for tax withheld
at source).

(g) Foreign tax credit. Persons entitled
to the benefits of section 931 are not al-
lowed the credits provided for in sec-
tion 901 (relating to credits for taxes of
foreign countries and possessions).

(h) Internees. If a citizen of the
United States—

(1) Was interned by the enemy while
serving as an employee within a posses-
sion of the United States; and

(2) Was confined in any place not
within a possession of the United
States, then

(i) Such place of confinement shall be
considered as within a possession of the
United States for the purposes of sec-
tion 931; and

(ii) Section 931 (b) shall not apply to
any compensation received within the
United States by such citizen attrib-
utable to the period of time during
which such citizen was interned by the
enemy.

(i) Employees of the United States. For
the purposes of section 931, amounts
paid for services performed by a citizen
of the United States as an employee of
the United States or any agency there-
of shall be deemed to be derived from
sources within the United States.

(j) Nonapplication to a DISC or share-
holder thereof. Section 931 does not
apply to a corporation for a taxable
year (1) for which it qualifies (or is
treated) as a DISC or (2) during which
it owns directly or indirectly at any
time stock in a corporation which, at

such time, is (or is treated as) a DISC
or former DISC. (See section 992(a)(1)
and (3), respectively, for the definitions
of the terms ‘‘DISC’’ and ‘‘former
DISC’’.) For example, assume X Cor-
poration and Y Corporation have the
same taxable years. On the first day of
its taxable year, X owns and sells all of
the stock in Y, Y on such day owns and
sells all of the stock in Z Corporation,
and Z qualifies as a DISC as of such
day. Section 931 will not apply to X and
Y for their taxable years. Section 931
will likewise not apply to Z for the tax-
able year for which it qualifies as a
DISC.

(Secs. 7805 (68A Stat. 917; 26 U.S.C. 7805) and
7654(e) (86 Stat. 1496; 26 U.S.C. 7654 (c)) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954)

[T.D. 6500, 25 FR 11910, Nov. 26, 1960, as
amended by T.D. 7283, 38 FR 20825, Aug. 3,
1973; T.D. 7385, 40 FR 50260, Oct. 29, 1975]

§ 1.932–1 Status of citizens of U.S. pos-
sessions.

(a) General rule—(1) Definition and
treatment. A citizen of a possession of
the United States (except Puerto Rico
and, for taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1972, Guam), who is not
otherwise a citizen or resident of the
United States, including only the
States and the District of Columbia, is
treated for the purpose of the taxes im-
posed by subtitle A of the Code (relat-
ing to income taxes) as if he were a
nonresident alien individual. However,
for purposes of the tax imposed on self-
employment income by chapter 2 of the
Code, the term ‘‘possession of the
United States’’ as used in section 932
and the preceding sentence does not in-
clude American Samoa, Guam, or the
Virgin Islands. See section 1402(a)(9).
See subpart A (section 871 and follow-
ing), part II, subchapter N, chapter 1 of
the Code, and the regulations there-
under, for rules relating to imposition
of tax on nonresident alien individuals.
For Federal income tax purposes, a cit-
izen of a possession of the United
States who is not otherwise a citizen of
the United States is a citizen of a pos-
session of the United States who has
not become a citizen of the United
States by naturalization in a State,
Territory, or the District of Columbia.
The fixed or determinable annual or
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periodical income from sources within
the United States of a citizen of a pos-
session of the United States who is
treated as if he were a nonresident
alien individual is subject to withhold-
ing. See section 1441.

(2) Classification of citizens of United
States possessions. For the purpose of
this section citizens of the possessions
of the United States who are not other-
wise citizens of the United States are
divided into two classes:

(i) Citizens of possessions of the
United States who at any time within
the taxable year are not engaged in
trade or business within the United
States, and

(ii) Citizens of possessions of the
United States who at any time within
the taxable year are engaged in trade
or business within the United States.
The provisions of subpart A (section 871
and following) and the regulations
thereunder, applicable to nonresident
alien individuals not engaged in trade
or business within the United States
are applicable to the citizens of posses-
sions falling within the first class,
while the provisions of such sections
applicable to nonresident alien individ-
uals who at any time within the tax-
able year are engaged in trade or busi-
ness within the United States are ap-
plicable to citizens of possessions fall-
ing within the second class.

(b) Nonapplication to citizen of Puerto
Rico or Guam. The provisions of section
932(a) and paragraph (a) of this section
do not apply in the case of a citizen of
Puerto Rico or, for taxable years begin-
ning after December 31, 1972, a citizen
of Guam. Thus, for example, any such
citizen who is not a resident of the
United States will not be treated by
the United States as a nonresident
alien individual for purposes of section
2 (b)(3)(A) or (d), relating to definitions
and special rules; section 4(d)(1), relat-
ing to taxpayers not eligible to use the
optional tax tables; section 37(h), relat-
ing to denial of retirement income
credit; section 116(d), relating to tax-
payers ineligible for dividend exclu-
sion; section 142(b)(1), relating to tax-
payers ineligible for standard deduc-
tion; section 152(b)(3), relating to defi-
nition of ‘‘dependent’’; section 402(a)(4),
relating to distributions by the United
States to nonresident aliens; section

545(d), relating to certain foreign cor-
porations; section 565(e), relating to
certain consent dividends; section
861(a)(1), relating to interest from
sources within the United States; sec-
tions 871 to 877, relating to nonresident
alien individuals; section 1303(b), relat-
ing to individuals not eligible for in-
come averaging; section 1371(a)(3), re-
lating to definition of small business
corporation; section 1402(b), relating to
definition of ‘‘self-employment in-
come’’; section 1441, relating to with-
holding of tax on nonresident aliens;
section 3401(a), relating to definition of
wages; section 6013(a)(1), relating to in-
ability to make a joint return; section
6015 (b) and (i), relating to declaration
of estimated income tax by nonresident
alien individuals; section 6017, relating
to self-employment tax returns; sec-
tion 6042(b)(2), relating to returns re-
garding payments of dividends; section
6049(b)(2), relating to returns regarding
payments of interest; section 6072 (c),
relating to time for filing returns of
nonresident alien individuals; section
6091(b), relating to place for filing re-
turns of nonresident aliens; and section
6096(a), relating to designation of tax
payments to Presidential Election
Campaign Fund. For other rules appli-
cable to citizens of Puerto Rico, see
§§ 1.1–1(b) and 1.933–1. For other rules
applicable to citizens of Guam, see
§§ 1.1–1(b) and 1.935–1 of this chapter
(Income Tax Regulations) and
§ 301.7654–1 of this chapter (Regulations
on Procedure and Administration).

(Secs. 7805 (68A Stat. 917; 26 U.S.C. 7805) and
7654(e) (86 Stat. 1496; 26 U.S.C. 7654 (e)) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954)

[T.D. 6500, 25 FR 11910, Nov. 26, 1960, as
amended by T.D. 7385, 40 FR 50260, Oct. 29,
1975]

§ 1.933–1 Exclusion of certain income
from sources within Puerto Rico.

(a) General rule. An individual
(whether a United States citizen or an
alien), who is a bona fide resident of
Puerto Rico during the entire taxable
year, shall exclude from his gross in-
come the income derived from sources
within Puerto Rico, except amounts re-
ceived for services performed as an em-
ployee of the United States or any
agency thereof. Whether the individual
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is a bona fide resident of Puerto Rico
shall be determined in general by ap-
plying to the facts and circumstances
in each case the principles of §§ 1.871–2,
1.871–3, 1.871–4, and 1.871–5, relating to
what constitutes residence or nonresi-
dence, as the case may be in the United
States in the case of an alien individ-
ual. Once bona fide residence in Puerto
Rico has been established, temporary
absence therefrom in the United States
or elsewhere on vacation or business
trips will not necessarily deprive an in-
dividual of his status as a bona fide
resident of Puerto Rico. An individual
taking up residence in Puerto Rico dur-
ing the course of the taxable year is
not entitled for such year to the exclu-
sion provided in section 933.

(b) Taxable year of change of residence
from Puerto Rico. A citizen of the
United States who changes his resi-
dence from Puerto Rico after having
been a bona fide resident thereof for a
period of at least two years imme-
diately preceding the date of such
change in residence shall exclude from
his gross income the income derived
from sources within Puerto Rico which
is attributable to that part of such pe-
riod of Puerto Rican residence which
preceded the date of such change in
residence, except amounts received for
services performed as an employee of
the United States or any agency there-
of.

(c) Deductions. In any case in which
any amount otherwise constituting
gross income is excluded from gross in-
come under the provisions of section
933, there shall not be allowed as a de-
duction from gross income any items of
expenses or losses or other deductions
(except the deduction under section
151, relating to personal exemptions)
properly allocable to, or chargeable
against, the amounts so excluded from
gross income.

§ 1.934–1 Limitation on reduction in
income tax liability incurred to the
Virgin Islands.

(a) General rule. Section 934(a) pro-
vides that tax liability incurred to the
Virgin Islands shall not be reduced or
remitted in any way, directly or indi-
rectly, whether by grant, subsidy, or
other similar payment, by any law en-
acted in the Virgin Islands, except to

the extent provided in section 934 (b) or
(c). For purposes of the preceding sen-
tence, the term ‘‘tax liability’’ means
the liability incurred to the Virgin Is-
lands pursuant to subtitle A of the
Code, as made applicable in the Virgin
Islands by the Act of July 12, 1921 (48
U.S.C. 1397), or pursuant to section
28(a) of the Revised Organic Act of the
Virgin Islands (48 U.S.C. 1642).

(b) Exception for certain domestic and
Virgin Islands corporations—(1) General
rule. Section 934(b) provides an excep-
tion to the application of section
934(a). Under this exception, section
934(a) does not apply with respect to
tax liability incurred to the Virgin Is-
lands by a domestic or Virgin Islands
corporation for any taxable year (or for
such part of such year as may be appli-
cable) to the extent that such tax li-
ability is attributable to income de-
rived from sources without the United
States, if such corporation satisfies the
conditions provided in section 934(b)(1)
and (2), and if the information required
by section 934(d) is supplied. These con-
ditions are enumerated in the remain-
der of this paragraph, and the informa-
tion requirement is set forth in para-
graph (d) of this section.

(2) Conditions to be satisfied for excep-
tion. A domestic or Virgin Islands cor-
poration satisfies the conditions of sec-
tion 934(b)(1) and (2) if—

(i) Eighty percent or more of the
gross income of such corporation for
the 3-year period immediately preced-
ing the close of the taxable year (or for
such part of such period immediately
preceding the close of such taxable
year as may be applicable) was derived
from sources within the Virgin Islands;
and

(ii) Fifty percent or more of the gross
income of such corporation for such pe-
riod (or such part thereof) was derived
from the active conduct of a trade or
business within the Virgin Islands.

(3) Computation rule. Except as pro-
vided in subparagraph (5) of this para-
graph, tax liability incurred to the Vir-
gin Islands by a domestic or Virgin Is-
lands corporation for the taxable year
(or such part of such year as may be
applicable) attributable to income de-
rived from sources without the United
States shall be computed as follows:
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(i) Add to the income tax liability in-
curred to the Virgin Islands any credit
against the tax allowed under section
901(a);

(ii) Multiply by taxable income from
sources without the United States for
the applicable period;

(iii) Divide by total taxable income
for the period;

(iv) Subtract any credit against the
tax allowed under section 901(a). Tax li-
ability incurred to the Virgin Islands
attributable to income derived from
sources without the United States, as
computed in this subparagraph, how-
ever, shall not exceed the total amount
of income tax liability actually in-
curred.

(4) Examples. The rule of the preced-
ing subparagraph may be illustrated by
the following examples:

Example 1. Corporation X, which satisfies
the requirements of section 934(b), incurs an
income tax liability to the Virgin Islands for
taxable year 1963 of $290, as follows:

Taxable income from sources
within the U.S ......................... $200

Taxable income from sources
without the U.S ....................... 800

Total taxable income .......................................... $1,000
Credit allowed under section 901(a) .................. 10
Tax liability incurred to the Virgin Islands .......... 290
The income tax liability incurred to the Virgin

Islands attributable to income derived from
sources without the United States is $230,
computed as follows:

(i) Tax liability incurred to
the Virgin Islands ............. 290

Plus credit allowed under
section 901(a) .................. 10

300
(ii) Multiply by taxable in-

come from sources with-
out the U.S ...................... 800

240,000
(iii) Divide by total taxable

income ............................. 1,000

240
(iv) Subtract credit allowed

under section 901(a) ....... 10

230

Example 2. Corporation Y, which satisfies
the requirements of section 934(b), incurs an
income tax liability to the Virgin Islands for
taxable year 1963 of $140, as follows:

Taxable income from sources
within the U.S ......................... ($300 net

loss)
Taxable income from sources

without the U.S ....................... 800

Total taxable income .......................................... $500
Credit allowed under section 901(a) .................. 10
Tax liability incurred to the Virgin Islands .......... 140
The income tax liability incurred to the Virgin

Islands attributable to income derived from
sources without the United States is 140,
computed as follows:

(i) Tax liability incurred to
the Virgin Islands ............. 140

Plus credit allowed under
section 901(a) .................. 10

150
(ii) Multiply by taxable in-

come from sources with-
out the U.S. ..................... 800

120,000
(iii) Divide by total taxable

income ............................. 500

240
(iv) Subtract credit allowed

under section 901(a) ....... 10

230

Since the $230 derived from the computation
is in excess of the actual tax liability in-
curred, the income tax liability incurred to
the Virgin Islands attributable to income de-
rived from sources without the United States
is limited to $140, the actual liability in-
curred.

(5) Special computation rule for certain
domestic corporations. For purposes of
section 934(b) and this paragraph, tax
liability incurred to the Virgin Islands
by a domestic corporation which is re-
quired to file an income tax return
with the United States for the taxable
year (or such part of such year as may
be applicable) attributable to income
derived from sources without the
United States shall be the actual in-
come tax liability incurred to the Vir-
gin Islands for such year.

(6) Source of income. For purposes of
section 934(b) and this paragraph, the
income of a Virgin Islands corporation,
and the sources from which the income
of such corporation is derived, shall be
determined as if such corporation were
a domestic corporation. However, all
amounts received by a corporation
within the United States, whether de-
rived from sources within or without
the United States, shall be considered
as being derived from sources within
the United States. In determining the
sources from which the income of a do-
mestic or Virgin Islands corporation is
derived, the principles of part 1 (sec-
tion 861 and following), subchapter N,
chapter 1 of the Code, and the regula-
tions thereunder shall apply.
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(c) Exception for certain residents of the
Virgin Islands—(1) General rule. Section
934(c) provides another exception to the
application of section 934(a). Under this
exception, section 934(a) does not apply
with respect to the tax liability in-
curred by an individual citizen of the
United States to the Virgin Islands for
any taxable year to the extent that
such tax liability is attributable to in-
come derived from sources within the
Virgin Islands, if such individual is a
bona fide resident of the Virgin Islands
during the entire taxable year and if he
supplies the information required
under section 934(d).

(2) Definition—bona fide resident and
United States citizen. In determining
whether a United States citizen is a
bona fide resident of the Virgin Islands,
the principles of §§ 1.871–2, 1.871–3, 1.871–
4, and 1.871–5, relating to the deter-
mination of residence and nonresidence
in the United States, shall apply. Once
a bona fide residence in the Virgin Is-
lands is established by an individual,
temporary absence therefrom will not
necessarily deprive such individual of
his status as a bona fide resident of the
Virgin Islands. For purposes of section
934(c), a citizen of the United States in-
cludes any individual who is a citizen
of the United States by reason of being
a citizen of any possession of the
United States.

(3) Computation rule. For purposes of
section 934(c) and this paragraph, tax
liability incurred to the Virgin Islands
for the taxable year attributable to in-
come derived from sources within the
Virgin Islands shall be computed as fol-
lows:

(i) Add to the income tax liability in-
curred to the Virgin Islands any credit
against the tax allowed under section
901(a);

(ii) Multiply by taxable income from
sources within the Virgin Islands;

(iii) Divide by total taxable income.
Tax liability incurred to the Virgin Is-
lands attributable to income derived
from sources within the Virgin Islands,
as computed in this subparagraph,
however, shall not exceed the total
amount of income tax liability actu-
ally incurred.

(4) Examples. The rule of the preced-
ing subparagraph may be illustrated by
the following examples:

Example 1. A, an individual who satisfies
the requirements of section 934(c), incurs an
income tax liability to the Virgin Islands for
taxable year 1963 of $380, as follows:

Taxable income from sources within
the Virgin Islands ............................ $1,200

Taxable income from sources without
the Virgin Islands ............................ 800

Total taxable income .............................................. $2,000
Credit allowed under section 901(a) ...................... 20
Tax liability incurred to the Virgin Islands .............. 380
The income tax liability incurred to the Virgin Is-

lands attributable to income derived from
sources within the Virgin Islands is $240, com-
puted as follows:

(i) Tax liability incurred to the Vir-
gin Islands ............................... 380

Plus credit allowed under section
901(a) ...................................... 20

400
(ii) Multiply by taxable income

from sources within the Virgin
Islands ..................................... 1,200

480,000
(iii) Divide by total taxable income ................. $2,000

240

Example 2. B, an individual who satisfies
the requirements of section 934(c), incurs an
income tax liability to the Virgin Islands for
taxable year 1963 of $100, as follows:

Taxable income from sources
within the Virgin Islands .......... $800

Taxable income from sources
without the Virgin Islands ....... (200 net

loss)

Total taxable income .......................................... $600
Credit allowed under section 901(a) .................. 20
Tax liability incurred to the Virgin Islands .......... 100
The income tax liability incurred to the Virgin

Islands attributable to income derived from
sources within the Virgin Islands is $100,
computed as follows:

(i) Tax liability incurred to
the Virgin Islands ............. 100

Plus credit allowed under
section 901(a) .................. 20

120
(ii) Multiply by taxable in-

come from sources within
the Virgin Islands ............. 800

96,000
(iii) Divide by total taxable

income ............................. 600

160

Since the $160 derived from the computation
is in excess of the actual tax liability in-
curred, the income tax liability incurred to
the Virgin Islands attributable to income de-
rived from sources within the Virgin Islands
is limited to $100, the actual liability in-
curred.
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(5) Source of income. For purposes of
section 934(c) and this paragraph, in de-
termining taxable income from sources
within and without the Virgin Islands
the principles of part 1 (section 861 and
following), subchapter N, chapter 1 of
the Code, and the regulations there-
under shall apply, except that—

(i) Any deductions for personal ex-
emptions allowable under section 151
shall be deducted in computing taxable
income from sources within the Virgin
Islands but shall not be deducted in
computing taxable income from
sources without the Virgin Islands;

(ii) Amounts received for services
performed as an employee of the
United States or any agency thereof
shall not be considered as income de-
rived from sources within the Virgin
Islands;

(iii) Gain or loss from the sale or ex-
change of any security (as defined in
section 165(g)(2)) shall not be treated as
derived from sources within the Virgin
Islands.

(6) Definition—‘‘taxable income’’ on a
joint return. In the case of a husband
and wife making a joint return, the
term ‘‘taxable income’’, as used in this
paragraph, means the combined tax-
able income of both spouses.

(d) Information required. Section 934(d)
provides that the exceptions in section
934 (b) and (c) shall apply only in the
case of persons who supply such infor-
mation as the Secretary or his delegate
may by regulations prescribe for pur-
poses of determining the applicability
of such exceptions. The following por-
tions of this paragraph, together with
paragraphs (e) and (f) of this section,
prescribe the information which must
be filed. Any person seeking to come
within an exception must provide the
following information:

(1) The name and address of such per-
son;

(2) If such person is one of two or
more organizations, trades, or busi-
nesses (whether or not incorporated,
whether or not organized in the United
States, and whether or not affiliated)
owned or controlled directly or indi-
rectly by the same interests within the
meaning of section 482 and the regula-
tions thereunder—

(i) The name and address of each such
organization, trade, or business;

(ii) The relationship which each such
organization, trade, or business bears
to the other organizations, trades, or
businesses in such group;

(iii) The nature of the activity or ac-
tivities conducted by each such organi-
zation, trade, or business.

(3) Any person seeking to come with-
in an exception must make available
for inspection by the Director of Inter-
national Operations such records, and
underlying contracts and documents,
as are necessary to determine the ap-
plicability of section 934(b) or (c).

(e) Information required—corporations.
Corporations seeking to come within
the exception provided in section 934(b)
shall, in addition to the information
required by paragraph (d) of this sec-
tion, submit the following information
with respect to each taxable year:

(1) The date and place of incorpora-
tion;

(2) The name and address of any
shareholder of record owning at any
time during the taxable year 5 percent
or more of the voting stock of any
class or 5 percent or more of the value
of any class of outstanding stock, and
the nature and amount of the stock
owned;

(3) For the 3-year period immediately
preceding the close of the corporation’s
taxable year (or for such part of such
period immediately preceding the close
of such taxable year as may be applica-
ble)—

(i) The total amount of its gross in-
come;

(ii) The amount of such gross income
derived from the active conduct of a
trade or business within the Virgin Is-
lands;

(iii) The amount of such gross income
from sources within (a) the Virgin Is-
lands, (b) the United States (including
therein and specifically itemizing all
amounts received within the United
States), and (c) all other countries as a
group;

(iv) The ratio which gross income de-
rived from sources within the Virgin
Islands bears to total gross income;

(v) The ratio which gross income de-
rived from the active conduct of a
trade or business within the Virgin Is-
lands bears to total gross income.

(f) Information required—individuals.
Individuals seeking to come within the
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exception provided in section 934(c)
shall, in addition to the information
required by paragraph (d) of this sec-
tion, submit the following information
with respect to each taxable year:

(1) The date on which such individual
became a bona fide resident of the Vir-
gin Islands;

(2) If such individual maintains a
place of abode for himself or his family
in the United States or elsewhere out-
side the Virgin Islands, the location of
such place of abode and the purpose for
which such place is maintained;

(3) The beginning and the ending
dates of each period of absence from
the Virgin Islands during such taxable
year;

(4) The amount of gross income for
such taxable year from sources within
the Virgin Islands, excluding—

(i) The amount of gain or loss from
the sale or exchange of any security, as
defined in section 165(g)(2);

(ii) The amount of gross income re-
ceived for services performed as an em-
ployee of the United States or any
agency thereof.

(5) Any amounts excluded from gross
income from sources within the Virgin
Islands under subparagraph (4)(i) and
(ii) of this paragraph.

(g) Time and place for filing statement.
The statement, in duplicate, providing
the information required under section
934(d) and paragraphs (d), (e), and (f) of
this section shall be attached to the in-
come tax return filed with the Govern-
ment of the Virgin Islands for the tax-
able year with respect to which an ex-
ception is claimed under section 934 (b)
or (c). If an exception is claimed with
respect to any taxable year for which
the time prescribed by law for filing
the return expires prior to 30 days from
the publication of these regulations,
the required statement must be filed in
duplicate on or before 90 days from the
publication of these regulations. The
return and statement must be avail-
able for examination by the Director of
International Operations.

(h) Effective date. The provisions of
this section shall apply to taxable
years beginning after December 31,
1959.

[T.D. 6629, 27 FR 12791, Dec. 28, 1962]

§ 1.935–1 Coordination of U.S. and
Guam individual income taxes.

(a) Application of section—(1) Scope.
Section 935 and this section set forth
the special rules relating to the filing
of income tax returns, income tax li-
abilities, and estimated income tax of
individuals described in subparagraph
(2) of this paragraph. For additional
rules relating to the collection of in-
come tax at source on the wages of cer-
tain individuals, the furnishing of cer-
tain information with the returns of
certain individuals, and the covering
over to the treasury of Guam of net
collections of income taxes imposed on
certain individuals, see section 7654 and
§ 301.7654–1 of this chapter (Regulations
on Procedure and Administration).

(2) Individuals covered. This section
shall apply for a taxable year to any
individual who—

(i) Is a resident of Guam, whether or
not he is a citizen of the United States,

(ii) Is a citizen of Guam but not oth-
erwise a citizen of the United States,

(iii) Has income derived from Guam
for the taxable year and is a citizen or
resident of the United States, or

(iv) Files a joint return for the tax-
able year with any individual described
in subdivision (i), (ii), or (iii) of this
subparagraph.

(3) Determination of residence and citi-
zenship. For purposes of this section,
determinations of residence and citi-
zenship for a taxable year shall be
made (except as provided to the con-
trary in paragraphs (d)(1) and (2) of this
section) as of the close of the taxable
year. A citizen of the United States is
any individual who is a citizen within
the meaning of paragraph (c) of § 1.1–1,
except that the term does not include
an individual who is a citizen of Guam
but not otherwise a citizen of the
United States. An individual who is a
citizen of Guam but not otherwise a
citizen of the United States is any indi-
vidual who has become a citizen of the
United States by birth or naturaliza-
tion in Guam. Whether an individual is
a resident of Guam or a resident of the
United States shall generally be deter-
mined by applying to the facts and cir-
cumstances in each case the principles
of §§ 1.871–2 through 1.871–5 relating to
what constitutes residence or nonresi-
dence, as the case may be, in the
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United States in the case of an alien
individual. However, for special rules
for determining the residence for tax
purposes of individuals under military
or naval orders, see section 514 of the
Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Civil Relief Act
of 1940, 50 App. U.S.C. 574. The resi-
dence of an individual, and, therefore,
the jurisdiction with which he is re-
quired to file an income tax return
under paragraph (b) of this section,
may change from year to year.

(b) Filing requirement—(1) Tax jurisdic-
tion. An individual described in para-
graph (a)(2) of this section shall file his
return of income tax for the taxable
year—

(i) With the United States if he is a
resident of the United States, whether
or not he is a citizen of the United
States,

(ii) With Guam if he is a resident of
Guam, whether or not he is a citizen of
Guam, or

(iii) If neither subdivision (i) nor (ii)
of this subparagraph applies,

(A) With Guam if he is a citizen of
Guam but not otherwise a citizen of
the United States, as defined in para-
graph (a)(3) of this section, or

(B) With the United States if he is a
citizen of the United States, as defined
in paragraph (a)(3) of this section.
Thus, for example, if a U.S. citizen em-
ployed by the United States in Guam
becomes a resident of Guam for the
taxable year, he must file his return of
income tax for such year with Guam.
The tax shown on the return shall be
paid to the jurisdiction with which
such return is required to be filed and
shall be determined by taking into ac-
count any credit under section 31 for
tax withheld by Guam or the United
States on wages, any credit under sec-
tion 6402(b) for an overpayment of in-
come tax to Guam or the United
States, and any payments under sec-
tion 6315 of estimated income tax paid
to Guam or the United States. See
paragraph (a)(3) of this section for the
rule that determinations of residence
and citizenship are to be made as of the
close of the taxable year.

(2) Joint returns. In the case of mar-
ried persons, if one or both spouses is
an individual described in paragraph
(a)(2) of this section and they file a
joint return of income tax, the spouses

shall file their joint return with, and
pay the tax due on such return to, the
jurisdiction where the spouse who has
the greater adjusted gross income for
the taxable year would be required
under subparagraph (1) of this para-
graph to file his return if separate re-
turns were filed. For this purpose, ad-
justed gross income of each spouse is
determined under section 62 and the
regulations thereunder but without re-
gard to community property laws; and,
if one of the spouses dies, the taxable
year of the surviving spouse shall be
treated as ending on the date of such
death.

(3) Place for filing returns—(i) U.S. re-
turns. A return required under this
paragraph to be filed with the United
States shall be filed in accordance with
§ 1.6091–2, except that such return of a
citizen or resident of the United States
who is described in § 301.7654–1(a)(2) of
this chapter (Regulations on Procedure
and Administration) shall be filed with
the Internal Revenue Service Center,
11601 Roosevelt Boulevard, Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania 19155.

(ii) Guam returns. A return required
under this paragraph to be filed with
Guam shall be filed with the Commis-
sioner of Revenue and Taxation,
Agana, Guam 96910.

(4) Tax accounting standards. A tax-
payer who has filed his return with one
of the jurisdictions named in subpara-
graph (1) of this paragraph for a prior
taxable year and is required to file his
return for a later taxable year with the
other such jurisdiction may not, for
such later taxable year, change his ac-
counting period, method of accounting,
or any election to which he is bound
with respect to his reporting of taxable
income to the first jurisdiction unless
he obtains the consent of the second ju-
risdiction to make such change. How-
ever, such change will not be effective
for returns filed thereafter with the
first jurisdiction unless before such
later date of filing he also obtains the
consent of the first jurisdiction to
make such change. Any request for
consent to make a change pursuant to
this subparagraph must be made to the
office where the return is required to
be filed under subparagraph (3) of this
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paragraph and in sufficient time to per-
mit a copy of the consent to be at-
tached to the return for the taxable
year.

(c) Extent of liability for income tax—
(1) Extension of territory—(i) General
rule. With respect to an individual who,
for a taxable year, is described in para-
graph (a)(2) of this section—

(A) For purposes of so much of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 as re-
lates to the normal taxes and the
surtaxes imposed by chapter 1 thereof,
the United States shall be treated, in a
geographical and governmental sense,
as including Guam, and

(B) For purposes of the Guam Terri-
torial income tax (48 U.S.C. 1421i),
Guam shall be treated, in a geographi-
cal and governmental sense, as includ-
ing the United States except that this
subdivision shall not apply for purposes
of this section, section 7651, and sec-
tion 7654.

(ii) Application of general rule. (A) The
significance of the application of the
rule of subdivision (i) of this subpara-
graph will depend upon the facts and
circumstances of the particular case.
The rule will not be applied where its
application would be manifestly inap-
plicable or incompatible with the in-
tent thereof. Thus, the rule will not be
applied for purposes of section 3401, re-
lating to definition of wages. Also, the
rule will not be applied in determining
the sources of dividends and interest
from a domestic corporation. For ex-
ample, if less than 20 percent of a do-
mestic corporation’s gross income is
from U.S. sources for the period de-
scribed in section 861(a)(1)(B) and
(2)(A), but more than 20 percent of its
gross income is from U.S. and Guam
sources taken together for such period,
the dividends and interest derived from
it will be treated as derived from
sources without the United States. In
addition, for purposes of section
1372(e)(4), relating to whether an elec-
tion of a small business corporation
has been terminated because it derived
more than 80 percent of its gross re-
ceipts from sources outside the United
States, gross receipts from sources
within Guam will be treated as gross
receipts from sources outside the
United States. On the other hand, some
of the conclusions which may be

reached as a result of the application of
subdivision (i) of this subparagraph to
a U.S. taxpayer (that is, an individual
described in paragraph (b)(1)(i) or
(iii)(B) of this section) are as follows. A
U.S. taxpayer may not claim a foreign
tax credit based upon his income from
sources within Guam. Income tax paid
to Guam may be taken into account
under sections 31, 6315, and 6402(b) as
payments to the United States. For
purposes of section 116(a), relating to
the partial exclusion of dividends re-
ceived by individuals, dividends paid to
a U.S. taxpayer by a corporation cre-
ated or organized in Guam or under the
law of Guam will be treated as divi-
dends paid by a domestic corporation.
Taxes paid to Guam and otherwise sat-
isfying the requirements of section
164(a) will be allowed as a deduction
under that section, but income taxes
paid to Guam will be disallowed as a
deduction under section 275(a).

(B) If a U.S. taxpayer has a net oper-
ating loss carryback or carryover
under section 172, a foreign tax credit
carryback or carryover under section
904, an investment credit carryback or
carryover under section 46, a capital
loss carryover under section 1212, or a
charitable contributions carryover
under section 170, the United States
will take such carryback or carryover
into account for a taxable year for
which the taxpayer’s return is required
to be filed with the United States, and
make a refund to the extent required
under section 6402, even though the re-
turn of the taxpayer for the taxable
year (whether beginning on, before, or
after December 31, 1972) giving rise to
the carryback or carryover was re-
quired to be filed with Guam.

(C) For purposes of income averaging
of a U.S. taxpayer under sections 1301
through 1305, the taxpayer will not be
denied status as an ‘‘eligible individ-
ual’’ merely because he was during the
base period defined in section 1302(c)(2)
treated under section 932 as a non-
resident alien individual because he
was a citizen of Guam but not other-
wise a citizen of the United States. See
section 1303(b). Furthermore, in deter-
mining the base period of such a U.S.
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taxpayer under section 1302(c)(2), tax-
able years for which a return was re-
quired to be filed with Guam shall be
taken into account.

(D) In applying the Guam Territorial
income tax the converse of the preced-
ing rules under this subdivision will
apply. Thus, for example, income tax
paid to the United States may be taken
into account under sections 31, 6315,
and 6402(b) as payments to Guam.
Moreover, a citizen of the United
States (as defined in paragraph (a)(3) of
this section) not a resident of Guam
will not be treated as a nonresident
alien individual for purposes of the
Guam Territorial income tax. Thus, for
example, a citizen of the United States
(as so defined), or a resident of the
United States, will not be treated as a
nonresident alien individual for pur-
poses of section 1371(a)(3) of the Gua-
manian Territorial income tax.

(2) Liability to other jurisdiction—(i)
Filing with Guam. If for a taxable year
an individual is required under para-
graph (b)(1) of this section to file a re-
turn with Guam, he is relieved of li-
ability to file an income tax return
with, and to pay an income tax to, the
United States for the taxable year.

(ii) Filing with the United States. If for
a taxable year an individual is required
under paragraph (b)(1) of this section
to file a return with the United States,
he is relieved of liability to file an in-
come tax return with, and to pay an in-
come tax to, Guam for the taxable
year.

(d) Special rules for estimated income
tax—(1) Declaration of estimated income
tax. If, under all the facts and cir-
cumstances existing at the date an in-
dividual is required to file a declara-
tion of estimated income tax, there is
reason to believe that he will, for the
taxable year, be an individual de-
scribed in paragraph (a)(2) of this sec-
tion, he must file his declaration of es-
timated income tax (and all amend-
ments thereof) with the jurisdiction
with which he would be required to file
a return under paragraph (b)(1) of this
section if his taxable year had closed
on the date he is first required to file a
declaration of estimated income tax
for the taxable year. Except as pro-
vided in paragraph (6) of this section
(relating to underpayments of esti-

mated income tax), payments of esti-
mated income tax shall be made to the
jurisdiction with which he is required
to file the declaration even though for
the taxable year he is required under
paragraph (b)(1) of this section to file
his return with the other jurisdiction.
In determining the amount of such es-
timated income tax, income tax paid to
Guam may be taken into account
under sections 31 and 6402(b) as pay-
ments to the United States, and vice
versa. For rules relating to the deter-
mination of, and time for filing, dec-
larations of estimated tax, see sections
6015 and 6073; for rules relating to the
time for paying installments of the
tax, see section 6153.

(2) Joint declaration of estimated income
tax. In the case of married persons, if,
under all the facts and circumstances
existing at the date a spouse is re-
quired to file a declaration of esti-
mated income tax, there is reason to
believe that he will, for the taxable
year, be an individual described in
paragraph (a)(2) of this section and the
spouses file a joint declaration of esti-
mated income tax, the spouses must
file their joint declaration of estimated
income tax (and all amendments there-
of) with the jurisdiction where the
spouse who has the greater estimated
adjusted gross income for the taxable
year would be required under subpara-
graph (1) of this paragraph to file his
declaration of estimated income tax if
separate declarations were filed. For
this purpose, estimated adjusted gross
income of each spouse for the taxable
year is determined without regard to
community property laws. Except as
provided in paragraph (6) of this sec-
tion, payments of estimated income
tax shall be made to the jurisdiction
with which the spouses are required to
file the joint declaration.

(3) Early filing of declarations. If the
individual or spouses have in fact filed
a declaration or joint declaration of es-
timated income tax earlier than the
time he or they are first required to
file the declaration and such declara-
tion was not filed where it is required
to be filed under paragraph (d)(1) or (2)
of this section, as the case may be, of
this paragraph, only subsequent
amendments of the declaration are re-
quired to be filed pursuant to such
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paragraph (d)(1) or (2) of this section
with the other jurisdiction and only
subsequent installments of the esti-
mated income tax are required to be
paid to the other jurisdiction.

(4) Place for filing declarations. A dec-
laration of estimated income tax re-
quired under subparagraph (1) of this
paragraph to be filed with Guam, shall
be filed as prescribed in paragraph
(b)(3)(ii) of this section. A declaration
of estimated income tax required under
subparagraph (1) of this paragraph to
be filed with the United States shall be
filed at the place prescribed by § 1.6073–
1(c).

(5) Liability to other jurisdiction—(i)
Filing with Guam. If, for a taxable year,
an individual is required under this
paragraph to file a declaration of esti-
mated income tax with Guam, he is re-
lieved of liability to file a declaration
of estimated income tax (and any
amendments thereof) with, and to
make payments of estimated income
tax to, the United States for the tax-
able year.

(ii) Filing with the United States. If, for
a taxable year, an individual is re-
quired under this paragraph to file a
declaration of estimated income tax
with the United States, he is relieved
of liability to file a declaration of esti-
mated income tax (and any amend-
ments thereof) with, and to make pay-
ments of estimated income tax to,
Guam for the taxable year.

(6) Underpayments. The liability of an
individual described in paragraph (a)(2)
of this section for underpayments of es-
timated income tax for a taxable year,
as determined under section 6654 and
the regulations thereunder, shall be to
the jurisdiction with which he is re-
quired under paragraph (b) of this sec-
tion to file his return for the taxable
year.

(e) Illustration. The application of
this section may be illustrated by the
following examples:

Example 1. B, and individual, files returns
on a calendar year basis. B is a resident of
the United States at the time he is required
to file his declaration of estimated income
tax for 1974. If, under the facts and cir-
cumstances, B does not reasonably expect at
the time he files his declaration of estimated
income tax that he will be a resident of
Guam at the close of 1974, he will not be sub-
ject to this section at the time of such filing.

However, B subsequently receives Guam
source income which necessitates an amend-
ment of his declaration, and some time later
in 1974 he becomes a resident of Guam for the
remainder of the year. B is required under
paragraph (d)(1) of this section to file his
amended declaration with the United States
and to make payments of the estimated tax
to the United States. However, B is required
to file his income tax return for 1974 with
Guam and to make any underpayments of es-
timated tax to Guam, pursuant to para-
graphs (b)(1) and (d)(6) of this section.

Example 2. C, an individual, files returns on
a calendar year basis. On March 1, 1974, C is
a resident of the United States, files his dec-
laration of estimated income tax for 1974
with the United States, and pays his first in-
stallment of estimated tax to the United
States. Prior to the date C would otherwise
be required to file his declaration of esti-
mated income tax for 1974 (April 15, 1974), C
becomes a resident of Guam for the remain-
der of the year. C is required under para-
graph (d)(1) of this section to make only his
remaining payments of installments of esti-
mated tax to Guam. C is also required to file
his income tax return for 1974 with Guam
and to make any underpayments of esti-
mated tax to Guam, pursuant to paragraphs
(b)(1) and (d)(6) of this section.

Example 3. D, an individual, files returns on
a calendar year basis. On August 1, 1974, D
ceases to be a resident of the United States
for the year and becomes a resident of Guam
for the remainder of the year. D is first re-
quired to file a declaration of estimated in-
come tax for 1974 on September 15, 1974, be-
cause of his receipt of an extraordinary item
of income after June 15, 1974. D is required
under paragraph (d)(1) of this section to file
his declaration with Guam and to make pay-
ments of the estimated tax to Guam. D is
also required to file his income tax return
for 1974 with Guam and to make any under-
payments of estimated tax to Guam, pursu-
ant to paragraphs (b)(1) and (d)(6) of this sec-
tion.

(f) Effective date. This section shall
apply for taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1972.

(Secs. 7805 (68A Stat. 917; 26 U.S.C. 7805) and
7654(e) (86 Stat. 1496; 26 U.S.C. 7654 (e)) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954)

[T.D. 7385, 40 FR 50261, Oct. 29, 1975]

§ 1.936–1 Elections.
(a) Making an election. A domestic

corporation shall make an election
under section 936(e), for any taxable
year beginning after December 31, 1975,
by filing Form 5712 on or before the
later of—
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(1) The date on which such corpora-
tion is required, pursuant to sections
6072(b) and 6081, to file its Federal in-
come tax return for the first taxable
year for which the election is made; or

(2) April 8, 1980.
Form 5712 shall be filed with the Inter-
nal Revenue Service Center, 11601 Roo-
sevelt Boulevard, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania 19155 (Philadelphia Center).

(b) Revoking an election. Any corpora-
tion to which an election under section
936 (e) applies on February 8, 1980 is
hereby granted the consent of the Sec-
retary to revoke that election for the
first taxable year to which the election
applied. (The corporation may make a
new election under § 1.936–1 (a) for any
subsequent taxable year.) The corpora-
tion shall make this revocation by
sending to the Philadelphia Center a
written statement of revocation on or
before April 8, 1980.

(Secs. 7805 and 936(e) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 (68A Stat. 917 and 90 Stat. 1644;
26 U.S.C. 7805 and 936(e)))

[T.D. 7673, 45 FR 8588, Feb. 8, 1980; T.D. 7673,
45 FR 16174, Mar. 13, 1980]

§ 1.936–4 Intangible property income
in the absence of an election out.

The rules in this section apply for
purposes of section 936(h) and also for
purposes of section 934(e), where appli-
cable.

Q. 1: If a possessions corporation and
its affiliates do not make an election
under either the cost sharing or 50/50
profit split option, what rules will gov-
ern the treatment of income attrib-
utable to intangible property owned or
leased by the possessions corporation?

A. 1: Intangible property income will
be allocated to the possessions corpora-
tion’s U.S. shareholders with the prora-
tion of income based on shareholdings.
If a shareholder of the possessions cor-
poration is a foreign person or a tax-ex-
empt person, the possessions corpora-
tion will be taxable on that sharehold-
er’s pro rata amount of the intangible
property income. If any class of the
stock of a possessions corporation is
regularly traded on an established se-
curities market, then the intangible
property income will be taxable to the
possessions corporation rather than
the corporation’s U.S. shareholders.

For these purposes, a United States
shareholder includes any shareholder
who is a United States person as de-
scribed under section 7701(a)(30). The
term ‘‘intangible property income’’
means the gross income of a posses-
sions corporation attributable to any
intangible property other than intangi-
ble property which has been licensed to
such corporation since prior to 1948 and
which was in use by such corporation
on September 3, 1982.

Q. 2: What is the source of the intan-
gible property income described in
question 1?

A. 2: The intangible property income
is U.S. source, whether taxed to U.S.
shareholders or taxed to the posses-
sions corporation. Such intangible
property income, if treated as income
of the possessions corporation, does not
enter into the calculation of the 80-per-
cent possessions source test or the 65-
percent active trade or business test of
section 936(a)(2)(A) and (B).

Q. 3: How will the amount of income
attributable to intangible property be
measured?

A. 3: Income attributable to intangi-
ble property includes the amount re-
ceived by a possessions corporation
from the sale, exchange, or other dis-
position of any product or from the
rendering of a service which is in ex-
cess of the reasonable costs it incurs in
manufacturing the product or render-
ing the service (other than costs in-
curred in connection with intangibles)
plus a reasonable profit margin. A rea-
sonable profit margin shall be com-
puted with respect to direct and indi-
rect costs other than (i) costs incurred
in connection with intangibles, (ii) in-
terest expense, and (iii) the cost of ma-
terials which are subject to processing
or which are components in a product
manufactured by the possessions cor-
poration. Notwithstanding the above,
certain taxpayers who have been per-
mitted by the Internal Revenue Service
in taxable years beginning before Janu-
ary 1, 1983, to use the cost-plus method
of pricing without reflecting a return
from intangibles, but including the
cost of materials in the cost base, will
not be precluded from doing so. (Sec.
3.02(3), Rev. Proc. 63–10, 1963–1 C.B. 490.)
Thus, the Internal Revenue Service
may continue in appropriate cases to
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permit such taxpayers to continue to
report their income as they have been
under existing procedures described in
the previous sentence if it is appro-
priate under all the facts and cir-
cumstances and does not distort the in-
come of the taxpayer.

Q. 4: If there is no intangible prop-
erty related to a product produced in
whole or in part by a possessions cor-
poration, what method may the posses-
sions corporation use to compute its
income?

A. 4: The taxpayer may compute its
income using the appropriate method
as provided under section 482 and the
regulations thereunder. The taxpayer
may also elect the cost sharing or prof-
it split method.

[T.D. 8090, 51 FR 21524, June 13, 1986]

§ 1.936–5 Intangible property income
when an election out is made: Prod-
uct, business presence, and con-
tract manufacturing.

The rules in this section apply for
purposes of section 936(h) and also for
purposes of section 934(e), where appli-
cable.

(a) Definition of product.

Q. 1: What does the term ‘‘product’’
mean?

A. 1: The term ‘‘product’’ means an
item of property which is the result of
a production process. The term ‘‘prod-
uct’’ includes component products, in-
tegrated products, and end-product
forms. A component product is a prod-
uct which is subject to further process-
ing before sale to an unrelated party. A
component product may be produced
from other items of property, and if it
is so produced, may be treated as in-
cluding or not including (at the choice
of the possessions corporation) one or
more of such other items of property
for all purposes of section 936(h)(5). An
integrated product is a product which
is not subject to any further processing
before sale to an unrelated party and
which includes all component products
from which it is produced. An end-prod-
uct form is a product which—

(1) Is not subject to any further proc-
essing before sale to an unrelated
party;

(2) Is produced from a component
product or products; and

(3) Is treated as not including certain
component products for all purposes of
section 936(h)(5).
A possessions corporation may treat a
component product, integrated prod-
uct, or end-product form as its posses-
sion product even though the final
stage or stages of production occur
outside the possession. Further proc-
essing includes transformation, incor-
poration, assembly, or packaging.

Q. 2: If a possessions corporation pro-
duces both a component product and an
integrated product (which by definition
includes the end-product form), may
the possessions corporation use the op-
tions under section 936(h)(5) to com-
pute its income with respect to either
the component product, the integrated
product or the end-product form?

A. 2: Yes. The possessions corpora-
tion may choose to treat the compo-
nent product, the integrated product,
or the end-product form as the product
for purposes of determining whether
the possessions corporation satisfies
the significant business presence test.
The possessions corporation must treat
the same item of property as its prod-
uct (the possession product) for all pur-
poses of section 936(h)(5) for that tax-
able year, including the significant
business presence test under section
936(h)(5)(B)(ii), the possessions sales
calculation under section
936(h)(5)(C)(i)(I), the determination of
income under section 936(h)(5)(C)(i)(II),
and the combined taxable income com-
putations under section 936(h)(5)(C)(ii).
Although the possessions corporation
must treat the same item of property
as its product for all purposes of sec-
tion 936(h)(5) in a particular taxable
year, its choice of the component prod-
uct, integrated product or end-product
form may be different from year to
year. The possessions corporation must
specify the possession product on a
statement attached to its return
(Schedule P of Form 5735). The posses-
sions corporation may specify its
choice by either listing the components
that are included in the possession
product or the components that are ex-
cluded from the possession product.
The possessions corporation must file a
separate Schedule P with respect to
each possession product. The posses-
sions corporation must attach to each
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Schedule P detailed computations indi-
cating how the significant business
presence test is satisfied with respect
to the possession product identified in
that Schedule P.

Q. 3: A possessions corporation pro-
duces a product that is sometimes sold
to unrelated parties without further
processing and is sometimes sold to un-
related parties after further processing.
May the possessions corporation
choose to treat the same item of prop-
erty as the possession product even
though in some cases it is an inte-
grated product and in some cases it is
a component product?

A. 3: Yes. Except as provided in ques-
tions and answers 4 and 5, the posses-
sions corporation must designate a sin-
gle possession product even though it
is sometimes a component product and
sometimes an integrated product.

Q. 4: A possessions corporation pro-
duces a product that is sometimes sold
without further processing by any
member of the affiliated group to unre-
lated parties or to related parties for
their own consumption and is some-
times sold after further processing by
any member of the affiliated group to
unrelated parties or to related parties
for their own consumption. May the
possessions corporation designate two
products as possession products?

A. 4: The possessions corporation
may designate two or more possession
products. The possessions corporation
must use a consistent definition of the
possession product for all items of
property that are sold to unrelated par-
ties or consumed by related parties at
the same stage in the production proc-
ess. The significant business presence
test shall apply separately to each
product designated by the possessions
corporation. The possessions corpora-
tion shall compute its income sepa-
rately with respect to each product.

Q. 5: A possessions corporation pro-
duces a product in one taxable year and
does not sell all of the units that it
produced. In the next taxable year the
possessions corporation produces a
product which includes the product
produced in the prior year. The posses-
sions corporation could not have satis-
fied the significant business presence
test with respect to the units produced
the first taxable year if the larger pos-

session product had been designated.
May the possessions corporation des-
ignate two possession products in the
second year?

A. 5: Yes. The possessions corpora-
tion may designate two possession
products. However, once a product has
been designated for a particular year
all sales of units produced in that year
must be defined in the same manner. In
addition, the taxpayer must maintain a
significant business presence in a pos-
session with respect to that product.
Sales shall be deemed made first out of
the current year’s production. If all of
the current year’s production is sold
and some inventory is liquidated, then
the taxpayer’s method of inventory ac-
counting shall be applied to determine
what year’s layer of inventory is liq-
uidated.

Example 1. A possessions corporation S,
manufactures a bulk pharmaceutical in a
possession. S transfers the bulk pharma-
ceutical to its U.S. parent, P, for encapsula-
tion and sale by P to customers. S satisifes
the significant business presence test with
respect to the bulk pharmaceutical (the
component product) and the combination of
the bulk pharmaceutical and the capsule
(the integrated product). S may use the cost
sharing or profit split method to compute its
income with respect to either the component
product or the integrated product.

Example 2. The facts are the same as in ex-
ample 1 except that S does not satisfy the
significant business presence test with re-
spect to the integrated product. S may use
the cost sharing or profit split method to
compute its income only with respect to the
component product. However, if in a later
taxable year S satisfies the significant busi-
ness presence test with respect to the inte-
grated product, then S may use the cost
sharing or profit split method to compute its
income with respect to that integrated prod-
uct for that later taxable year.

Example 3. P, a domestic corporation, pro-
duces in bulk form in the United States the
active ingredient for a pharmaceutical prod-
uct, P transfers the bulk form to S, a wholly
owned possessions corporation. S uses the
bulk form to produce in Puerto Rico the fin-
ished dosage form drug. S transfers the drug
in finished dosage form to P, which sells the
drug to unrelated customers in the U.S. The
direct labor costs incurred in Puerto Rico by
S during its taxable year in formulating, fill-
ing and finishing the dosage form are at
least 65 percent of the total direct labor
costs incurred by the affiliated group in pro-
ducing the bulk and finished forms during
that period. S manufactures (within the
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meaning of section 954(d)(1)(A)) the finished
dosage form. S has elected out under section
936(h)(5) under the profit split option for the
drug product area (SIC 283). P and S may
treat the bulk and finished dosage forms as
parts of an integrated product. Since S satis-
fies the significant business presence re-
quirement with respect to the integrated
product, it is entitled to 50 percent of the
combined taxable income on the integrated
product.

Example 4. A possessions corporation, S.
produces the keyboard of an electric type-
writer and incorporates the keyboard with
components acquired from a related corpora-
tion into finished typewriters. S does not
satisfy the significant business presence test
with respect to the typewriters (the inte-
grated product). Therefore, S may use the
cost sharing or profit split method to com-
pute its income only with respect to a com-
ponent product or end-product form. For tax-
able year 1983, S specifies on a statement at-
tached to its return (Schedule P of Form
5735) that the possession product is the end-
product form. The statement indentifies the
components—for example, the keyboard
structure and frame—which are included in
the possession product. S’s definition of the
possession product will apply to all units of
the electric typewriters which S produces in
whole or in part in the possession and which
are sold in 1983. Thus, all units of a given
component incorporated into such type-
writers will be treated in the same way. For
example, all keyboards and all frames will be
included in the possession product, and all
electric drive mechanisms and rollers will be
excluded from the possession product.

Example 5. Possessions corporation A pro-
duces printed circuit boards in a possession.
The printed circuit boards are sold to unre-
lated parties. A also uses the boards to
produce personal computers in the posses-
sion. A may designate two possession prod-
ucts: printed circuit boards and personal
computers. The significant business presence
test applies separately with respect to each
of these products. Thus, for those printed
circuit boards that are sold to unrelated par-
ties, only the costs of the possessions cor-
poration and the other members of the affili-
ated group that are incurred with respect to
units of the printed circuit boards which are
produced in whole or in part in the posses-
sions and sold to third parties shall be taken
into account. Conversely, with respect to
personal computers, only the costs incurred
with respect to the personal computers shall
be taken into account. This would include
the costs with respect to printed circuit
boards that are incorporated into personal
computers but not the costs incurred with
respect to printed circuit boards that are
sold without further processing to unrelated
parties.

Example 6. Possessions corporation S pro-
duces integrated circuits in a possession. P,
an affilate of S, produces circuit boards in
the United States. P transfers the circuit
boards to S. S assembles the integrated cir-
cuits and the circuit boards. S sells some of
the loaded circuit boards to third parties. S
retains some of the loaded circuit boards and
incorporates them into central processing
units. The central processing units are then
sold to third parties. S may designate two
possession products. S must use a consistent
definition of the possession product for all
units that are sold at the same stage in the
production process. Thus, with respect to
those units sold after assembly of the inte-
grated circuits and the printed circuits
boards, if S cannot satisfy the significant
business presence test with respect to all the
loaded circuit boards (the integrated prod-
uct), then S must designate a lesser product,
either the integrated circuit (the component
product) or the loaded circuit board less the
printed circuit board (the end-product form)
as its possession product. With respect to the
central processing units sold the same rule
would apply. Thus, if S cannot satisfy the
significant business presence test with re-
spect to the entire central processing unit
for all of the central processing units sold, S
must designate some lesser product as its
possession product.

Example 7. S is a possession corporation. In
1985, S produced 100 units of product X.
Those units were finished into product Y in
1985 by affiliates of S. Product X is a compo-
nent of product Y. In 1985, S satisfies the di-
rect labor test with respect to product X but
not with respect to product Y. S designates
the component product X as its possession
product. In 1986 S produces 100 units of prod-
uct X and finishes those units into product
Y. S would have satisfied the significant
business presence test with respect to prod-
uct X if S had designated product X as its
possession product in 1986. In addition, in
1986 S satisfies the significant business pres-
ence test with respect to the integrated
product Y. In 1986, S sells 150 units of Y. One
hundred of those units would be deemed to
be produced in 1986. With respect to those
units S may designate the integrated prod-
uct Y as its possession product. Under S’s
method of inventory accounting the remain-
ing 50 units were determined to have been
produced in 1985. With respect to those units
S must define its possession product as it did
for the taxable year in which those units
were produced. Thus, S’s possession product
would be the component product X.

Q. 6: May an affiliated group estab-
lish groupings of possession products
and treat the groupings as single prod-
ucts?
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A. 6: An affiliated group may estab-
lish reasonable groupings of possession
products based on similarities in the
production processes of the possession
products. Possession products that are
grouped shall be treated as a single
product. The determination of whether
the production processes involved in
producing the products that are to be
grouped are similar is based on the pro-
duction processes of the components
that are included in the possession
product. The affiliated group may es-
tablish new groupings each year. Any
grouping which materially distorts a
taxpayer’s income or the application of
the significant business presence test
may be disallowed by the Commis-
sioner. The mere fact that a grouping
results in an increased allocation of in-
come to the possessions corporation
does not, of itself, create a material
distortion of income. If the Commis-
sioner determines that the taxpayer’s
grouping is improper with respect to
one or more products in a group, then
those products shall be excluded from
the group. The effect of excluding a
product or products from the group is
that the taxpayer must demonstrate
that the group without the excluded
products (and each excluded product
itself) satisfies the significant business
presence test. If the group without the
excluded products, or any of the ex-
cluded products themselves, fails to
satisfy the significant business pres-
ence test, then the possessions corpora-
tion’s income from those products shall
be determined under section 936(h)(1)
through (4) and the regulations there-
under.

Example 1. The following are examples of
possession products the processes of produc-
tion of which are sufficiently similar that
they may be grouped and treated as a single
product:

(A) Beverage bases or concentrates for dif-
ferent soft drinks or soft drink syrups, re-
gardless of whether some include sweeteners
and some do not:

(B) Different styles of clothing;
(C) Different styles of shoes;
(D) Equipment which relies on gravity to

deliver solutions to patients intravenously;
(E) Equipment which relies on machines to

deliver solutions to patients intravenously;
(F) Video game cartridges, even though the

concept and design of each game title is, in
part, protected against infringement by sep-
arate copyrights;

(G) All integrated circuits;
(H) All printed circuit boards; and
(I) Hardware and software if the software is

one of several alternative types of software
offered by the manufacturer and sold only
with the hardware, and a purchaser of the
hardware would ordinarily purchase one or
more of the manufacturer-provided alter-
native types of software. In all other cases,
hardware and software may not be grouped
and treated as a single product.
Groupings (D) and (E) do not include any so-
lutions which are delivered through the
equipment described therein.

Example 2. A possessions corporation pro-
duces in Puerto Rico non-programmable,
interactive cathode ray tube computer ter-
minals that vary in price. These terminals
all interact with a computer or controller to
perform their functions of data entry, graph-
ics word processing, and program develop-
ment. The terminals can be purchased with
options that include a built-in printer, dif-
ferent language keyboards, specialized cath-
ode ray tubes, and different power supply
features. All terminals are produced in one
integrated process requiring the same skills
and operations. The differences in the pro-
duction of the terminals include differences
in the number of printed circuit boards in-
corporated in each terminal, the use of
unique keyboards, and the installation and
testing of the built-in printer. Some dif-
ference in direct labor time to manufacture
the terminals occurs, primarily due to the
differing number and complexity of printed
circuit boards incorporated into each termi-
nal. Different model numbers are assigned to
various computer terminals. A grouping by
the taxpayer of all of the terminals as one
product will be respected by the Service, un-
less the Service establishes that substantial
distortion results. This grouping is proper
because the processes of producing each of
the terminals are similar.

Example 3. A possessions corporation, S
produces several models of serial matrix im-
pact printers and teleprinters. These prod-
ucts have differing performance standards
based on such factors as speed (in characters
per second), numbers of columns, and cost.
The production process for all types of print-
ers involves production of three basic ele-
ments: electronic circuitry, the printing
head, and the mechanical parts. The process
of producing all the printers is similar. Thus,
all printers could be grouped and treated as
a single product. S purchases electronic cir-
cuitry and mechanical parts from a U.S. af-
filiate. S performs manufacturing functions
relative to the printing head and assembles
and tests the finished printers. S does not
satisfy the significant business presence test
with respect to the integrated products. S
therefore specifies on a statement attached
to its return (Schedule P of Form 5735) that
the possession product for both the serial
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matrix printers and the teleprinters is the
end-product form. The statement identifies
the components which are included in each
possession product. S may group and treat as
a single product the serial matrix printers
and the teleprinters if both end-product
forms include and exclude similar compo-
nents. Thus, if the end-product form for both
the serial matrix printers and the tele-
printers includes the mechanical parts and
excludes the electronic circuitry, then S
may group and treat as a single product the
two end-product forms. If, however, the end-
product forms for the two items of property
contain components that are not similar and
as a result of this definition of the end-prod-
uct forms the production processes involved
in producing the two end-product forms are
not similar, then S may not group the end-
product forms.

Q. 7: Is the affiliated group permitted
to include in a group an item of prop-
erty that is not produced in whole or in
part in a possession?

A. 7: No.

Example 1. Possessions corporation S pro-
duces 70 units of product A in a possession.
P, an affiliate of S, produces 30 units of prod-
uct A entirely in the United States. All of
the units are sold to unrelated parties. The
affiliated group is not permitted to group the
30 units of product A produced in the United
States with the 70 units produced in the pos-
session because those units are not produced
in whole or in part in a possession.

Example 2. The facts are the same as in ex-
ample 1 except that the 30 units of product A
are transferred to possessions corporation S.
S incorporates the 100 units of product A
into product B. This incorporation takes
place in the possession. S may group and
treat as a single product all of the units of
product B even though some of those units
contain units of product A that were pro-
duced in the possession and some that were
produced in the United States.

Q. 8: What factors should be dis-
regarded in determining whether a par-
ticular grouping of similar items of
property is reasonable?

A. 8: In general, differences in the fol-
lowing factors will be disregarded in
determining whether a particular
grouping of items of property is reason-
able:

(1) Differences in testing require-
ments (e.g., some products sold for
military use may require more exten-
sive or different testing than products
sold for commercial use);

(2) Differences in the product speci-
fications that are designed to accom-

modate the product to its area of use
or for conditions under which used
(e.g., electrical products designed for
ultimate use in the United States differ
from electrical products designed for
ultimate use in Europe);

(3) Differences in packaging or label-
ing (e.g., differences in the number of
units of the items shipped in one pack-
age); and

(4) Minor differences in the oper-
ations of the items of property.

Q. 9: What rules apply for purposes of
determining whether pharmaceutical
products are properly grouped and
treated as a single product?

A. 9: The rules contained in questions
and answers 6 through 8 of this section
shall apply. Thus, an affiliated group
may establish reasonable groupings
based on similarities in the production
processes of two or more possession
products. In establishing a group the
affiliated group may only compare the
production processes involved in pro-
ducing the possession products. The
fact that two pharmaceutical products
contain different active or inert ingre-
dients is not relevant to the determina-
tion of whether the pharmaceutical
products may be grouped. For example,
if the possession products are bulk
chemicals and the production processes
involved in producing the bulk chemi-
cals are similar, those bulk chemicals
may be grouped and treated as a single
product even though they contain dif-
ferent active or inert ingredients. The
affiliated group may also group and
treat as a single product the finished
dosage form drug as long as the produc-
tion processes involved in producing
the finished dosage forms are similar.
For these purposes, the production
processes involved in producing the fol-
lowing classes of items shall be consid-
ered to be sufficiently similar that pos-
session products delivered in a form de-
scribed in one of the categories may be
grouped with other possession products
delivered in a form described in the
same category.

The categories are:
(1) Capsules, tablets, and pills;
(2) Liquids, ointments, and creams;

or
(3) Injectable and intravenous prep-

arations.
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No distinctions should be based on
packaging, list numbers, or size of dos-
age. The affiliated group may group
and treat as a single product the inte-
grated product (combination of the
bulk and the delivery form) only if all
the production processes involved in
producing the integrated products are
similar. The rules of this question and
answer are illustrated by the following
examples.

Example 1. Possessions corporation S pro-
duces two chemical active ingredients X and
Y. Both chemical ingredients are produced
through the process of fermentation. The af-
filiated group is permitted to group and
treat as a single product the two chemical
ingredients.

Example 2. The facts are the same as in ex-
ample 1 and possessions corporation S fin-
ishes chemical ingredient X into tablets and
chemical ingredient Y into capsules. The af-
filiated group is permitted to group and
treat as a single product the combination of
the bulk pharmaceutical and the finishing
because the production processes involved in
producing the integrated products are simi-
lar.

Example 3. Possessions corporation S pro-
duces in a possession a bulk chemical X by
fermentation. A United States affiliate, P,
produces in the United States a bulk chemi-
cal, Y, by fermentation. Both bulk chemicals
are finished by S in the possession. The fin-
ished dosage form of X is in pill form. The
finished dosage form of Y is in injectable
form. If S’s possession product is the inte-
grated product or the end-product form then
S may not group X and Y because the pro-
duction processes involved in producing the
finished dosage form of X and Y are not simi-
lar. If S’s possession product is the compo-
nent then S may not group X and Y because
the bulk chemical Y is not produced in whole
or in part in a possession.

Q. 10: Will the fact that a manufac-
turer of a drug must submit a New
Drug Application (‘‘NDA’’) or a supple-
mental NDA to the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration have any effect on the
definition or grouping of a product?

A. 10: No.
Q. 11: A possessions corporation

which produced a product or rendered a
type of service in a possession on or be-
fore September 3, 1982, is not required
to meet the significant business pres-
ence test in a possession with respect
to such product or type of service for
its taxable years beginning before Jan-
uary 1, 1986 (the interim period). Dur-
ing such interim period, how will the

term ‘‘product’’ be defined for purposes
of allocating income under the cost
sharing or profit split methods?

A. 11: During the interim period the
product will be determined based on
the activities performed by the posses-
sions corporation within a possession
on September 3, 1982. During the in-
terim period the possessions corpora-
tion may compute its income under the
cost sharing or profit split method only
with respect to the product that is pro-
duced or manufactured within the
meaning of section 954(d)(1)(A) within
the possession. If the product is manu-
factured from a component or compo-
nents produced by an affiliated cor-
poration or a contract manufacturer,
then the product will not be treated as
including such component or compo-
nents for purposes of the computation
of income under the cost sharing or
profit split methods. Thus, the posses-
sions corporation is not entitled to any
return on the intangibles associated
with the component or components.
Notwithstanding the preceding sen-
tences, for taxable years beginning be-
fore January 1, 1986, a possessions cor-
poration may compute its income
under the cost sharing or profit split
method with respect to a product
which includes a component or compo-
nents produced by an affiliated cor-
poration or contract manufacturer if
the possessions corporation satisfies
with respect to such product the sig-
nificant business presence test de-
scribed in section 936(h)(5)(B)(ii) and
the regulations thereunder.

Example 1. A possessions corporation, S,
was manufacturing (within the meaning of
section 954(d)(1)(A)) integrated circuits in a
possession on September 3, 1982. S trans-
ferred those integrated circuits to related
corporation P. P incorporated the integrated
circuits into central processing units (CPUs
in the United States) and sold the CPUs to
unrelated parties. S continued to manufac-
ture integrated circuits in the possession
through Juanuary 1, 1986. For taxable years
beginning before January 1, 1986, S may com-
pute its income under the cost sharing or
profit split method with respect to the inte-
grated circuits regardless of whether S satis-
fies the significant business presence test.
However, unless S satisfies the significant
business presence test with respect to the
central processing units, S may not compute
its income under the cost sharing or profit
split methods with respect to the CPUs, and
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thus, S is not entitled to any return on man-
ufacturing intangibles associated with CPUs
to the extent that they are not related to the
integrated circuits produced by S, nor (ex-
cept as provided in the profit split methods)
to any return on marketing intangibles.

Example 2. A possessions corporation, S,
was engaged on September 3, 1982, in the
manufacture (within the meaning of section
954(d)(1)(A)) of a bulk pharmaceutical in
Puerto Rico from raw materials. S sold the
bulk pharmaceutical to its U.S. parent, P,
for encapsulation and sale by P to customers
as the product X. Because S was not engaged
in the encapsulation of X, S is not considered
to have manufactured the integrated prod-
uct, X, in Puerto Rico. During the interim
period, S may compute its income under the
cost sharing or profit split methods with re-
spect to the integrated product, X, only if S
satisfies the significant business presence
test with respect to X. S may compute its in-
come under the cost sharing or profit split
methods with respect to the component
product (the bulk pharmaceutical).

Example 3. P is a domestic corporation that
is not a possessions corporation. P manufac-
tures a bulk pharmaceutical in the United
States. P transfers the bulk pharmaceutical
to its wholly owned subsidiary, S, a posses-
sions corporation. On September 3, 1982, S
was engaged in the encapsulation of the bulk
pharmaceutical in Puerto Rico in a manner
which satisfies the test of section
954(d)(1)(A). For taxable years beginning be-
fore January 1, 1986, S may compute its in-
come under the cost sharing or profit split
methods with respect to the end-product
form the (the encapsulated drug) regardless
of whether S meets the significant business
presence test. However, unless S satisfies the
significant business presence test with re-
spect to the integrated product, S may not
compute its income under the cost sharing
or profit split methods with respect to the
integrated product, and thus, S is not enti-
tled to any return on the intangibles associ-
ated with the bulk pharmaceutical.

Q. 12: On September 3, 1982, a posses-
sions corporation, S was engaged in the
manufacture (within the meaning of
section 954(d)(1)(A)) of X in a posses-
sion. During the interim period, after
September 3, 1982, but before January
1, 1986, S produced Y, which differs
from X in terms of minor design fea-
tures. S did not produce Y in a posses-
sion on September 3, 1982. Will S be
considered to have commenced produc-
tion of a new product after September
3, 1982, for purposes of the application
of the significant business presence
test for the interim period?

A. 12: No. X and Y will be considered
to be a single product, and therefore S
will not be required to satisfy the busi-
ness presence test separately with re-
spect to Y during the interim period. In
all cases in which the items of property
produced on or before September 3, 1982
and the items of property produced
after that date could have been
grouped together under the guidelines
provided in § 1.936–5(a) questions and
answers 6 through 10, the possessions
corporation will not be considered to
manufacture a new product after Sep-
tember 3, 1982.

Q. 13: May the term ‘‘product’’ be de-
fined differently for export sales than
for domestic sales?

A. 13: Yes. For rules concerning the
application of the separate election for
export sales see § 1.936–7(b).

(b) Requirement of significant business
presence—(1) General rules.

Q. 1: In general, a possessions cor-
poration may compute its income
under the cost sharing or profit split
methods with respect to a product only
if the possessions corporation has a sig-
nificant business presence in a posses-
sion with respect to that product.
When will a possession corporation be
considered to have a significant busi-
ness presence in a possession?

A. 1: For purposes of the cost sharing
method, the significant business pres-
ence test is met if the possessions cor-
poration satisfies either a value added
test or a direct labor test. For purposes
of the profit split method, the signifi-
cant business presence test is met if
the possessions corporation satisfies ei-
ther a value added test or a direct
labor test and also manufactures the
product in the possession within the
meaning of section 954(d)(1)(A).

Q. 2: How may a possessions corpora-
tion satisfy the direct labor test with
respect to a product?

A. 2: The possessions corporation will
satisfy the direct labor test with re-
spect to a product if the direct labor
costs incurred by the possessions cor-
poration as compensation for services
performed in a possession are greater
than or equal to 65 percent of the di-
rect labor costs of the affiliated group
for units of the possession product pro-
duced during the taxable year in whole
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or in part by the possessions corpora-
tion.

Q. 3: How may a possessions corpora-
tion satisfy the value added test?

A. 3: In order to satisfy the value
added test, the production costs of the
possessions corporation incurred in the
possession with respect to units of the
possession product produced in whole
or in part by the possessions corpora-
tion in the possession and sold or oth-
erwise disposed of during the taxable
year by the affiliated group to unre-
lated parties must be greater than or
equal to twenty-five percent of the dif-
ference between gross receipts from
such sales or other dispositions and the
direct material costs of the affilated
group for materials purchased for such
units from unrelated parties.

Q. 4: Must the significant business
presence test be met with respect to all
units of the product produced during
the taxable year by the affiliated
group?

A. 4: No. The significant business
presence test must be met with respect
to only those units of the product pro-
duced during the taxable year in whole
or in part by the possessions corpora-
tion in a possession.

Q. 5: For purposes of determining
whether a possessions corporation sat-
isfies the significant business presence
test, how shall the possessions corpora-
tion treat the cost of components
transferred to the possessions corpora-
tion by a member of the affiliated
group?

A. 5: The treatment of the cost of
components transferred from an affili-
ate depends on whether the possession
product is treated as including the
components for purposes of section
936(h). If it is, then for purposes of the
value added test, the production costs
associated with the component shall be
treated as production costs of the af-
filiated group that are not incurred by
the possessions corporation. Those pro-
duction costs, other than the cost of
materials, shall not be treated as a
cost of materials. For purposes of the
direct labor test and the alternative
significant business presence test, the
direct labor costs associated with such
components shall be treated as direct
labor costs of the affiliated group that
are not incurred by the possessions cor-

poration. If the possession product is
treated as not including such compo-
nent for purposes of section 936(h),
then, solely for purposes of determin-
ing whether the possessions corpora-
tion satisfies the value added test, the
cost of the component shall not be
treated as either a cost of materials or
as a production cost. For purposes of
the direct labor test and the alter-
native significant business presence
test, the direct labor costs associated
with such component shall not be
treated as direct labor costs of the af-
filiated group. If the possession product
is treated as not including such compo-
nent, then the possessions corporation
shall not be entitled to any return on
the intangibles associated with the
manufacturing or marketing of the
component.

Q. 6: May two or more related posses-
sions corporations aggregate their pro-
duction or direct labor costs for pur-
poses of determining whether they sat-
isfy the significant business presence
test with respect to a single product?

A. 6: No.
Q. 7: A possessions corporation, S,

purchases raw materials and compo-
nents from an unrelated corporation
which conducts business outside of a
possession. The unrelated corporation
is not a contract manufacturer. What
is the treatment of such raw materials
and components for purposes of the sig-
nificant business presence test?

A. 7: Where Company S purchases
raw materials or components from an
unrelated corporation which is not a
contract manufacturer, the raw mate-
rials and components are treated as
materials, and the costs related there-
to are treated as a cost of materials.

(2) Direct labor costs.
Q. 1: How is the term ‘‘direct labor

costs’’ to be defined?
A. 1: The term ‘‘direct labor costs’’

has the same meaning which it has for
purposes of § 1.471–11(b)(2)(i). Thus, di-
rect labor costs include the cost of
labor which can be identified or associ-
ated with particular units or groups of
units of a specific product. The ele-
ments of direct labor include such
items as basic compensation, overtime
pay, vacation and holiday pay, sick
leave pay (other than payments pursu-
ant to a wage continuation plan under
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section 105(d)), shift differential, pay-
roll taxes, and payments to a supple-
mental unemployment benefit plan
paid or incurred on behalf of employees
engaged in direct labor.

Q. 2: May a taxpayer treat a cost as
a direct labor cost if it is not included
in inventoriable costs under section 471
and the regulations thereunder?

A. 2: No. A cost may be treated as a
direct labor cost only if it is included
in inventoriable costs. However, a cost
may be considered a direct labor cost
even though the activity to which it
relates would not constitute manufac-
turing under section 954(d)(1)(A) as
long as the cost is included in
inventoriable costs.

Q. 3: May the members of the affili-
ated group include as direct labor costs
the labor element in indirect produc-
tion costs?

A. 3: No. The labor element of indi-
rect production costs may not be con-
sidered as part of direct labor costs.

Q. 4: Do direct labor costs include the
costs which can be identified or associ-
ated with particular units or groups of
units of a specific product if those
costs could also be described as quality
control and inspection?

A. 4: Yes. Direct labor costs include
costs which can be identified or associ-
ated with particular units or groups of
units of a specific product. Thus, if
quality control and inspection is an in-
tegral part of the production process,
then the labor associated with that
quality control and inspection shall be
considered direct labor. For example,
integrated circuits are soldered to
printed circuit boards by passing the
boards over liquid solder. Employees
inspect each of the boards and repair
any imperfectly soldered joints discov-
ered on that inspection. The labor asso-
ciated with this process is direct labor.
However, if a person performs random
inspections on limited numbers of
products, then that labor associated
with those inspections shall be consid-
ered quality control and therefore indi-
rect labor.

Q. 5: Do direct labor costs of the pos-
sessions corporation include only the
costs which were actually incurred or
do they take into account, in addition,
any labor savings which result because
the activities were performed in a pos-

session rather than in the United
States?

A. 5: Direct labor costs include only
the costs which were actually incurred.

Q. 6: For purposes of determining
whether a possessions corporation sat-
isfies the significant business presence
test for a taxable year with respect to
a product, how shall the possessions
corporation compute its direct labor
costs of units of the product?

A. 6: The direct labor test shall be ap-
plied separately to products produced
in whole or in part by the possessions
corporation in the possession during
each taxable year. Sales shall be
deemed to be made first out of the cur-
rent year’s production. If sales are
made only out of the current year’s
production, then the direct labor costs
of producing those units that are sold
shall be the pro rata portion of the
total direct labor costs of producing all
the units that are produced in whole or
in part in the possession by the posses-
sions corporation during the current
year. If all of the current year’s pro-
duction is sold and some inventory is
liquidated, then the direct labor test
shall be applied separately to the cur-
rent year’s production and the liq-
uidated inventory. The direct labor
costs of producing the liquidated in-
ventory shall be the pro rata portion of
the total direct labor costs that were
incurred in producing all the units that
were produced in whole or in part by
the possessions corporation in the pos-
sessions in the layer of liquidated in-
ventory determined under the mem-
ber’s method of inventory accounting.

Example. S is a cash basis calendar year
taxpayer that has made an election under
section 936(a). In 1985 S produced 100 units of
product X. Fifty percent of the direct labor
costs of the affiliated group were incurred by
S and were compensation for services per-
formed in the possession. Thus, S did not
satisfy the significant business presence test
with respect to product X in taxable year
1985. During 1986 S produced 100 units of
product X. One hundred percent of the direct
labor costs of the affiliated group were in-
curred by S and were compensation for serv-
ices performed in the possession. In 1986 S
sells 150 units of product X. One hundred of
those units are deemed to be from the units
produced in 1986. With respect to those units
S satisfies the significant business presence
test. Under S’s method of inventory account-
ing the remaining 50 units were determined
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to be produced in 1985. With respect to those
units S does not satisfy the significant busi-
ness presence test because only 50% of the
direct labor costs incurred in producing
those units were incurred by S and were
compensation for services performed in the
possession.

Q. 7: What is the result if in a par-
ticular taxable year the possessions
corporation satisfies the significant
business presence test with respect to
units of the product produced in one
year and fails the significant business
with respect to units produced in an-
other year?

A. 7: For those units of the product
with respect to which the possession
corporation satisfies the significant
business presence test, the possessions
corporation may compute its income
under the provisions of section
936(h)(5). For those units of the product
with respect to which the possessions
corporations fails the significant busi-
ness presence test, the possessions cor-
poration must compute its income
under section 936(h)(1) through (4).

Q. 8: Do direct labor costs include
costs incurred in a prior taxable year
with respect to units of the possession
product that are finished in a later tax-
able year?

A. 8: Yes.
(3) Direct material costs.
Q. 1: How is the term ‘‘direct mate-

rial costs’’ to be defined?
A. 1: Direct material costs include

the cost of those materials which be-
come an integral part of the specific
product and those materials which are
consumed in the ordinary course of
manufacturing and can be identified or
associated with particular units or
groups of units of that product. See
§ 1.471–3 for the elements of direct ma-
terial costs.

Q. 2: May a taxpayer treat a cost as
a direct material cost if it is not in-
cluded in inventoriable costs under sec-
tion 471 and the regulations there-
under?

A. 2: A taxpayer may not treat such
costs as direct material costs.

(4) Production costs.
Q. 1: How is the term ‘‘production

costs’’ defined?
A. 1: The term ‘‘production costs’’

has the same meaning which it has for
purposes of § 1.471–11(b) except that the

term does not include direct material
costs and interest. Thus, production
costs include direct labor costs and
fixed and variable indirect production
costs (other than interest).

Q. 2: With respect to indirect produc-
tion costs described in § 1.471–11(c)(2)
(ii) and (iii), may a possessions cor-
poration include these costs in produc-
tion costs for purposes of section 936, if
they are not included in inventoriable
costs under section 471 and the regula-
tions thereunder?

A. 2: No. A possessions corporation
may include these costs only if they
are included for purposes of section 471
and the regulations thereunder. If a
possessions corporation and the other
members of the affiliated group include
and exclude different indirect produc-
tion costs in their inventoriable costs,
then, for purposes of the significant
business presence test, the possessions
corporation shall compute its produc-
tion costs and the production costs of
the other members of the affiliated
group by subtracting from the produc-
tion costs of each member all indirect
costs included by that member that are
not included in production costs by all
other members of the affiliated group.

Q. 3: Does a change in a taxpayer’s
method of accounting for purposes of
section 471 affect the taxpayer’s com-
putation of production costs for pur-
poses of section 936?

A. 3: Yes. If a taxpayer changes its
method of accounting for purposes of
section 471, then the same change shall
apply for purposes of section 936.

Q. 4: For purposes of determining
whether a possessions corporation sat-
isfies the significant business presence
test for a taxable year with respect to
a product, how shall the possessions
corporation compute its costs of pro-
ducing units of the product sold or oth-
erwise disposed to unrelated parties
during the taxable year?

A. 4: All members of the affiliated
group may elect to use their current
year production costs regardless of
whether the members use the FIFO or
LIFO method of inventory accounting.
If some or all of the current year’s pro-
duction of a product is sold, then the
production costs of producing those
units sold shall be the pro rata portion
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of the total production costs of produc-
ing all the units produced in the cur-
rent year. If all of the current year’s
production of a product is sold and
some inventory is liquidated, then the
production costs of producing the liq-
uidated inventory shall be the pro rata
portion of the production costs in-
curred in producing the layer of liq-
uidated inventory as determined under
the member’s method of inventory ac-
counting.

Q. 5: How should the members of the
affiliated group determine the portion
of their production costs that is alloca-
ble to units of the product sold or oth-
erwise disposed of during the taxable
year?

A. 5: The members of the affiliated
group may use either standard produc-
tion costs (so long as variances are not
material), average production costs, or
FIFO production costs to determine
the production costs that will be con-
sidered to be attributable to units of
the product sold or otherwise disposed
of during the taxable year. However,
all members of the affiliated group
must use the same method.

Q. 6: When is the quality control and
inspection of a product considered to
be part of the production activity for
that product?

A. 6: Quality control and inspection
of a manufactured product before its
sale or other disposition by the manu-
facturer, or before its incorporation
into other products, is considered to be
part of the indirect production activity
for that initial product. Subsequent
testing of a product to ensure that the
product is compatible with other prod-
ucts is not a part of the production ac-
tivity for the initial product.
When a component is incorporated into
an end-product form and the end-prod-
uct form is then tested, the latter test-
ing will be considered to be a part of
the indirect production activity for the
end-product form and will not be con-
sidered to be a part of the production
activity for the component.

Q. 7: For purposes of the significant
business presence test and the alloca-
tion of income to a possessions cor-
poration, what is the treatment of the
cost of installation of a product?

A. 7: For purposes of the significant
business presence test and the alloca-

tion of income to a possessions cor-
poration, product installation costs
need not be taken into account as costs
incurred in the manufacture of that
product, if the taxpayer keeps such
permanent books of account or records
as are sufficient to establish the fair
market price of the uninstalled prod-
uct. In such a case, the cost of installa-
tion materials, the cost of the labor for
installation, and a reasonable profit for
installation will not be included in the
costs and income associated with the
possession product. If the taxpayer
does not keep such permanent books of
account or records, then the cost of in-
stallation materials and the cost of
labor for installation shall be treated
as costs associated with the possession
product and income will be allocated to
the possessions corporation and its af-
filiates under the rules provided in
these regulations.

Q. 8: For purposes of the significant
business presence test and the alloca-
tion of income to a product or service,
what is the treatment of the cost of
servicing and maintaining a possession
product that is sold to an unrelated
party?

A. 8: The cost of servicing and main-
taining a possession product after it is
sold is not associated with the produc-
tion of that product.

Q. 9: For purposes of the significant
business presence test and the alloca-
tion of income to a possessions cor-
poration, what is the treatment of the
cost of samples?

A. 9: The cost of producing samples
will be treated as a marketing expense
and not as inventoriable costs for these
purposes. However, for taxable years
beginning prior to January 1, 1986, the
cost of producing samples may be
treated as either a marketing expense
or as inventoriable costs.

(5) Gross receipts.
Q. 1: How shall the affiliated group

determine gross receipts from sales or
other dispositions by the affiliated
group to unrelated parties of the pos-
session product?

A. 1: Gross receipts shall be deter-
mined in the same manner as posses-
sion sales under the rules contained in
§ 1.936–6(a)(2).

(6) Manufacturing within the meaning
of section 954(d)(1)(A).
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Q. 1: What is the test for determin-
ing, within the meaning of section
954(d)(1)(A), whether a product is man-
ufactured or produced by a possessions
corporation in a possession?

A. 1: A product is considered to have
been manufactured or produced by a
possessions corporation in a possession
within the meaning of section
954(d)(1)(A) and § 1.954–3(a)(4) if—

(i) The property has been substan-
tially transformed by the possessions
corporation in the possession;

(ii) The operations conducted by the
possessions corporation in the posses-
sion in connection with the property
are substantial in nature and are gen-
erally considered to constitute the
manufacture or production of property;
or

(iii) The conversion costs sustained
by the possessions corporation in the
possession, including direct labor, fac-
tory burden, testing of components be-
fore incorporation into an end product
and testing of the manufactured prod-
uct before sales account for 20 percent
or more of the total cost of goods sold
of the possessions corporation.
In no event, however, will packaging,
repackaging, labeling, or minor assem-
bly operations constitute manufacture
or production of property. See particu-
larly examples 2 and 3 of § 1.954–
3(a)(4)(iii).

Q. 2: Does the requirement that a
possession product be produced or man-
ufactured in a possession within the
meaning of section 954(d)(1)(A) apply to
taxable years beginning before January
1, 1986?

A. 2: A possessions corporation must
satisfy this requirement for taxable
years beginning before January 1, 1986,
in the following cases:

(i) If the possessions corporation
makes a separate election under sec-
tion 936(h)(5)(F)(iv)(II) with respect to
export sales;

(ii) If the possessions corporation is
electing as its possession product a
product that is subject to the interim
period rules of § 1.936–5(a) question and
answer (10); or

(iii) If the possessions corporation is
electing as its possession product a
product that is not subject to the in-
terim period rules of § 1.936–5 (a) ques-
tion and answer (10) and the posses-

sions corporation computes its income
under the profit split method with re-
spect to that product.

For rules concerning products first pro-
duced in a possession after September
3, 1982, see § 1.936–5(b)(7) question and
answer (2).

(7) Start-up operations.

Q. 1: With respect to products not
produced (and types of services not ren-
dered) in the possession on or before
September 3, 1982, when must a posses-
sions corporation first satisfy the 25
percent value added test or the 65 per-
cent direct labor test?

A. 1: A transitional period is estab-
lished such that a possessions corpora-
tion engaged in start-up operations
with respect to a product or service
need not satisfy the 25 percent value
added test or the 65 percent labor test
until the third taxable year following
the taxable year in which such product
is first sold by the possessions corpora-
tion or such service is first rendered by
the possessions corporation. During the
transitional period, the applicable per-
centages for these tests will be as fol-
lows:

Any year after 1982

1 2 3

Value added test ........................ 10 15 20
Labor test ................................... 35 45 55

Q. 2: Does the requirement that a
possession product be produced or man-
ufactured in a possessions within the
meaning of section 954(d)(1)(A) apply to
a product if the possessions corpora-
tion is engaged in start-up operations
with respect to that product?

A. 2: The possessions corporation
must produce or manufacture the pos-
sessions product within the meaning of
section 954(d)(1)(A) if the possessions
corporation computes its income with
respect to that product under the prof-
it split method.

Q. 3: When will a possessions corpora-
tion be considered to be engaged in
start-up operations?

A. 3: A possessions corporation is en-
gaged in start-up operations if it begins
operations in a possession with respect
to a product or type of service after
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September 3, 1982. Subject to the fur-
ther provisions of this answer, a pos-
sessions corporation will be considered
to begin operations with respect to a
product if, under the rules of § 1.936–5(a)
questions and answers (6) through (10),
such product could not be grouped with
any other item of property manufac-
tured in whole or in part in the posses-
sions by any member of the affiliated
group in any preceding taxable year.
Any improvement or other change in a
possession product which does not sub-
stantially change the production proc-
ess would not be deemed to create a
new product. A change in the division
of manufacturing activity between the
possessions corporation and its affili-
ates with respect to an item of prop-
erty will not give rise to a new prod-
uct. If a possessions corporation was
producing a possession product that
was either a component product or an
end-product form and the possessions
corporation expands its operations in
the same possession so that it is now
producing a product that includes the
earlier possession product, the posses-
sions corporation will not be entitled
to use the start-up significant business
presence test unless the production
costs incurred by the possessions cor-
poration in the possession in producing
a unit of its new possession product are
at least double the production costs in-
curred by the possessions corporation
in the possession in producing a unit of
the earlier possession product. If any
member of an affiliated group actually
groups two or more items of property
then, solely for the purposes of deter-
mining whether any item of property
in that group is a new product, that
grouping shall be respected. However,
the fact that an affiliated group does
not actually group two or more items
of property shall be disregarded in de-
termining whether any item of prop-
erty is a new product. Notwithstanding
the above, if a possessions corporation
is producing a possession product in
one possession and such corporation or
a member of its affiliated group begins
operations in a different possession, re-
gardless of whether the items of prop-
erty could be grouped, the affiliated
group may treat the units of the item
of property produced at the new site of

operations in the different possession
as a new product.

(8) Alternative significant business pres-
ence test.

Q. 1: Will the Secretary adopt a sig-
nificant business presence test other
than those set forth in section
936(h)(5)(B)(ii)?

A. 1: Yes. The following significant
business presence test is adopted both
for the transitional period and there-
after. A possessions corporation will
have a significant business presence in
a possession for a taxable year with re-
spect to a product or type of service
if—

(i) No less than 50 percent of the di-
rect labor costs of the affiliated group
for units of the product produced, in
whole or in part, during the taxable
year by the possessions corporation or
for the type of service rendered by the
possessions corporation during the tax-
able year are incurred by the posses-
sions corporation as compensation for
services performed in the possession;
and

(ii) The direct labor costs of the pos-
sessions corporation for units of the
product produced or the type of service
rendered plus the base period construc-
tion costs are no less than 70 percent of
the sum of such base period construc-
tion costs and the direct labor costs of
the affiliated group for such units of
the product produced or the type of
service rendered.
Notwithstanding satisfaction of the
above test, for purposes of determining
whether a possessions corporation may
compute its income under the profit
split method, a possessions corporation
will not be treated as having a signifi-
cant business presence in a possession
with respect to a product unless the
possessions corporation manufactures
the product in the possession within
the meaning of section 954(d)(1)(A).

Q. 2: How is the term ‘‘base period
construction costs’’ defined?

A. 2: The term ‘‘base period construc-
tion costs’’ means the average con-
struction costs incurred by or on behalf
of the possessions corporation for serv-
ices in the possession during the tax-
able year and the preceding four tax-
able years for section 1250 property (as
defined in section 1250(c) and the regu-
lations thereunder) that is used for the
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production of the product or the ren-
dering of the service in the possession,
and which represents the original use
of the section 1250 property. For pur-
poses of the preceding sentence, if the
possessions corporation was not in ex-
istence during one or more of the four
preceding taxable years, its construc-
tion costs for that year or years shall
be deemed to be zero. Construction
costs include architects’ and engineers’
fees, labor costs, and overhead and
profit (if the construction is performed
by a person that is not a member of the
affiliated group).

(c) Definition and treatment of contract
manufacturing.

Q. 1: For purposes of determining
whether a possessions corporation sat-
isfies the significant business presence
test with respect to a product, the
costs incurred by the possessions cor-
poration or by any of its affiliates in
connection with contract manufactur-
ing which is related to that product
and is performed outside the possession
shall be treated as direct labor costs of
the affiliated group and shall not be
treated as production costs of the pos-
sessions corporation or as material
costs. How is the term ‘‘contract man-
ufacturing’’ to be defined?

A. 1: The term ‘‘contract manufactur-
ing’’ includes any arrangement be-
tween a possessions corporation (or an-
other member of the affiliated group)
and an unrelated person if the unre-
lated person:

(1) Performs work on inventory
owned by a member of the affiliated
group for a fee without the passage of
title;

(2) Performs production activities
(including manufacturing, assembling,
finishing, or packaging) under the di-
rect supervision and control of a mem-
ber of the affiliated group; or

(3) Does not undertake any signifi-
cant risk in manufacturing its product
(e.g., it is paid by the hour).

Q. 2: Does an arrangement between a
member of the affiliated group and an
unrelated party constitute contract
manufacturing if the unrelated party
uses an intangible owned or licensed by
a member of the affiliated group?

A. 2: Such an arrangement will be
treated as contract manufacturing if

the unrelated party makes use of a pat-
ent owned or licensed by a member of
the affiliated group in producing the
product which becomes part of the pos-
session product of the possessions cor-
poration. In addition, such use of man-
ufacturing intangibles other than pat-
ents may be treated as contract manu-
facturing if it is established that the
arrangement has the effect of materi-
ally distorting the application of the
significant business presence test.
However, the preceding sentence shall
not apply if the possessions corpora-
tion establishes that the arrangement
was entered into for a substantial busi-
ness purpose (e.g., to obtain the benefit
of special expertise of the manufac-
turer or economies of scale). These
rules shall not apply to such contract
manufacturing performed in taxable
years beginning before January 1, 1986,
nor shall the rules apply to binding
contracts for the performance of such
contract manufacturing entered into
before June 13, 1986.

Q. 3: For purposes of the significant
business presence test, how shall a pos-
sessions corporation treat the cost of
contract manufacturing performed
within a possession?

A. 3: If the possessions corporation
uses the value added test, it will be
permitted to treat the cost of the con-
tract manufacturing performed in a
possession, not including material
costs, as a production cost of the pos-
sessions corporation. If it uses the di-
rect labor test or the alternative sig-
nificant business presence test set
forth in § 1.936–5(b)(8), it is permitted to
treat the direct labor costs of the con-
tract manufacturer associated with
such contract manufacturing as a cost
of direct labor of the possessions cor-
poration. The allowable amount of the
direct labor cost shall be determined in
accordance with question and answer 4
below.

Q. 4: How are the amounts paid by a
possessions corporation to a contract
manufacturer for services rendered in a
possession to be treated by the posses-
sions corporation in computing the di-
rect labor cost of the product to which
such contract manufacturing relates?
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A. 4: If the possessions corporation
can establish the contract manufactur-
er’s direct labor cost which was in-
curred in the possession, such cost will
be treated as incurred by the posses-
sions corporation as compensation for
services performed in the possession. If
the possessions corporation cannot es-
tablish such cost, then 50 percent of
the amount paid to such contract man-
ufacturer may be treated as incurred
by the possessions corporation as com-
pensation for services performed in the
possession: provided, that not more
than 50 percent of the fair market
value of the product manufactured by
the contract manufacturer is attrib-
utable to articles shipped into the pos-
session, and the possessions corpora-
tion receives a statement from the con-
tract manufacturer that this test has
been satisfied. If this fair market value
test is not satisfied, then the cost of
contract manufacturing performed
within a possession shall not be treated
as a production cost or a direct labor
cost of either the possessions corpora-
tion or the affiliated group.

Q. 5: For purposes of the significant
business presence test, what is the
treatment of costs which are incurred
by a member of the affiliated group (in-
cluding the possessions corporation)
for contract manufacturing performed
outside of the possession with respect
to an item of property which is a com-
ponent of the possession product?

A. 5: If the possession product is
treated as including such component,
the cost of the contract manufacturing
shall be treated as a direct labor cost
of members of the affiliated group
other than the possessions corporation
for purposes of the direct labor test and
the alternative significant business
presence test, and shall not be treated
as a production cost of the possessions
corporation or as a cost of materials
for purposes of the value added test. If
the possession product is treated as not
including such component, the cost of
the contract manufacturing shall not
be treated as a direct labor cost of any
member of the affiliated group for pur-
poses of the direct labor test and the
alternative significant business pres-
ence test, and shall not be treated as a
production cost of the possessions cor-

poration or as a cost of materials for
purposes of the value added test.

[T.D. 8090, 51 FR 21524, June 13, 1986; 51 FR
27174, July 30, 1986]

§ 1.936–6 Intangible property income
when an election out is made: Cost
sharing and profit split options;
covered intangibles.

The rules in this section apply for
purposes of section 936(h) and also for
purposes of section 934(e) where appli-
cable.

(a) Cost sharing option—(1) Product
area research.

Q. 1: Cost sharing payments are based
on research undertaken by the affili-
ated group in the ‘‘product area’’ which
includes the possession product. The
term ‘‘product area’’ is defined by ref-
erence to the three-digit classification
under the Standard Industrial Classi-
fication (SIC) code. Which govern-
mental agency has jurisdiction to de-
cide the proper SIC category for any
specfic product?

A. 1: Solely for the purpose of deter-
mining the tax consequences of operat-
ing in a possession, the Secretary or
his delegate has exclusive jurisdiction
to decide the proper SIC category
under which a product is classified. For
this purpose, the product area under
which a product is classified will be de-
termined according to the 1972 edition
of the SIC code. From time to time and
in appropriate cases, the Secretary
may prescribe regulations or issue rul-
ings determining the proper SIC cat-
egory under which a particular product
is to be classified, and may prescribe
regulations for aggregating two or
more three-digit classifications of the
SIC code and for classifying product
areas according to a system other than
under the SIC code.

Q. 2: How is the term ‘‘affiliated
group’’ defined for purposes of the cost
sharing option?

A. 2: For purposes of the cost sharing
option, the term ‘‘affiliated group’’
means the possessions corporation and
all other organizations, trades or busi-
nesses (whether or not incorporated,
whether or not organized in the United
States, and whether or not affiliated)
owned or controlled directly or indi-
rectly by the same interests, within
the meaning of section 482.
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Q. 3: Are research and development
expenditures that are included in prod-
uct area research limited to research
and development expenditures that are
deductible under section 174 or that are
incurred by U.S. affiliates?

A. 3: No, product area research is not
limited to product area research ex-
penditures deductible under section 174
or to expenses incurred by U.S. affili-
ates. Product area research also in-
cludes deductions permitted under sec-
tion 168 with respect to research prop-
erty which are not deductible under
section 174; qualified research expenses
within the meaning of section 30(b);
payments (such as royalities) for the
use of, or right to use, a patent, inven-
tion, formula, process, design, pattern
or know-how; and a proper allowance
for amounts incurred in the acquisition
of manufacturing intangible property.
In the case of an acquisition of depre-
ciable or amortizable manufacturing
intangible property, the annual
amount of product area research shall
be be equal to the allowable deprecia-
tion or amortization on the intangible
property for the taxable year. In the
case of an acquisition of nondepre-
ciable or nonamortizable manufactur-
ing intangible property, the amount
expended for the acquisition shall be
deemed to be amortized over a five
year period and included in product
area research in the year of the deemed
amortization. Any contingent payment
made with respect to the acquisition of
nonamortizable manufacturing intan-
gible property shall be treated as
amounts incurred in the acquisition of
nonamortizable manufacturing intan-
gible property when paid or accrued.

Q. 4: Does royalty income from a per-
son outside the affiliated group with
respect to the manufacturing intangi-
bles within a product area reduce the
product area research pool within the
same product area?

A. 4: Yes.
Q. 5: Does income received from a

person outside the affiliated group
from the sale of a manufacturing in-
tangible reduce the product area re-
search pool within the same product
area?

A. 5: In determining product area re-
search, the income from the sale at-
tributable to noncontingent payments

will reduce product area research rat-
ably over the remaining useful life of
the property in the case of an amortiz-
able intangible and ratably over a 5-
year period in the case of a non-
amortizable intangible. Any income at-
tributable to contingent amounts re-
ceived with respect to the sale of man-
ufacturing intangible property shall be
treated as amounts received from the
sale of the manufacturing intangible
property in the year in which such con-
tingent amounts are received or ac-
crued.

Q. 6: If a member of an affiliated
group incurs research and development
expenses pursuant to a contract with
an unrelated person who is entitled to
exclusive ownership of all the tech-
nology resulting from the expendi-
tures, is the amount of product area re-
search reduced by the amount of such
expenditures?

A. 6: To the extent that the product
area research expenditures can be allo-
cated solely to the technology pro-
duced for the unrelated person, such
expenditures will not be included in
product area research expenditures
provided, however, that the unrelated
person has exclusive ownership of all
the technology resulting from these ex-
penditures, and further that no mem-
ber of the affiliated group has a right
to use any of the technology.

Q. 7: What is the treatment of prod-
uct area research expenditures attrib-
utable to a component where the com-
ponent and the integrated product fall
within different product areas?

A. 7: For purposes of the computation
of product area research expenditures
in the product area by the affiliated
group, the product area in which the
component falls is aggregated with the
product area in which the integrated
product falls. However, if the compo-
nent product and integrated product
are in separate SIC codes and if the
component product is not included in
the definition of the possession prod-
uct, then the product area research ex-
penditures are not aggregated. The
same rule applies where the taxpayer
elects a component product which en-
compasses another component product
and the two component products fall
into separate SIC codes. In such case,
the product area in which the first
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component falls is aggregated with the
product area in which the second com-
ponent falls.

(2) Possession sales and total sales.
Q. 1: The cost sharing payment is the

same proportion of the total cost of
product area research which the
amount of ‘‘possession sales’’ of the af-
filiated group bears to the ‘‘total
sales’’ of the affiliated group within
the product area. How are ‘‘possession
sales’’ defined for purposes of the cost
sharing fraction?

A. 1: The term ‘‘possession sales’’
means the aggregate sales or other dis-
positions of the possession product, to
persons who are not members of the af-
filiated group, less returns and allow-
ances and less indirect taxes imposed
on the production of the product, for
the taxable year. Except as otherwise
indicated in § 1.936–6(a)(2), the sales
price to be used is the sales price re-
ceived by the affiliated group from per-
sons who are not members of the affili-
ated group.

Q. 2: For purposes of the numerator
of the cost sharing fraction, how are
possession sales computed where the
possession product is a component
product or an end-product form?

A. 2: (i) The sales price of the compo-
nent product or end-product form is de-
termined as follows. With respect to a
component product, an independent
sales price from comparable uncon-
trolled transactions must be used if
such price can be determined in accord-
ance with § 1.482–2(e)(2). If an independ-
ent sales price of the component prod-
uct from comparable uncontrolled
transactions cannot be determined,
then the sales price of the component
product shall be deemed to be equal to
the transfer price, determined under
the appropriate section 482 method,
which the possessions corporation uses
under the cost sharing method in com-
puting the income it derives from the
active conduct of a trade or business in
the possession with respect to the com-
ponent product. The possessions cor-
poration in lieu of using the transfer
price determined under the preceding
sentence may treat the sales price for
the component product as equal to the
same proportion of the third party
sales price of the integrated product
which the production costs attrib-

utable to the component product bear
to the total production cost for the in-
tegrated product. Production cost will
be the sum of direct and indirect pro-
duction costs as defined in § 1.936–
5(b)(4). If the possessions corporation
determines the sales price of the com-
ponent product using the production
cost ratio, the transfer price used by
the possessions corporation in comput-
ing its income from the component
product under the cost sharing method
may not be greater than such sales
price.

(ii) With respect to an end-product
form, the sales price of the end-product
form is equal to the difference between
the third party sales price of the inte-
grated product and the independent
sales price of the excluded compo-
nent(s) from comparable uncontrolled
transactions, if such price can be deter-
mined under § 1.482–2(e)(2). If an inde-
pendent sales price of the excluded
component(s) from uncontrolled trans-
actions cannot be determined, then the
sales price of the end-product form
shall be deemed to be equal to the
transfer price, determined under the
appropriate section 482 method, which
the possessions corporation uses under
the cost sharing method in computing
the income it derives from the active
conduct of a trade or business in the
possession with respect to such end-
product form. The possessions corpora-
tion in lieu of using the transfer price
determined under the preceding sen-
tence may use the production cost
ratio method described above to deter-
mine the sales price of the end-product
form (i.e., the same proportion of the
third party sales price of the inte-
grated product which the production
costs attributable to the end-product
form bear to the total production costs
for the integrated product). If the pos-
sessions corporation determines the
sales price of the end-product form
using the production cost ratio, the
transfer price used by the possessions
corporation in computing its income
from the end-product form under the
cost sharing method may not be great-
er than such sales price. For similar
rules applicable to the profit split op-
tion see § 1.936–6(b)(1), question and an-
swer 12.
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Q. 3: For purposes of determining
possessions sales in the numerator of
the cost sharing fraction, will the re-
placement part price of the product be
treated as a price from comparable un-
controlled transactions?

A. 3: Prices for replacement parts are
generally higher than prices for equip-
ment sold as part of an original sys-
tem. Thus, prices for replacement parts
cannot generally be used directly as
prices for comparable uncontrolled
transactions. However, replacement
part prices may be used for estimating
comparable uncontrolled prices where
the price differential can be reasonably
determined and taken into account
under § 1.482–2(e)(2).

Q. 4: For purposes of determining
possession sales in the cost sharing
fraction, what is the treatment of com-
ponents that are purchased by one pos-
sessions corporation from an affiliated
possessions corporation and which are
incorporated into a possession product
where the transferor possessions cor-
poration treats the transferred compo-
nent as a possession product?

A. 4: When one possessions corpora-
tion purchases components from a sec-
ond possessions corporation which is
an affiliated corporation, the purchase
price of the components paid to the
second possessions corporation shall be
subtracted from the sales proceeds of
the product produced in the possession
by the first possessions corporation,
and only the remainder is included in
the numerator of the cost sharing for-
mula for the first corporation. For ex-
ample, assume that N corporation
manufactures a component for sale to
O corporation for $100 (a price which
reflects prices in comparable uncon-
trolled transactions). Both N and O are
affiliated possessions corporations. N
has designated that component product
as its possession product. O then incor-
porates that product into a second
product which is sold to customers for
$300 N and O must make separate cost
sharing payments. The cost sharing
payment of N corporation is deter-
mined by including $100 as possession
sales, and the payment of O is deter-
mined by subtracting that $100 pur-
chase price from the $300 received from
customers. Thus, the possessions sales
amount of O is $200. This rule is in-

tended to prevent the double counting
of the sales of a component produced
by one possessions corporation and in-
corporated into another product by an
affiliated possessions corporation.

Q. 5: Are pre-TEFRA sales included
in the cost sharing fraction?

A. 5: No. Pre-TEFRA sales are sales
of products produced by the possessions
corporation and transferred to an affil-
iate prior to a possessions corpora-
tion’s first taxable year beginning after
December 31, 1982. Pre-TEFRA sales
are not included in either the numera-
tor or denominator of the cost sharing
fraction. If the U.S. affiliate uses the
FIFO method of costing inventory, the
pre-TEFRA inventory will be treated
as the first inventory sold by the U.S.
affiliate during the first year in which
section 936(h) applies. If the U.S. affili-
ate uses the LIFO method of costing
inventory (either dollar-value or spe-
cific goods LIFO), pre-TEFRA inventor
will be treated as inventory sold by the
U.S. affiliate in the year in which the
U.S. afiliate’s LIFO layer containing
pre-TEFRA LIFO inventory is liq-
uidated.

Q. 6: How are ‘‘possession sales’’ de-
termined under the cost sharing for-
mula if members of the affiliated group
(other than the possessions corpora-
tion) include purchases of the posses-
sion product, X, in a dollar-value LIFO
inventory pool (as provided under
§ 1.472–8)?

A. 6: Possession sales may be deter-
mined by applying the revenue identi-
fication method provided under para-
graph (b)(1) Question and Answer 18 of
this section.

Q. 7: Do possession sales include ex-
cise taxes paid by the possessions cor-
poration when the product is sold for
ultimate use or consumption in the
possession?

A. 7: No. The amount of excise taxes
is excluded from both the numerator
and denominator of the cost sharing
fraction.

Q. 8: How are ‘‘total sales’’ defined
for purposes of the cost sharing frac-
tion?

A. 8: The term ‘‘total sales’’ means
aggregate sales or other dispositions of
products in the same product area as
the possession product, less returns
and allowances and less indirect taxes
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imposed on the production of the prod-
uct, for the taxable year to persons
who are not members of the affiliated
group. The sales price to be used is the
sales price received by the affiliated
group from persons who are not mem-
bers of the affiliated group.

Q. 9: In computing that cost sharing
payment, how are ‘‘total sales’’ com-
puted if the dollar-value LIFO inven-
tory pool includes some products which
are not included in the product area
(determined under the 3-digit SIC code)
on which the denominator of the cost
sharing fraction is based?

A. 9: In such case, the amount of the
total sales within the product area to
persons who are not members of the af-
filiated group by persons who are mem-
bers of the affiliated group is deter-
mined by multiplying the total sales of
the products within the dollar-value
LIFO inventory pool by a fraction. The
numerator of the fraction includes the
dollar-value of purchases by members
of the affiliated group (including the
possessions corporation) of products
within the product area made during
the year, plus any added production
costs (as defined in § 1.471–11(b), (c), and
(d) but not including the costs of mate-
rials) incurred by the affiliates during
the same period. The denominator of
the fraction includes the dollar-value
of purchases by members of the affili-
ated group (including the possessions
corporation) of products within the
dollar-value LIFO inventory pool made
during the same period (including any
production costs, as described above,
incurred by the affiliate during the
same period). For these purposes, pur-
chases of a possession product are de-
termined on the basis of the posses-
sions corporation’s cost for its inven-
tory purposes.

Q. 10: May a possessions corporation
compute its income under the cost
sharing method with respect to a pos-
session product which the possessions
corporation sells to a member of its af-
filiated group and which that member
then leases to an unrelated person or
uses in its own trade or business?

A. 10: Yes, provided that an independ-
ent sales price for the possession prod-
uct from comparable uncontrolled
transactions can be determined in ac-
cordance with § 1.482–2(e)(2), and, pro-

vided further, that such member com-
plies with the requirements of § 1.936–
6(a)(2), question and answer 14. If, how-
ever, there is a comparable uncon-
trolled price for an integrated product
and the possession product is a compo-
nent product or end-product form
thereof, the possessions corporation
may, if such member complies with the
requirements of § 1.936–6(a)(2), question
and answer 14, compute its income
under the cost sharing method with re-
spect to such possession product. In
that case, the cost sharing payment
shall be computed under the following
question and answer.

Q. 11: How are possession sales and
total sales to be determined for pur-
poses of computing the cost sharing
payment with respect to a possession
product which the possessions corpora-
tion sells to a member of its affiliated
group where that member then leases
the possession product to unrelated
persons or uses it in its own trade or
business?

A. 11: If the possessions corporation
is entitled to compute its income from
such sales of the possession product
under the cost sharing method, both
possession sales and total sales shall be
determined as if the possession product
had been sold by the affiliate to an un-
related person at the time the posses-
sion product was first leased or other-
wise placed in service by the affiliate.
The sales price on such deemed sale
shall be equal to the independent sales
price from comparable uncontrolled
transactions determined in accordance
with § 1.482–2(e)(2), if any. If the posses-
sion product is a component product or
an end-product form for which there is
no such independent sales price but
there is a comparable uncontrolled
price for the integrated product which
includes the possession product, the
deemed sales price of the possession
product shall be computed under the
rules of § 1.936–6(a)(2) question and an-
swer 2. The full amount of income re-
ceived under the lease shall be treated
as income of (and taxed to) the affiliate
and not the possessions corporation.

Q. 12: When may a possessions cor-
poration take into account in comput-
ing total sales under the cost sharing
method products in the same product
area as the possession product (other
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than the possession product itself)
where such products are leased by
members of the affiliated group to un-
related persons or used by any such
member in its own trade or business?

A. 12: For purposes of computing
total sales under the cost sharing
method, the possessions corporation
may take into account products in the
same product area as the possession
product itself where such products are
leased by members of the affiliated
group to unrelated persons or used in
the trade or business of any such mem-
ber, but only if an independent sales
price of such products from comparable
uncontrolled transactions may be de-
termined under § 1.482–2(e)(2). In such
cases, the units of such products which
are leased or otherwise used internally
by members of the affiliated group may
be treated as sold to unrelated persons
for such independent sales price for
purposes of computing total sales.

Q. 13: Assuming that a possessions
corporation is entitled to compute its
income under the cost sharing method
with respect to sales of a possession
product to affiliates in cases where
those affiliates lease units of the pos-
session product to unrelated persons or
use them internally, is the possessions
corporation’s income from the posses-
sion product any different than if the
affiliates had sold the product to unre-
lated parties?

A. 13: No.
Q. 14: If a possessions corporation

sells units of a possession product to a
member of its affiliated group and that
affiliate then leases those units to an
unrelated person or uses the units in
its own trade or business, what require-
ments must the affilate meet in order
for the possessions corporation to be
entitled to the benefits of the cost
sharing method with respect to such
units?

A. 14: (i) For taxable years of the pos-
sessions corporation beginning on or
before June 13, 1986, the affiliate need
not meet any special requirements in
order for the possessions corporation to
be entitled to the beneifts of the cost
sharing method with respect to such
units. Thus, the affiliate’s basis in such
units shall be equal to the transfer
price used for computing the posses-
sions corporation’s gross income with

respect to such units under section
936(h)(5)(C)(i)(II), and the income de-
rived by the affiliate from such lease or
internal use shall be reported by the af-
filiate when and to the extent actually
derived. The affiliate shall not be
deemed to have sold such units to an
unrelated party at the time they were
first leased or otherwise placed in serv-
ice for any purpose other than the com-
putation of possession sales and total
sales. A similar rule applies to other
products in the same product area as
the possession product which are sold
by any member in its own trade or
business and which the possessions cor-
poration takes into account in comput-
ing total sales under the cost sharing
method.

(ii) For taxable years of the posses-
sions corporations beginning after
June 13, 1986, a possessions corpora-
tions will not be entitled to the bene-
fits of the cost sharing method with re-
spect to units of the possession product
which the possessions corporation sells
to an affiliate where the affiliate then
leases such units to an unrelated per-
son or uses them in its own trade or
business, unless the affiliate agrees to
be treated for all tax purposes as hav-
ing sold such units to an unrelated
party at the time they were first leased
or otherwise placed in service by such
affiliate. The affiliate must dem-
onstrate such agreement by reporting
its income from such units as if:

(A) It had sold such units to an unre-
lated person at such time at a price
equal to the price used to compute pos-
sessions sales under § 1.936–6(a)(2), ques-
tion and answer 11;

(B) It had immediately repurchased
such units for the same price; and

(C) Its basis in such units for all sub-
sequent purposes was equal to its cost
basis from such deemed repurchase.
For treatment of other products in the
same product area as the possession
product see § 1.936–6(a)(2), question and
answer 12.

(iii) The principles contained in ques-
tions and answers 11, 12, 13, and 14 are
illustrated by the following example:

Example. Possessions corporation S and its
affiliate A are calendar year taxpayers. In
1985, S manufactures 100 units of possession
product X. S sells 50 units of X to unrelated
persons in arm’s length transactions for $10
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per unit. In applying the cost sharing meth-
od to determine the portion of its gross in-
come from such sales which qualifies for the
possessions tax credit, S determines that $8
of the $10 sales price may be taken into ac-
count. S sells the remaining 50 units of X to
A, and A then leases such units to unrelated
persons. In 1985, A also manufacturers 100
units of product Y, the only other product in
the same product area as X manufactured or
sold by any member of the affiliated group.
A manufactured the 100 units of Y at a cost
of $15 per unit, sold 50 units of Y to unrelated
persons in arm’s length transactions for $20
per unit, and leased the remaining 50 units of
Y to unrelated persons.

S may compute its income under the cost
sharing method with respect to the 50 units
of X it sold to A because S can determine an
independent sales price of X from com-
parable uncontrolled transactions under
§ 1.482–2(e)(2). For purposes of computing
both possessions sales and total sales, the 50
units of X sold to A will be deemed to have
been sold by A to an unrelated person for $10
per unit. The income of S qualifying for the
possessions tax credit from the sale of those
50 units of X to A, and A’s basis in those
units, will both be determined using the $8
transfer price determined under section 936
(h)(5)(C)(i)(II). For purposes of computing
total sales in the denominator of the cost
sharing fraction, S may also take into ac-
count the 50 units of Y leased by A to unre-
lated persons, as if A had sold those units for
$20 per unit. A’s basis in those units of Y will
continue to be its actual cost basis of $15 per
unit.

If all of the above transactions had oc-
curred in 1987, S would be entitled to com-
pute its income under the cost sharing meth-
od with respect to the 50 units of X it sold to
A only if A agreed to be treated for all tax
purposes as if it had sold such units for $10
per unit, realized income on such deemed
sale of $2 per unit, repurchased such units
immediately for $10 per unit, and then leased
such units, which would then have a $10 per
unit basis in A’s hands. For purposes of com-
puting total sales, S would be entitled to
take into account the 50 units of X leased by
A to unrelated persons as if A had sold such
units for $20 per unit.

(3) Credits against cost sharing pay-
ments.

Q. 1: Is the cost of product area re-
search paid or accrued by the posses-
sions corporation in a taxable year
creditable against the cost sharing
payment?

A. 1: Yes, if the cost of the product
area research is paid or accrued solely
by the possessions corporation. Thus,

payments by the possessions corpora-
tion under cost sharing arrangements
with, or royalties paid to, unrelated
persons are so creditable. Amounts
(such as royalties) paid directly or in-
directly to, or on behalf of, related per-
sons and amounts paid under any cost
sharing agreements with related per-
sons are not creditable against the cost
sharing payment.

Q. 2: Do royalties or other payments
made by an affiliate of the possessions
corporation to another member of the
affiliated group reduce the cost sharing
payment if such royalties or other pay-
ments are based, in part, on activity of
the possessions corporation?

A. 2: No. Payments made between af-
filiated corporations do not reduce the
cost sharing payment. Thus, for exam-
ple, if a possessions corporation sells a
component to a foreign affiliate for in-
corporation by the foreign affiliate
into an integrated product sold to un-
related persons, and the foreign affili-
ate pays a royalty to the U.S. parent of
the possessions corporation based on
the total value of the integrated prod-
uct, the cost sharing payment of the
possessions corporation is not reduced.

(4) Computation of cost sharing pay-
ment.

Q. 1: S is a possessions corporation
engaged in the manufacture and sale of
four products (A, B, C, and D) all of
which are classified under the same
three-digit SIC code. S sells its produc-
tion to a U.S. affiliate, P, which resells
it to unrelated parties in the United
States. P’s third party sales of each of
these products produced in whole or in
part by S (computed as provided under
paragraph (a)(2) of § 1.936–6) are $1 mil-
lion or a total of $4 million for A, B, C,
and D. P’s other sales of products in
the same SIC code are $3,000,000; and
the defined worldwide product area re-
search of the affiliated group is
$350,000. How should S compute the
cost sharing amount for products A, B,
C, and D?

A. 1: The cost sharing amount is com-
puted separately for each product on
Schedule P of Form 5735. S should use
the following formula for each of the
products A, B, C, and D:
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Sales to unrelated persons
of possession product

Total sales of products in SIC code
Worldwide product area research×

$1, ,

$7, ,
$350, $50,

000 000

000 000
000 000× =

Q. 2: The facts are the same as in
question 1 except that S manufactures
product D under a license from an un-
related person. S pays the unrelated
party an annual license fee of $20,000.
Thus, the worldwide product area re-

search expense of the affiliated group
is $370,000. How should the cost sharing
payment be adjusted?

A. 2: The cost sharing fee should be
reduced by the $20,000 license fee made
as a direct annual payment to a third
party on account of product D. The
cost sharing payment with respect to
product D in this example will be ad-
justed as follows:

Sales to unrelated persons
of possession product

Total sales of products
in SIC code

Worldwide product
area research

Amount paid by the
possessions corporation

to an unrelated party
× −

1 000 000

000 000
000 000 857

, ,

$7, ,
$370, $20, $32,×







− =

Q. 3: The facts are the same as in
question 1 except that S also manufac-
tures and exports product E to a for-
eign affiliate, which resells it to unre-
lated persons for $1 million. S makes a
separate election for its export sales.
How should S compute the cost sharing
amount for product E?

A. 3: The numerator of the cost shar-
ing fraction is the aggregate sales or
other dispositions by members of the
affiliated group of the units of product
E produced in whole or in part in the
possession to persons who are not
members of the affiliated group. The
cost sharing amount for product E
would be computed as follows:

Export sales of E

Total sales of products in SIC code In this example
U S Sales of A, B C and D ort sales of E

Worldwide product
area research( ,

. . , , exp )+

×

or

$1, ,

$7, , $1, ,
$350, $43,

000 000

000 000 000 000
000 750

+( )
× =
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Q. 4: The facts are the same as in
question 1, except that S also receives
$10,000 in royalty income from unre-
lated persons for the licensing of cer-
tain manufacturing intangible prop-
erty rights. What is the amount of the
product area research that must be al-
located in determining the cost sharing
amount?

A. 4: If the affiliated group receives
royalty income from unrelated persons
with respect to manufacturing intangi-
bles in the same product area, then the
product area research to be considered
shall be first reduced by such royalty
income. In this case, the amount of
product area research to be used in de-
termining S’s cost sharing payment
should be reduced by the $10,000 roy-
alty payment received to $340,000.

Q. 5: May a possessions corporation
redetermine the amount of its required
cost sharing payment after filing its
tax return?

A. 5: If after filing its tax return, a
possessions corporation files an amend-
ed return, or if an adjustment is made
on audit, either of which affects the
amount of the cost sharing payment
required, then a redetermination of the
cost sharing payment must be made.
See, however, section
936(h)(5)(C)(i)(III)(a) with respect to the
increase in the cost sharing payment
due to interest imposed under section
6601(a).

(5) Effect of election under the cost
sharing method.

Q. 1: What is the effect of the cost
sharing method?

A. 1: The cost sharing payment re-
duces the amount of deductions (and
the amount of reductions in earnings
and profits) otherwise allowable to the
U.S. affiliates (other than tax-exempt
affiliates) within the affiliated group
as determined under section
936(h)(5)(C)(i)(I)(b) which have incurred
research expenditures (as defined in
§ 1.936–6(a)(1), question and answer (3)
in the same product area for which the
cost sharing option is elected, during
the taxable year in which the cost
sharing payment accrues. If there are
no such U.S. affiliates, the reductions
with respect to deductions and earn-
ings and profits, as the case may be,
are made with respect to foreign affili-
ates within the same affiliated group

which have incurred product area re-
search expenditures in such product
area attributable to a U.S. trade or
business. If there are no affiliates
which have incurred research expendi-
tures in such product area, the reduc-
tions are then made with respect to
any other U.S. affiliate and, if there is
no such U.S. affiliate, then to any
other foreign affiliate. The allocations
of these reductions in each case shall
be made in proportion to the gross in-
come of the affiliates. In the case of
foreign affiliates, the allocation shall
be made in proportion to gross income
attributable to the U.S. trade or busi-
ness or worldwide gross income, as the
case may be. With respect to each
group above, the reduction of deduc-
tions shall be applied first to deduc-
tions under section 174, then to deduc-
tions under section 162, and finally to
any other deductions on a pro rata
basis.

Q. 2: For purposes of estimated tax
payments, when is the cost sharing
amount deemed to accrue?

A. 2: The cost sharing amount is
deemed to accrue to the appropriate af-
filiate on the last day of the taxable
year of each such affiliate in which or
with which the taxable year of the pos-
sessions corporation ends.

Q. 3: If the cost sharing method is
elected and the year of accrual of the
cost sharing payment to the appro-
priate affiliate (described in question
and answer 1 of this paragraph (a)(5))
differs from the year of actual payment
by the possessions corporation, in what
year are the deductions of the recipi-
ents reduced?

A. 3: In the year the cost sharing pay-
ment has accrued.

Q. 4: What is the treatment of income
from intangibles under the cost sharing
method?

A. 4: Under the cost sharing method,
a possessions corporation is treated as
the owner, for purposes of obtaining a
return thereon, of manufacturing in-
tangibles related to a possession prod-
uct. The term ‘‘manufacturing intangi-
ble’’ means any patent, invention, for-
mula, process, design, pattern, or
know-how. The possessions corporation
will not be treated as the owner, for
purposes of obtaining a return thereon,
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of any manufacturing intangibles re-
lated to a component product produced
by an affiliated corporation and trans-
ferred to the possessions corporation
for incorporation into the possession
product, except in the case that the
possession product is treated as includ-
ing such component product for all
purposes of section 936(h)(5). Further,
the possessions corporation will not be
treated as the owner, for purposes of
obtaining a return thereon, of any mar-
keting intangibles except ‘‘covered in-
tangibles.’’ (See § 1.936–6(c).)

Q. 5: If the cost sharing option is
elected, is it necessary for the posses-
sions corporation to be the legal owner
of the manufacturing intangibles relat-
ed to the possession product in order
for the possessions corporation to re-
ceive a full return with respect to such
intangibles?

A. 5: No. There is no requirement
that manufacturing intangibles be
owned by the possessions corporation.

Q. 6: How is income attributable to
marketing intangibles treated under
the cost sharing method?

A. 6: Except in the case of ‘‘covered
intangibles’’ (see § 1.936–6(c)), the pos-
sessions corporation is not treated as
the owner of any marketing intangi-
bles, and income attributable to mar-
keting intangible of the possessions
corporation will be allocated to the
possessions corporation’s U.S. share-
holders with the proration of income
based on shareholdings. If a share-
holder of the possessions corporation is
a foreign, person or is otherwise tax ex-
empt, the possessions corporation is
taxable on that shareholder’s pro rata
amount of the intangible property in-
come. If the possessions corporation is
a corporation any class of the stock of
which is regularly traded on an estab-
lished securities market, then the in-
come attributable to marketing intan-
gibles will be taxable to the possessions
corporation rather than the corpora-
tion’s U.S. shareholders.

Q. 7: What is the source of the intan-
gible property income described in
question and answer 6?

A. 7: The intangible property income
is U.S. source whether taxed to the
U.S. shareholder or taxed to the posses-
sions corporation and section 863 (b)
does not apply for this purpose. How-

ever, such intangible property income,
if treated as income of the possessions
corporation, does not enter into the
calculation of the 80-percent possession
source test or the 65-percent active
trade or business test.

Q. 8: May marketing intangible in-
come, if any, be allocated to the pos-
sessions corporation with respect to
custom-made products?

A. 8: No. If the cost sharing option is
elected, then income attributable to
marketing intangibles (other than
‘‘covered intangibles’’ described in
§ 1.936–6(c)) will be taxed as discussed in
questions and answers 6 and 7 of para-
graph (a)(5) of this section. It is imma-
terial whether the product is custom-
made.

Q. 9: In order to sell a pharma-
ceutical product in the United States,
a New Drug Application (‘‘NDA’’) for
the product must be approved by the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Is
an NDA considered a manufacturing or
marketing intangible for purposes of
the allocation of income under the cost
sharing method?

A. 9: A manufacturing intangible.
Q. 10: Can a copyright be, in whole or

in part, a manufacturing intangible for
purposes of the allocation of income
under the cost sharing method?

A. 10: In general, a copyright is a
marketing intangible. See section
936(h)(3)(B)(ii). However, copyrights
may be treated either as manufactur-
ing intangibles or nonmanufacturing
intangibles (or as partly each) depend-
ing upon the function or the use of the
copyright. If the copyright is used in
manufacturing, it will be treated as a
manufacturing intangible; but if it is
used in marketing, even if it is also
classified as know-how, it will be treat-
ed as a marketing intangible.

Q. 11: If the cost sharing option is
elected and a patent is related to the
product produced by the possessions
corporation, does the return to the pos-
sessions corporation with respect to
the manufacturing intangible include
the make, use, and sell elements of the
patent?

A. 11: Yes. A patent confers an exclu-
sive right for 17 years to sell a product
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covered by the patent. During this pe-
riod, the return to the possessions cor-
poration includes the make, use and
sell elements of the patent.

Q. 12: For purposes of the cost shar-
ing option, may a safe haven rule be
applied to determine the amount of
marketing intangible income?

A. 12: No. The amount of marketing
intangible income is determined on the
basis of all relevant facts and cir-
cumstances. The section 482 regula-
tions will continue to apply except to
the extent modified by the election.
Rev. Proc. 63–10 and Rev. Proc. 68–22 do
not apply for this purpose.

Q. 13: If a product covered by the cost
sharing election is sold by a posses-
sions corporation to an affiliated cor-
poration for resale to an unrelated
party, may the resale price method
under section 482 be used to determine
the intercompany price of the posses-
sions corporation?

A. 13: In general, the resale price
method may be used if (a) no com-
parable uncontrolled price for the prod-
uct exists, and (b) the affiliated cor-
poration does not add a substantial
amount of value to the product by
manufacturing or by the provision of
services which are reflected in the
sales price of the product to the cus-
tomer. The possessions corporation
will not be denied use of the resale
price method for purposes of such
inter-company pricing merely because
the reseller adds more than an insub-
stantial amount to the value of the
product by the use of intangible prop-
erty.

Q. 14: If a possessions corporation
makes the cost sharing election and
uses the cost-plus method under sec-
tion 482 to determine the arm’s-length
price of a possession product, will the
cost base include the cost of materials
which are subject to processing or
which are components in the posses-
sion product?

A. 14: A taxpayer may include the
cost of materials in the cost base if it
is appropriate under the regulations
under § 1.482–2(e)(4).

Q. 15: If the possessions corporation
computes its income with respect to a
product under the cost sharing method,
and the price of the product is deter-
mined under the cost-plus method

under section 482, does the cost base
used in computing cost-plus under sec-
tion 482 include the amount of the cost
sharing payment?

A. 15: The amount of the cost sharing
payment is included in the cost base.
However, no profit with respect to the
cost sharing payment will be allowed.

Q. 16: If a member of the affiliated
group transfers to a possessions cor-
poration a component which is incor-
porated into a possession product, how
will the transfer price for the compo-
nent be determined?

A. 16: The transfer price for the com-
ponent will be determined under sec-
tion 482, and as follows. If the posses-
sion product is treated as not including
such component for purposes of section
936(h)(5), the transfer price paid for the
component will include a return on all
intangibles related to the component
product. If the posssession product is
treated as including such component
for purposes of section 936(h)(5), then
the transfer price paid for the compo-
nent by the possessions corporation
will not include a return on any manu-
facturing intangible related to the
component product, and the posses-
sions corporation will obtain the re-
turn on the manufacturing intangibles
associated with the component.

Q. 17: If the possessions corporation
computes its income with respect to a
product under the cost sharing method,
with respect to which units of the prod-
uct shall the possessions corporation
be treated as owning intangible prop-
erty as a result of having made the
cost sharing election?

A. 17: The possessions corporation
shall not be treated as owning intangi-
ble property, as a result of having
made the cost sharing election, with
respect to any units of a possession
product which were not taken into ac-
count by the possessions corporation in
applying the significant business pres-
ence test for the current taxable year
or for any prior taxable year in which
the possessions corporation also had a
significant business presence in the
possession with respect to such prod-
uct.

(b) Profit split option—(1) Computation
of combined taxable income.

Q. 1: In determining combined tax-
able income from sales of a possession
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product, how are the allocations and
apportionments of expenses, losses, and
other deductions to be determined?

A. 1: (i) Expenses, losses, and other
deductions are to be allocated and ap-
portioned on a ‘‘fully-loaded’’ basis
under § 1.861–8 to the combined gross
income of the possessions corporation
and other members of the affiliated
group (other than foreign affiliates).
For purposes of the profit split option,
the term ‘‘affiliated group’’ is defined
the same as under § 1.936–6 (a)(1) ques-
tion and answer 2. The amount of re-
search, development, and experimental
expenses allocated and apportioned to
combined gross income is to be deter-
mined under § 1.861–8(e)(3). The amount
of research, development and experi-
mental expenses and related deductions
(such as royalties paid or accrued with
respect to manufacturing intangibles
by the possessions corporation or other
domestic members of the affiliated
group to unrelated persons or to for-
eign affiliates) allocated and appor-
tioned to combined gross income shall
in no event be less than the amount of
the cost sharing payment that would
have been required under the rules set
forth in section 936(h)(5)(C)(i)(II) and
paragraph (a) of this section if the cost
sharing option had been elected. Other
expenses which are subject to § 1.861–
8(e) are to be allocated and apportioned
in accordance with that section. For
example, interest expense (including
payments made with respect to bonds
issued by the Puerto Rican Industrial,
Medical and Environmental Control
Facilities Authority (AFICA)) is to be
allocated and apportioned under § 1.861–
8(e)(2). With the exception of market-
ing and distribution expenses discussed
below, the other remaining expenses
which are definitely related to a class
of gross income shall be allocated to
that class of gross income and shall be
apportioned on the basis of any reason-
able method, as described in § 1.861–8
(b)(3) and (c)(1). Examples of such
methods may include, but are not lim-
ited to, those specified in § 1.861–
8(c)(1)(i) through (vi).

(ii) The class of gross income to
which marketing and distribution ex-
penses relate and shall be allocated is
generally to be defined by the same
‘‘product area’’ as is determined for the

relevant research, development, and
experimental expenses (i.e., the appro-
priate 3-digit SIC code), but shall in-
clude only gross income generated or
reasonably expected to be generated
from the geographic area or areas to
which the expenses relate. It shall be
presumed that marketing and distribu-
tion expenses relate to all product
sales within the same product area. If,
however, it can be established that any
of these expenses are separately identi-
fiable expenses, such as advertising,
and relate, directly or indirectly, sole-
ly to a specific product or a specific
group of products, such expenses shall
be allocated to the class of gross in-
come defined by the specific product or
group of products. Thus, advertising
and other separately identifiable mar-
keting expenses which relate specifi-
cally and exclusively to a particular
product must be allocated entirely to
the gross income from that product,
even though the taxpayer or other
members of an affiliated group which
includes the taxpayer produce and mar-
ket other products in the same 3-digit
SIC code classification. The mere dis-
play of a company logo or mention of a
company name solely in the context of
identifying the manufacturer shall not
prevent an advertisement from relating
specifically and exclusively to a par-
ticular product or group of products.

(iii) If marketing and distribution ex-
penses are allocated to a class of gross
income which consists both of income
from sales of possession products (the
statutory grouping) and other income
such as from sale by U.S. affiliates of
products not produced in the posses-
sion (the residual grouping), then these
marketing and distribution expenses
shall be apportioned on a ‘‘fully load-
ed’’ basis which reflects, to a reason-
ably close extent, the factual relation-
ship between these deductions and the
statutory and residual groupings of
gross income. Apportionment methods
based upon comparisons of amounts in-
curred before ultimate sale of a prod-
uct (including apportionment on a
comparison of costs of goods sold,
other expenses incurred, or other com-
parisons set forth in § 1.861–8 (c)(1)(v),
such as time spent) are not on a ‘‘fully-
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loaded’’ basis and do not reflect this re-
quired factual relationship. These de-
ductions shall be apportioned on a
basis of comparison of the amount of
gross sales or receipts or another meth-
od if it is established that such method
similarly reflects the required factual
relationship. Thus, for example, a com-
parison of units sold may be used only
where the units are of the same or
similar value and are, thus, in fact
comparable.

(iv) The rules for allocation and ap-
portionment of marketing and dis-
tribution expenses may be illustrated
by the following examples:

Example 1. Assume that possessions cor-
poration A manufacturers prescription phar-
maceutical product #1 for resale by P, its
U.S. parent corporation, in the United
States. Additionally, assume that P manu-
factures prescription pharmaceutical prod-
ucts #2 and #3 in the United States for sale
there. Further, assume that all three prod-
ucts are within the same product area, and
that marketing and distribution expenses
are internally divided by P among the three
products on the basis of time spent by sales
persons of P on marketing of the three prod-
ucts, as follows:

Product #1 .......................................... 50X
Product #2 .......................................... 80X
Product #3 .......................................... 110X

Total ............................................ 240X

These expenses of 240X are allocated to gross
income generated by all three products and
shall be apportioned on the basis of gross
sales or receipts of product #1 as compared to
products #2 and #3 or another method which
similarly reflects the factual relationship be-
tween these expenses and gross income de-
rived from product #1 and products #2 and #3.
Thus, if a sales method were used and sales
of product #1 accounted for one-third of sales
receipts from the three products, 80X (240 ÷ 3)
of marketing and distribution expenses
would be apportioned to the combined gross
income from product #1.

Example 2. Corporation B produces and
sells Brand W whiskey, in the United States.
B’s subsidiary, S, which is a possessions cor-
poration, produces soft drink extract in
Puerto Rico which it sells to independent
bottlers to produce Brand S soft drinks for
sale in the United States. Corporation B’s
advertisements and other promotional mate-
rials for Brand W whiskey make no reference
to Brand S soft drinks (or any other Corpora-
tion B products), and Brand S soft drink ad-
vertisements and other promotional mate-
rials make no reference to Brand W whiskey

(or any other corporation B products). For
purposes of section 936(h), the advertising
and other promotional expenses for Brand W
whiskey must be allocated entirely to the
gross income from sales of Brand W whiskey
and the advertising and other promotional
expenses for Brand S soft drink must be allo-
cated entirely to the gross income from the
sales of soft drink extract, notwithstanding
the fact that whiskey and soft drink extract
are both included in SIC code 208. A similar
result would apply, for example, to sepa-
rately identifiable advertising and other
marketing expenses which relate specifically
and exclusively to one or the other of the fol-
lowing pairs of products: chewing gum and
granulated sugar (SIC code 206); canned tuna
fish and freeze-dried coffee (SIC code 209);
children’s underwear and ladies’ brassieres
(SIC code 234); aspirin tablets and prescrip-
tion antibiotic tablets (SIC code 283); floor
wax and perfume (SIC code 284); adhesives
and inks (SIC code 289); semi-conductors and
cathode-ray tubes (SIC code 367); batteries
and extension cords (SIC code 369); bandages
and dental supplies (SIC code 384); stainless
steel flatware and jewelry parts (SIC code
391); children’s toys and sporting goods (SIC
code 394); hair curlers and zippers (SIC code
396); and paint brushes and linoleum tiles
(SIC code 399).

Example 3. Assume the same facts as in Ex-
ample 1 and that possessions corporation A
also manufactures aspirin, a non-prescrip-
tion product, for resale by its U.S. parent
corporation, P. Further, assume that the ad-
vertising and separately identifiable market-
ing expenses which relate specifically and
exclusively to aspirin sales total $100 and
that these expenses are allocable solely to
gross income derived from aspirin sales. The
sales method continues to be used to appor-
tion the marketing and distribution expenses
related, directly or indirectly, to products #1,
#2, and #3, and the apportionment of such ex-
penses to product #1 for purposes of deter-
mining combined taxable income from prod-
uct #1 will remain as stated in Example 1.
None of the advertising and other separately
identifiable marketing expenses which relate
specifically and exclusively to aspirin will be
taken into account in allocating and appor-
tioning the marketing and distribution ex-
penses relating to the gross income attrib-
utable to products #1, #2, and #3. Gross in-
come attributable to aspirin will be consid-
ered as a separate class of gross income, and
all the advertising and separately identifi-
able marketing expenses which relate spe-
cifically and exclusively to aspirin sales of
$100 will be allocated to the class of gross in-
come derived from aspirin sales. Similarly,
none of the marketing and distribution ex-
penses, directly or indirectly, related solely
to the group of products #1, #2, and #3 will be
taken into account in determining the com-
bined taxable income from aspirin sales. the
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remaining marketing and distribution ex-
penses which do not, directly or indirectly,
relate solely to any specific product or group
of products (e.g., the salaries of a Vice-Presi-
dent of Marketing who has responsibility for
marketing all products and his staff) shall be
allocated and apportioned on the basis of the
gross receipts from the sales of all of the
products (or a similar method) in determin-
ing combined taxable income of any product.

Q. 2: How may the allocation and ap-
portionment of expenses to combined
gross income be verified?

A. 2: Substantiation of the allocation
and apportionment of expenses will be
required upon audit of the possessions
corporation and affiliates. Detailed
substantiation may be necessary, par-
ticularly where the entities are en-
gaged in multiple lines of business in-
volving distinct product areas. Sources
of substantiation may include certified
financial reports. Form 10–K’s, annual
reports, internal production reports,
product line assembly work papers, and
other relevant materials. In this re-
gard, see § 1.861–8(f)(5).

Q. 3: Does section 936(h) override the
moratorium provided by section 223 of
the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981
and any subsequent similar morato-
rium?

A. 3: Yes. Thus, the allocation and
apportionment of product area re-
search described in question and an-
swer 1 must be made without regard to
the moratorium.

Q. 4: Is the cost of samples treated as
a marketing expense?

A. 4: Yes. The cost of producing sam-
ples will be treated as a marketing ex-
pense and not as inventoriable costs for
purposes of determining combined tax-
able income (and compliance with the
significant business presence test).
However, for taxable years beginning
prior to January 1, 1986, the cost of pro-
ducing samples may be treated as ei-
ther a marketing expense or as
inventoriable costs.

Q. 5: If a possessions corporation uses
the profit split method to determine its
taxable income from sales of a product,
how does it determine its gross income
for purposes of the 80-percent posses-
sion source test and the 65-percent ac-
tive trade or business test of section
936(a)(2)?

A. 5: One-half of the deductions of the
affiliated group (other than foreign af-

filiates) which are used in determining
the combined taxable income from
sales of the product are added to the
portion of the combined taxable in-
come allocated to the possessions cor-
poration in order to determine the pos-
sessions corporation’s gross income
from sales of such product.

Q. 6: How will income from intangi-
bles related to a possession product be
treated under the profit split method?

A. 6: Combined taxable income of the
possessions corporation and affiliates
from the sale of the possession product
will include income attributable to all
intangibles, including both manufac-
turing and marketing intangibles, as-
sociated with the product.

Q. 7: Can a possessions corporation
apply the profit split option to a pos-
session product if no U.S. affiliates de-
rive income from the sale of the posses-
sion product?

A. 7: Yes.
Q. 8: With respect to the factual situ-

ation discussed in question and answer
7 how is combined taxable income com-
puted?

A. 8: The profit split option is applied
to the taxable income of the posses-
sions corporation from sales of the pos-
session product to foreign affiliates and
unrelated persons. Fifty percent of
that income is allocated to the posses-
sions corporation, and the remainder is
allocated to the appropriate affiliates
as described in question and answer 13
of this paragraph (b)(1).

Q. 9: May a possessions corporation
compute its income under the profit
split method with respect to units of a
possession product which it sells to a
U.S. affiliate if the U.S. affiliate leases
such units to unrelated persons or to
foreign affiliates or uses such units in
its own trade or business?

A. 9: Yes, provided that an independ-
ent sales price for the possession prod-
uct from comparable uncontrolled
transactions can be determined in ac-
cordance with § 1.482–2 (e)(2). If, how-
ever, there is a comparable uncon-
trolled price for an integrated product
and the possession product is a compo-
nent product or end-product form
thereof, the possessions corporation
may compute its income under the
profit split method with respect to
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such units. In either case, the posses-
sions corporation shall compute com-
bined taxable income with respect to
such units under the following question
and answer.

Q. 10: If the possessions corporation
is entitled to use the profit split meth-
od in the situation described in Q. 9
(leasing units of the possession product
or use of such units in the taxpayer’s
own trade or business), how should it
compute combined taxable income
with respect to such units?

A. 10: (i) Combined taxable income
shall be computed as if the U.S. affili-
ate had sold the units to an unrelated
person (or to a foreign affiliate) at the
time the units were first leased or oth-
erwise placed in service by the U.S. af-
filiate. The sales price on such deemed
sale shall be equal to the independent
sales price from comparable uncon-
trolled transactions determined in ac-
cordance with § 1.482–2(e)(2), if any.

(ii) If the possession product is a
component product or an end-product
form, the combined taxable income
with respect to the possession product
shall be determined under Q&A. 12 of
this paragraph (b)(1).

(iii) For purposes of determining the
basis of a component product or an
end-product form, the deemed sales
price of such product must be deter-
mined. The deemed sales price of the
component product shall be determined
by multiplying the deemed sales price
of the integrated product that includes
the component product by a ratio, the
numerator of which is the production
costs of the component product and the
denominator of which is the production
costs of the integrated product that in-
cludes the component product. The
deemed sales price of an end-product
form shall be determined by multiply-
ing the deemed sales price of the inte-
grated product that includes the end-
product form by a ratio, the numerator
of which is the production costs of the
end-product form and the denominator
of which is the production costs of the
integrated product that includes the
end-product form. For the definition of
production costs, see Q&A. 12 of this
paragraph (b)(1).

(iv)(A) If combined taxable income is
determined under paragraph (v) of A. 12
of this paragraph (b)(1), in the case of a

component product, the deemed sales
price shall be determined by using the
actual sales price of that product when
sold as an integrated product (as ad-
justed under the rules of the fourth
sentence of § 1.482–3(b)(2)(ii)(A)).

(B) If combined taxable income is de-
termined under paragraph (v) of A. 12
of this paragraph (b)(1), in the case of
an end-product form, the deemed sales
price shall be determined by subtract-
ing from the deemed sales price of the
integrated product that includes the
end-product form (e.g., the leased prop-
erty) the actual sales price of the ex-
cluded component when sold as an inte-
grated product to an unrelated person
(as adjusted under the rules of the
fourth sentence of § 1.482–3(b)(2)(ii)(A)).

(v) The full amount of income re-
ceived under the lease shall be treated
as income of (and be taxed to) the U.S.
affiliate and not the possessions cor-
poration.

Q. 11: In the situation described in
question 9, how does the U.S. affiliate
determine its basis in such units for
purposes of computing depreciation
and similar items?

A. 11: The U.S. affiliate shall be
treated, for purposes of computing its
basis in such units, as if it had repur-
chased such units immediately follow-
ing the deemed sale and at the deemed
sales price as provided in Q&A. 10 of
this paragraph (b)(1).
The principles of questions and answers
10 and 11 are illustrated by the follow-
ing example:

Example: Possessions corporation S manu-
factures 100 units of possession product X. S
sells 50 units of X to an unrelated person in
an arm’s length transaction for $10 per unit.
S sells the remaining 50 units to its U.S. af-
filiate, A, which leases such units to unre-
lated persons. The combined taxable income
for the 100 units of X is computed below on
the basis of the given production, sales, and
cost data:

Sales:
1. Total sales by S to unrelated per-

sons (50 x $10) ............................... $500
2. Total deemed sales by A to unre-

lated persons (50 x $10) ................. 500
3. Total gross receipts (line 1 plus

line 2) ........................................... 1,000
Total costs:

4. Material costs ............................. 200
5. Production costs ......................... 300
6. Research expenses ....................... 0
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7. Other expenses ............................ 100
8. Total (add lines 4 through 7) ....... 600

Combined taxable income attrib-
utable to the 100 units of X:
9. Combined taxable income (line 3

minus line 8) ................................ 400
10. Share of combined taxable in-

come apportioned to S (50% of
line 9) ........................................... 200

11. Share of combined taxable in-
come apportioned to A (line 9
minus line 10) .............................. 200

A’s basis in 50 units of X leased by it
to unrelated persons:
12. 50 units times $10 deemed repur-

chase price ................................... 500

Subsequent leasing income is entirely taxed
to A.

Q. 12: If the possession product is a
component product or an end-product
form, how is the combined taxable in-
come for such product to be deter-
mined?

A. 12: (i) Except as provided in para-
graph (v) of this A. 12, combined tax-
able income for a component product
or an end-product form is computed
under the production cost ratio (PCR)
method.

(ii) Under the PCR method, the com-
bined taxable income for a component
product will be the same proportion of
the combined taxable income for the
integrated product that includes the
component product that the production
costs attributable to the component
product bear to the total production
costs (including costs incurred by the
U.S. affiliates) for the integrated prod-
uct that includes the component prod-
uct. Production costs will be the sum
of the direct and indirect production
costs as defined under § 1.936–5(b)(4) ex-
cept that the costs will not include any
costs of materials. If the possession
product is a component product that is
transformed into an integrated product
in whole or in part by a contract manu-
facturer outside of the possession,
within the meaning of § 1.936–5(c), the
denominator of the PCR shall be com-
puted by including the same amount
paid to the contract manufacturer, less

the costs of materials of the contract
manufacturer, as is taken into account
for purposes of the significant business
presence test under § 1.936–5(c) Q&A. 5.

(iii) Under the PCR method the com-
bined taxable income for an end-prod-
uct form will be the same proportion of
the combined taxable income for the
integrated product that includes the
end-product form that the production
costs attributable to the end-product
form bear to the total production costs
(including costs incurred by the U.S.
affiliates) for the integrated product
that includes the end-product form.
Production costs will be the sum of the
direct and indirect production costs as
defined under § 1.936–5(b)(4) except that
the costs will not include any costs of
materials. If the possession product is
an end-product form and an excluded
component is contract manufactured
outside of the possession, within the
meaning of § 1.936–5(c), the denominator
shall be computed by including the
same amount paid to the contract
manufacturer, less cost of materials of
the contract manufacturer, as is also
taken into account for purposes of the
significant business presence test
under § 1.936–5(c) Q&A. 5.

(iv) This paragraph (iv) of A. 12 illus-
trates the computation of combined
taxable income for a component prod-
uct or end-product form under the PCR
method. S, a possessions corporation,
is engaged in the manufacture of
microprocessors. S obtains a compo-
nent from a U.S. affiliate, O. S sells its
production to another U.S. affiliate, P,
which incorporates the micro-
processors into central processing
units (CPUs). P transfers the CPUs to a
U.S. affiliate, Q, which incorporates
the CPUs into computers for sale to
unrelated persons. S chooses to define
the possession product as the CPUs.
The combined taxable income for the
sale of the possession product on the
basis of the given production, sales,
and cost data is computed as follows:

Production costs (excluding costs of materials):
1. O’s costs for the component ............................................................................ 100
2. S’s costs for the microprocessors .................................................................... 500
3. P’s costs for the CPUs (the possession product) .............................................. 200
4. Q’s costs for the computers ............................................................................. 400
5. Total production costs for the computer (Add lines 1 through 4) ................... 1,200
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6. Combined production costs for the CPU (the possession product) (Add lines 1
through 3) ........................................................................................................ 800

7. Ratio of production costs for the CPUs (the possession product) to the pro-
duction costs for the computer ........................................................................ 0.667

Determination of combined taxable income for computers:
Sales:

8. Total possession sales of computers to unrelated customers and foreign af-
filiates ............................................................................................................. 7,500

Total costs of O, S, P, and Q incurred in production of a computer:
9. Production costs (enter from line 5) ............................................................... 1,200
10. Material costs ................................................................................................ 100
11. Total costs (line 9 plus line 10) ...................................................................... 1,300
12. Combined gross income from sale of computers (line 8 minus line 11) .......... 6,200

Expenses of the affiliated group (other than foreign affiliates) allocable and
apportionable to the computers or any component thereof under the rules of
§§ 1.861–8 through 1.861–14T and 1.936–6 (b)(1), Q&A. 1:
13. Expenses (other than research expenses) ....................................................... 980

Research expenses of the affiliated group allocable and apportionable to the
computers:
14. Total sales in the 3-digit SIC Code ................................................................ 12,500
15. Possession sales of the computers (enter from line 8) ................................... 7,500
16. Cost sharing fraction (divide line 15 by line 14) ............................................. 0.6
17. Research expenses incurred by the affiliated group in 3-digit SIC Code mul-

tiplied by 120 percent ....................................................................................... 700
18. Cost sharing amount (multiply line 16 by line 17) ......................................... 420
19. Research of the affiliated group (other than foreign affiliates) allocable

and apportionable under §§ 1.861–17 and 1.861–14T(e)(2) to the computers ........ 300
20. Enter the greater of line 18 or line 19 ............................................................ 420

Computation of combined taxable income of the computer and the CPU:
21. Combined taxable income attributable to the computer (line 12 minus line

13 and line 20) ................................................................................................... 4,800
22. Combined taxable income attributable to CPUs (multiply line 21 by line 7)

(production cost ratio) ..................................................................................... 3,200
23. Share of combined taxable income apportioned to S (50 percent of line 22) .. 1,600

Share of combined taxable income apportioned to U.S. affiliate(s) of S:
24. Adjustments for research expenses (line 18 minus line 19 multiplied by line

7) ...................................................................................................................... 80
25. Adjusted combined taxable income (line 22 plus line 24) ............................... 3,280
26. Share of combined taxable income apportioned to affiliates of S (line 25

minus line 23) ................................................................................................... 1,680

(v)(A) If a possession product is sold
by a taxpayer or its affiliate to unre-
lated persons in covered sales both as
an integrated product and as a compo-
nent product and the conditions of
paragraph (v)(C) of this A. 12 are satis-
fied, the taxpayer may elect to deter-
mine the combined taxable income de-
rived from covered sales of the compo-
nent product under this paragraph (v).
In that case, the combined taxable in-
come derived from covered sales of the
component product shall be determined
by using the same per unit combined
taxable income as is derived from cov-
ered sales of the product as an inte-
grated product, but subject to the limi-
tation of paragraph (v)(D) of this A. 12.

(B) In the case of a possession prod-
uct that is an end-product form, if all
of the excluded components are also

separately sold by the taxpayer or its
affiliate to unrelated persons in uncon-
trolled transactions and the conditions
of paragraph (v)(C) of this A. 12 are sat-
isfied, the taxpayer may elect to deter-
mine the combined taxable income of
such end-product form under this para-
graph (v). In that case, the combined
taxable income derived from covered
sales of the end-product form shall be
determined by reducing the per unit
combined taxable income from the in-
tegrated product that includes the end-
product form by the per unit combined
taxable income for excluded compo-
nents determined under the rules of
this paragraph (v), but subject to the
limitation of paragraph (v)(D) of this
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A. 12. For this purpose, combined tax-
able income of the excluded compo-
nents must be determined under sec-
tion 936 as if the excluded components
were possession products.

(C) In the case of component prod-
ucts, this paragraph (v) applies only if
the sales price of the possession prod-
uct sold in covered sales as an inte-
grated product (i.e., in uncontrolled
transactions) would be the most direct
and reliable measure of an arm’s length
price within the meaning of the fourth
sentence of § 1.482–3(b)(2)(ii)(A) for the
component product. For purposes of ap-
plying the fourth sentence of § 1.482–
3(b)(2)(ii)(A), the sale of the integrated
product that includes the component
product is treated as being imme-
diately preceded by a sale of the com-
ponent (i.e. without further processing)
in a controlled transaction. In the case
of end-product forms, this paragraph
(v) applies only if the sales price of ex-
cluded components separately sold in
uncontrolled transactions would be the
most direct and reliable measure of an
arm’s length price within the meaning
of the fourth sentence of § 1.482–
3(b)(2)(ii)(A) for all excluded compo-
nents of an integrated product that in-
cludes an end-product form. For pur-
poses of applying the fourth sentence
of § 1.482–3(b)(2)(ii)(A), the sale of the
integrated product that includes ex-
cluded components is treated as being
immediately preceded by a sale of the
excluded components (i.e. without fur-
ther processing) in a controlled trans-
action. Under the fourth sentence of
§ 1.482–3(b)(2)(ii)(A), the uncontrolled
transactions referred to in this para-
graph (v)(C) must have no differences
with the controlled transactions that
would affect price, or have only minor
differences that have a definite and
reasonably ascertainable effect on
price and for which appropriate adjust-
ments are made (resulting in appro-
priate adjustments to the computation
of combined taxable income). If such
adjustments cannot be made, or if
there are more than minor differences
between the controlled and uncon-
trolled transactions, the method pro-
vided by this paragraph (v)(C) cannot
be used. Thus, for example, these un-
controlled transactions must involve
substantially identical property in the

same or a substantially identical geo-
graphic market, and must be substan-
tially identical to the controlled trans-
action in terms of their volumes, con-
tractual terms, and market level. See
§ 1.482–3(b)(2)(ii)(B).

(D) In no case can the per unit com-
bined taxable income as determined
under paragraph (v)(A) or (B) of this A.
12 be greater than the per unit com-
bined taxable income of the integrated
product that includes the component
product or end-product form.

(E) The provisions of this paragraph
(v) are illustrated by the following ex-
ample. Taxpayer manufactures product
A in a U.S. possession. Some portion of
product A is sold to unrelated persons
as an integrated product and the re-
mainder is sold to related persons for
transformation into product AB. The
combined taxable income of integrated
product A is $400 per unit and the com-
bined taxable income of product AB is
$300 per unit. The production cost ratio
with respect to product A when sold as
a component of product AB, is 2/3. Un-
less the taxpayer elects and satisfies
the conditions of this paragraph (v),
the combined taxable income with re-
spect to A will be $200 per unit (com-
bined taxable income for AB of $300 ×
the production cost ratio of 2/3). If,
however, the comparability standards
of paragraph (v)(C) of this A. 12 are
met, the taxpayer may elect to deter-
mine combined taxable income of prod-
uct A when sold as a component of
product AB using the same per unit
combined taxable income as product A
when sold as an integrated product.
However, the per unit combined tax-
able income from sales of product A as
a component product may not exceed
the per unit combined taxable income
on the sale of product AB. Therefore,
the combined taxable income of compo-
nent product A may not exceed $300 per
unit.

(vi) Taxpayers that have not elected
the percentage limitation under sec-
tion 936(a)(1) for the first taxable year
beginning after December 31, 1993, may
do so if the taxpayer has elected the
profit split method and computation of
combined taxable income is affected by
Q&A.12 of this paragraph (b)(1).

(vii) The rules of Q&A. 12 of this
paragraph (b)(1) apply for taxable years
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ending after June 9, 1996. If, however,
the election under paragraph (v) of A.
12 of § 1.936–6(b)(1) is made, this election
must be made for the taxpayer’s first
taxable year beginning after December
31, 1993, and if not made effective for
that year, the election cannot be made
for any later taxable year. A successor
corporation that makes the same or
substantially similar products as its
predecessor corporation cannot make
an election under paragraph (v) of A.12
of § 1.936–6(b)(1) unless the election was
made by its predecessor corporation for
its first taxable year beginning after
December 31, 1993.

Q. 13: If the profit split option is
elected, how is the portion of combined
taxable income not allocated to the
possessions corporation to be treated?

A. 13: (i) The income shall be allo-
cated to affiliates in the following
order, but no allocations will be made
to affiliates described in a later cat-
egory if there are any affiliates in a
prior category—

(A) First, to U.S. affiliates (other
than tax exempt affiliates) within the
group (as determined under section 482)
that derive income with respect to the
product produced in whole or in part in
the possession;

(B) Second, to U.S. affiliates (other
than tax exempt affiliates) that derive
income from the active conduct of a
trade or business in the same product
area as the possession product;

(C) Third, to other U.S. affiliates
(other than tax-exempt affiliates);

(D) Fourth, to foreign affiliates that
derive income from the active conduct
of a U.S. trade or business in the same
product area as the possession product
(or, if the foreign members are resident
in a country with which the U.S. has
an income tax convention, then to
those foreign members that have a per-
manent establishment in the United
States that derives income in the same
product area as the possession prod-
uct); and

(E) Fifth, to all other affiliates.
(ii) The allocations made under para-

graph (i)(A) of this A. 13 shall be made
on the basis of the relative gross in-
come derived by each such affiliate
with respect to the product produced in
whole or in part in the possession. For
this purpose, gross income must be de-

termined consistently for each affiliate
and consistently from year to year.

(iii) The allocations made under
paragraphs (i)(B) and (i)(D) of this A. 13
shall be made on the basis of the rel-
ative gross income derived by each
such affiliate from the active conduct
of the trade or business in the same
product area.

(iv) The allocations made under para-
graphs (i)(C) and (i)(E) of this A. 13
shall be made on the basis of the rel-
ative total gross income of each such
affiliate before allocating income
under this section.

(v) Income allocated to affiliates
shall be treated as U.S. source and sec-
tion 863(b) does not apply for this pur-
pose.

(vi) For purposes of determining an
affiliate’s estimated tax liability for
income thus allocated for taxable years
beginning prior to January 1, 1995, the
income shall be deemed to be received
on the last day of the taxable year of
each such affiliate in which or with
which the taxable year of the posses-
sions corporation ends. For taxable
years beginning after December 31,
1994, quarterly estimated tax payments
will be required as provided under sec-
tion 711 of the Uruguay Round Agree-
ments, Public Law 103–465 (1994), page
230, and any administrative guidance
issued by the Internal Revenue Service
thereunder.

Q. 14: What is the source of the por-
tion of combined taxable income allo-
cated to the possessions corporation?

A. 14: Income allocated to the posses-
sions corporation shall be treated as
possession source income and as de-
rived from the active conduct of a
trade or business within the possession.

Q. 15: How is the profit split option to
be applied to properly account for costs
incurred in a year with respect to prod-
ucts which are sold by the possessions
corporation to a U.S. affiliate during
such year, but are not resold by the
U.S. affiliate to persons who are not
members of the affiliated group or to
foreign affiliates until a later year?

A. 15: The rules under § 1.994–1(c)(5)
are to be applied. Incomplete trans-
actions will not be taken into consider-
ation in computing combined taxable
income. Thus, for example, if in 1983, A,
a possessions corporation, sells units of
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a product with a cost to A of $5000 to B
corporation, its U.S. affiliate, which
use the dollar-value LIFO method of
costing inventory, and B sells units
with a cost of $4000 (representing A’s
cost) to C corporation, a foreign affili-
ate, only $4000 of such costs shall be
taken into consideration in computing
the combined taxable income of the
possessions corporation and U.S. affili-
ates for 1983. If a specific goods LIFO
inventory method is used by B, the de-
termination of whether A’s goods re-
main in B’s inventory shall be based on
whether B’s specific goods LIFO group-
ing has experienced an increment or
decrement for the year on the specific
LIFO cost of such units, rather than on
an average unit cost of such units. If
the FIFO method of costing inventory
is used by B, transfers may be based on
the cost of the specific units trans-
ferred or on the average unit produc-
tion cost of the units transferred, but
in each case a FIFO flow assumption
shall be used to identify the units
transferred. For a determination of
which goods are sold by taxpayers
using the LIFO method, see question
and answer 19.

Q. 16: If a possessions corporation
purchases materials from an affiliate
and computes combined taxable in-
come for a possession product which in-
cludes such materials, how are those
materials to be treated in the posses-
sions corporation’s inventory?

A. 16: The cost of those materials is
considered to be equal to the affiliate’s
cost using the affiliate’s method of
costing inventory.

Q. 17: If the possessions corporation
uses the FIFO method of costing inven-
tory and the U.S. affiliate uses the
LIFO method of costing inventory, or
vice versa, what method of costing in-
ventory should be used in computing
combined taxable income?

A. 17: The transferor corporation’s
method of costing inventory deter-
mines the cost of inventory for pur-
poses of combined taxable income
while the transferee corporation’s
method of costing inventory deter-
mines the flow. Assume, for example,
that X corporation, a possessions cor-
poration, using the FIFO method of
costing inventory purchases materials
from Y corporation, U.S. affiliate, also

using the FIFO method. X corporation
produces a product which it transfers
to Z corporation, another U.S. affiliate
using the LIFO method. Assume also
that the final product satisfies the sig-
nificant business presence test. Under
the facts, the cost of the materials pur-
chased by X from Y is Y’s FIFO cost.
The costs of the inventory transferred
by X to Z are determined under X’s
FIFO method of accounting as is the
flow of the inventory from X to Z. The
costs added by Z are determined under
Z’s LIFO method of inventory, as is the
flow of the inventory from Z to unre-
lated persons or foreign affiliates.

Q. 18: How are the costs of a posses-
sion product and the revenues derived
from the sale of a possession product
determined if the U.S. affiliate in-
cludes purchases of the possessions
product in a dollar-value LIFO inven-
tory pool (as provided under § 1.472–8)?

A. 18: The following method will be
accepted in determining the revenues
derived from the sale of a possession
product and the costs of a possession
product if the U.S. affiliate includes
purchases of the possession product in
a dollar-value LIFO inventory pool.
The rules apply solely for the cost
sharing and profit split options under
section 936(h).

(i) Revenue identification. The identi-
fication of revenues derived from sales
of a possession product must generally
be made on a specific identification
basis. The particular method employed
by a taxpayer for valuing its inventory
will have no impact on the determina-
tion of what units are sold or how
much revenue is derived from such
sales. Thus, if a U.S. affiliate sells both
item A (a possession product) and item
B (a non-possession product), the ac-
tual sales revenues received by the U.S.
affiliate from item A sales would con-
stitute possession product revenue for
purposes of the profit split option and
possession sales for purposes of the
cost sharing option regardless of
whether the U.S. affiliate values its in-
ventories on the FIFO or the LIFO
method. In instances where sales of
item A (i.e., the possession product)
cannot be determined by use of specific
identification (for example, in cases
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where items A and B are identical ex-
cept that one is produced in the posses-
sion (item A) and the other (item B) is
produced outside of the possession and
it is not possible to segregate these
items in the hands of the U.S. affili-
ate), it will be necessary to identify the
portion of the combined sales of items
A and B (which together can be identi-
fied on a specific identification basis)
which is attributed to item A sales and
the portion which is attributed to item
B sales. The determination of the por-
tion of aggregated sales attributable to
item A and item B is independent of
the LIFO method used to determine
the cost of such sales and may be made
under the following approach. A tax-
payer may, for purposes of this section
of the regulations, use the relative pur-
chases (in units) of items A and B by
the U.S. affiliate during the taxable
year (or other appropriate measuring
period such as the period during the
taxable year used to determine cur-
rent-year costs, i.e., earliest acquisi-
tions period, latest acquisitions period,
etc.) in determining the ratio to apply
against the combined items A and B
sales revenue. If the sales exceed cur-
rent purchases, the taxpayer can use a
FIFO unit approach which identifies
actual unit sales on a first-in, first-out

basis. Revenue determination where
specific identification is not possible is
illustrated by the following example:

Example. At the end of year 1, there are 600
units of combined items A and B which are
to be allocated between A and B on the basis
of annual purchases of A and B units during
year 1. During year 1, 1,000 units of item A,
a possession product, and 2,000 units of item
B, a non-possession product, were purchased.
Thus, the 600 units in year 1 ending inven-
tory are allocated 200 (i.e. 1⁄3) to item A units
and 400 (i.e. 2⁄3) to item B units based on the
relative purchases of A (1,000) and B (2,000) in
year 1. These units appear as beginning in-
ventory in year 2.

In year 2, 1,500 units of item A are pur-
chased and 1,500 units of item B are pur-
chased. However, 3,300 units of items A and B
in the aggregate are sold for $600,000. The rel-
ative proportion of the $600,000 attributable
to item A and to item B sales would be deter-
mined as follows:

Year 2 sales Item
A

Item
B

Unit sales from opening inventory ... 200 400
Unit sale from current-year pur-

chases .......................................... 1,350 1,350

Total unit sales (3,300) ............. 1,550 1,750
Percentage ............................... 47 53

Revenues from Item A sales .................................. 281,818 $600,000
1550

Revenues from Item B sales .................................. $318,182 $600,000
1750

×







×







3300

3300

Year 2 Closing Inventory Units

Item A ................................................ 150
Item B ................................................ 150

Thus, revenues from Item A sales for
purposes of computing possession sales
for the cost sharing option and reve-
nues for the profit split option are
$281,818.

(ii) Cost identification. The determina-
tion of the cost of possession product
sales by the U.S. affiliate must be
based on the LIFO inventory method of
the U.S. affiliate. The LIFO cost of pos-

session product sales will, for purposes
of this section of the regulations, be
determined by maintaining a separate
LIFO cost for possession products in a
taxpayer’s opening and closing LIFO
inventory and using this cost to cal-
culate an independent cost of posses-
sion product sales. This separate LIFO
cost for possession products in the
LIFO pool of a taxpayer is to be deter-
mined as follows:

(A) Determine the base-year cost of
possession products in ending inven-
tory in a LIFO pool.

(B) Determine the percentage of the
base-year cost of possession products in
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the pool as compared to the total base-
year cost of all items in the pool.

(C) Multiply the percentage deter-
mined in step (B) of this subdivision
(ii) by the ending LIFO inventory value
of the pool to determine the deemed
LIFO cost attributable to possession
products in the pool.

(D) Subtract the LIFO cost of posses-
sion products in ending inventory in
the pool (as calculated in step (C) of
this subdivision (ii)) from the sum of:

(1) Possession product purchases for
the year, plus

(2) The portion of the opening LIFO
inventory value of the pool attributed
to possession products (i.e., the result
obtained in step (C) of this subdivision
(ii) for the prior year).
The number determined by this cal-
culation is the LIFO cost of possession
product sales from the taxpayer’s LIFO
pool.

Example: Assume that item A is a posses-
sion product and item B is a non-possession
product and also assume the inventory and
purchases with respect to the LIFO pool as
provided below:

YEAR 1—ENDING INVENTORY

No. of
units

Base-
year cost/

unit

Base-
year cost Percent

Item A ......... 100 $2.00 $200 20
Item B ......... 200 4.00 800 80

YEAR 1—LIFO VALUE

Base-
year cost Index LIFO cost

Increment layer 2 ........... $300 3.0 $900
Increment layer 1 ........... 400 2.0 800
Base layer ...................... 300 1.0 300

Pool total ............. $1,000 ................ $2,000

YEAR 1—LIFO VALUE PER ITEM

Base-
year cost

LIFO
value

Total pool ................................ $1,000 $2,000

Item A ................................................. 200 400
Item B ................................................. 800 1,600

YEAR 2—PURCHASES

Total pur-
chases

Item A .................................................................... $6,000

YEAR 2—PURCHASES—Continued

Total pur-
chases

Item B .................................................................... 4,000

YEAR 2—ENDING INVENTORY

No. of
units

Base-
year cost/

unit

Base-
year cost Percent

Item A ......... 200 $2.00 $400 50
Item B ......... 100 4.00 400 50

YEAR 2—LIFO VALUE

Base-
year cost Index LIFO cost

Increment layer 2 ........... $100 3.0 $300
Increment layer 1 ........... 400 2.0 800
Base layer ...................... $300 1.0 300

Pool total ........................ 800 ................ 1,400

The year 2 LIFO cost of possession product A sales will be
calculated as follows:

(1) Base-year cost of item in year 2 ending inventory=$400
(2) Percentage of item A base-year cost to total base-year

cost ($400 ÷ $800) = 50%
(3) LIFO value of item A ($1,400 × 50%) = $700
(4) LIFO cost of item A sales is determined by adding to the

beginning inventory in year 2 the purchases of item A in year
2 and subtracting from this amount the ending inventory in
year 2 ($400 + $6000 ¥ $700 = $5700). The beginning in-
ventory in year 2 is determined by multiplying the LIFO cost of
the year 1 ending inventory by a percentage of item A base
year cost to the total base-year cost in year 1. The ending in-
ventory in year 2 is determined under (3) above.

Q. 19: If a possession product is pur-
chased from a possessions corporation
by a U.S. affiliate using the dollar-
value LIFO method of costing its in-
ventory and is included in a LIFO pool
of the U.S. affiliate which includes
products purchased from the posses-
sions corporation in pre-TEFRA years,
how should the LIFO index computa-
tion of the U.S. affiliate be made in the
first year in which section 936(h) ap-
plies and in subsequent taxable years?

A. 19: The U.S. affiliate should treat
the first taxable year for which section
936(h) applies as a new base year in ac-
cordance with procedures provided by
regulations under section 472. Thus,
the opening inventory for the first year
for which section 936(h) applies (valu-
ing possession products purchased from
the possessions corporation on the
basis of the cost of such possession
products), would equal the new base
year cost of the inventory of such pool
of the U.S. affiliate. Increments and
decrements at new base year cost
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would be valued for LIFO purposes pur-
suant to the procedures provided by
regulations under section 472.

Q. 20: If the possessions corporation
computes its income with respect to a
product under the profit split method,
with respect to which units of the prod-
uct shall the profit split method apply?

A. 20: The profit split method shall
apply to units of the possession prod-
uct produced in whole or in part by the
possessions corporation in the posses-
sion and sold during the taxable year
by members of the affiliated group
(other than foreign affiliates) to unre-
lated parties or to foreign affiliates. In
no event shall the profit split method
apply to units of the product which
were not taken into account by the
possessions corporation in applying the
significant business presence test for
the current taxable year or for any
prior taxable year in which the posses-
sions corporation also had a significant
business presence in the possession
with respect to such product.

(2) Pre-TEFRA inventory.

Q. 1: How is pre-TEFRA inventory to
be determined if the profit split option
is elected and the FIFO method of cost-
ing inventory is used by the U.S. affili-
ate?

A. 1: Pre-TEFRA inventory is inven-
tory which was produced by the posses-
sions corporation and transferred to a
U.S. affiliate prior to the possessions
corporation’s first taxable year begin-
ning after December 31, 1982. Pre-
TEFRA inventory will not be included
for purposes of the profit split option.
If the U.S. affiliate uses the FIFO
method of costing inventory, the pre-
TEFRA inventory will be treated as
the first inventory sold by the U.S. af-
filiate during the first year in which
section 936(h) applies and will not be
included in the computation of com-
bined taxable income for purposes of
the profit split option. The treatment
of pre-TEFRA inventory when FIFO
costing is used by both the U.S. affili-
ate and the possessions corporation is
illustrated by the following example in
which FIFO unit costing is used:

Example. Assume the following:

X Y

Possessions cor-
poration

U.S. affiliate

Num-
ber of
units

Cost
per
unit

Num-
ber of
units

Cost
per
unit

Beginning inventory .... 500 $150 200 $225
Units produced during

1983 ........................ 1,000 200 ............ ............
Ending inventory ......... 400 200 300 ............

In 1983, the beginning inventory of X, a
possessions corporation, is 500 units with a
unit cost of $150 and the beginning inventory
of Y, the U.S. affiliate, is 200 units with a
unit cost of $225, which represents the sec-
tion 482 price paid by Y. Y’s beginning inven-
tory in 1983 represents purchases made in
1982 of products produced by X in that year.
Y sells all the units it purchases from X to
Z, a foreign affiliate. In 1983, X produces 1000
units at a unit cost of $200 and sells 1100
units to Y (the difference between 1500 units,
representing X’s 1983 beginning inventory
(500) and the units produced by X in 1983
(1000), and X’s ending inventory of 400 units).
Of the 1100 units sold by X to Y in 1983 only
800 units (and not 1000 units) which were sold
by Y to Z are taken into consideration in
computing combined taxable income for 1983.
Since FIFO costing by the possessions cor-
poration is used, the cost is $150 per unit for
the first 500 units and $200 per unit for the
remaining 300 units. The 200 units sold by X
to Y in 1982 are pre-TEFRA inventory and
are not included in the computation of com-
bined taxable income for 1983. They are also
treated as the first units sold by Y to Z in
1983. This inventory has a unit cost of $225,
which reflects the section 482 transfer price
from X to Y in 1982. Y’s 1983 ending inven-
tory of 300 units will not be taken into con-
sideration in computing the combined tax-
able income of X and Y for 1983 because the
units have not been sold to a foreign affiliate
or to persons who are not members of the af-
filiated group. In a subsequent year when the
units are sold to Z, the cost to X and selling
price to Z of these units will enter into the
computation of combined taxable income for
that year.

(c) Covered Intangibles.
Q. 1: What are ‘‘covered intangibles’’

under section 936(h)(5)(C)(i)(II)?
A. 1: The term ‘‘covered intangibles’’

means (1) intangible property devel-
oped in a possession solely by the pos-
sessions corporation and owned by it,
(2) manufacturing intangible property
(described in section 936(h)(3)(B)(i))
which is acquired by the possessions
corporation from unrelated persons,
and (3) any other intangible property
(described in section 936(h)(3)(B) (ii)
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through (v), to the extent not described
in section 936(h)(3)(B)(i)) which relates
to sales of products or services to unre-
lated persons for ultimate consumption
or use in the possession in which the
possessions corporation conducts its
business. The possessions corporation
is treated as the owner of covered in-
tangibles for purposes of obtaining a
return thereon.

Q. 2: Do covered intangibles include
manufacturing intangible property
which is acquired by an affiliate and
subsequently transferred to the posses-
sions corporation?

A. 2: No. In order for a manufacturing
intangible to be treated as a covered
intangible, the intangible property
must be acquired directly by the pos-
sessions corporation from an unrelated
person unless the manufacturing intan-
gible was acquired by an affiliate from
an unrelated person and was trans-
ferred to the possessions corporation
by the affiliate prior to September 3,
1982.

Q. 3: If a possessions corporation li-
censes a manufacturing intangible
from an unrelated party, will the li-
censed intangible be treated as a cov-
ered intangible?

A. 3: No.
Q. 4: How is ultimate consumption or

use determined for purposes of the defi-
nition of covered intangibles?

A. 4: A product will be treated as hav-
ing its ultimate use or consumption in
a possession if it is sold by the posses-
sions corporation to a related or unre-
lated person in a possession and is not
resold or used or consumed outside of
the possession within one year after
the date of the sale.

Q. 5: Are sales of products that relate
to covered intangibles excluded from
the cost sharing fraction?

A. 5: If no manufacturing intangibles
other than covered intangibles are as-
sociated with the possession product,
then sales of such product will be ex-
cluded from the cost sharing fraction.
If both covered and non-covered manu-
facturing intangibles are associated
with the possession product, then sales
of such product will be included in the
cost sharing fraction.

Q. 6: If the cost sharing option is
elected, is it necessary for the posses-
sions corporation to be the legal owner

of covered intangibles described in sec-
tion 936(h)(5)(C)(i)(II)(c) related to the
product in order for the possessions
corporation to receive a full return
with respect to such intangibles?

A. 6: No. For purposes of section
936(h), it is immaterial whether such
covered intangibles are owned by the
possessions corporation or by another
member of the affiliated group. More-
over, if the legal owner of such covered
intangibles which are subject to sec-
tion 936(h)(5) is an affiliate of the pos-
sessions corporation, such person will
not be required to charge an arm’s-
length royalty under section 482 to the
possessions corporation.

[T.D. 8090, 51 FR 21532, June 13, 1986; 51 FR
27174, July 30, 1986, as amended by T.D. 8669,
61 FR 21367, May 10, 1996; 61 FR 39072, July 26,
1996]

§ 1.936–7 Manner of making election
under section 936 (h)(5); special
election for export sales; revocation
of election under section 936(a).

The rules in this section apply for
purposes of section 936(h) and also for
purposes of section 934(e), where appli-
cable.

(a) Manner of making election.

Q. 1: How does a possessions corpora-
tion make an election to use the cost
sharing method or profit split method?

A. 1: A possessions corporation
makes an election to use the cost shar-
ing or profit split method by filing
Form 5712–A and attaching it to its tax
return. Form 5712–A must be filed on or
before the due date (including exten-
sions) of the tax return of the posses-
sions corporation for its first taxable
year beginning after December 31, 1982.
The electing corporation must set
forth on the form the name and the
taxpayer identification number or ad-
dress of all members of the affiliated
group (including foreign affiliates not
required to file a U.S. tax return). All
members of the affiliated group must
consent to the election. An authorized
officer of the electing corporation must
sign the statement of election and
must declare that he has received a
signed statement of consent from an
authorized officer, director, or other
appropriate official of each member of
the affiliated group. The election is not
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valid unless all affiliates consent. How-
ever, a failure to obtain an affiliate’s
written consent will not invalidate the
election out if the possessions corpora-
tion made a good faith effort to obtain
all the necessary consents or the fail-
ure to obtain the missing consent was
inadvertent. Subsequently created or
acquired affiliates are bound by the
election. If an election out is revoked
under section 936(h)(5)(F)(iii), a new
election out with respect to that prod-
uct area cannot be made without the
consent of the Commissioner. The pos-
sessions corporation shall file an
amended Form 5712–A with its timely
filed income tax return to reflect any
changes in the names or number of the
members of the affiliated group for any
taxable year after the first taxable
year to which the election out applies.
By consenting to the election out, all
affiliates agree to provide information
necessary to compute the cost sharing
payment under the cost sharing meth-
od or combined taxable income under
the profit split method, and failure to
provide such information shall be
treated as a request to revoke the elec-
tion out under section 936(h)(5)(F)(iii).

Q. 2: May the ‘‘election out’’ under
section 936(h)(5) be made on a product-
by-product basis, or must it be made on
a wide basis?

A. 2: An electing corporation is re-
quired to treat products in the same
product area in the same manner.
Similarly, all possessions corporations
in the same affiliated group that
produce any products or render any
services in the same product area must
make the same election for all prod-
ucts that fall within the same product
area. However, § 1.936–7(b) provides that
the electing corporation may make a
different election for export sales than
for domestic sales. The electing cor-
poration or corporations may also
make different elections for products
that fall within different product areas.

Q. 3: May the possessions corporation
elect to define product area more nar-
rowly than the 3-digit SIC code?

A. 3: No. Certain alternatives, such as
the 4-digit SIC code, would not be per-
mitted under the statute. However,
other methods for defining product
area may be considered by the Commis-
sioner in the future.

Q. 4: May a possessions corporation
make an election out under the cost
sharing method with respect to a prod-
uct area if the affiliated group incurs
no research, development or experi-
mental costs in the product area?

A. 4: Yes. In that case the cost shar-
ing payment will be zero.

Q. 5: If the significant business pres-
ence test is not satisfied for a product
or type of service within the product
area covered by the election out under
section 936(h)(5) what rules will apply
with respect to that product?

A. 5: With respect to the product
which does not satisfy the significant
business presence test, the provisions
of section 936 (h)(1) through (h)(4) will
apply to the allocation of income. How-
ever, if a cost sharing or a profit split
election has been made with respect to
the product area, the cost sharing pay-
ment or the research and development
floor under section 936(h)(5)(C)(ii)(II)
will not be reduced.

Q. 6: Is a taxpayer permitted to make
a change of election with respect to the
cost sharing and profit split methods?

A. 6: In general, once the election is
properly made, it is binding for the
first year in which it applies and all
subsequent years (including upon any
later created or acquired affiliates),
and revocation is only permitted with
the consent of the Commissioner of In-
ternal Revenue. However, a taxpayer
will be permitted to change its election
once from the cost sharing method to
the profit split method or vice versa, or
from the method permitted under sec-
tion 936 (h)(1) through (h)(4) to cost
sharing or profit split or vice versa,
without the consent of the Commis-
sioner if the change is made on the tax-
payer’s return for its first taxable year
ending after June 13, 1986. Such change
will apply to such taxable year and all
subsequent taxable years, and, at the
taxpayer’s option, may also apply to
all prior taxable years for which sec-
tion 936(h) was in effect. A change of
election will be treated as an election
subject to the procedures set forth
above and to section 481 of the Internal
Revenue Code.

Q. 7: If the Commissioner determines
that a possessions corporation does not
meet the 80-percent possession source
test or the 65-percent active trade or
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business test (the ‘‘qualification
tests’’) for any taxable year beginning
after 1982, under what circumstances is
the possessions corporation permitted
to make a distribution of property
after the close of its taxable year to
meet the qualification tests?

A. 7: A possessions corporation may
make a pro rata distribution of prop-
erty to its shareholders after the close
of the taxable year if the Commis-
sioner determines that the possessions
corporation does not satisfy the quali-
fication tests (a) by reason of the ex-
clusion from gross income of intangible
income under section 936(h)(1)(B) or
section 936(h)(5)(C)(i)(II) or (b) by rea-
son of the allocation to the sharehold-
ers of the possessions corporation of in-
come under section 936(h)(5)(C)(ii)(III);
provided, however, that the determina-
tion of the Commissioner does not con-
tain a finding that the failure of such
corporation to satisfy the qualification
tests was due, in whole or in part, to
fraud with intent to evade tax or will-
ful neglect on the part of the posses-
sions corporation. The possessions cor-
poration must designate the distribu-
tion at the time the distribution is
made as a distribution to meet quali-
fication requirements, and it will be
subject to the provisions of section
936(h)(4). Such distributions will not
qualify for the dividends received de-
duction.

Q. 8: If a possessions corporation
owns stock in a subsidiary possessions
corporation, any intangible property
income allocated to the parent posses-
sions corporation under section 936(h)
will be treated as U.S. source income
and taxable to the parent possessions
corporation. Is the intangible property
income taken into consideration in de-
termining whether the parent posses-
sions corporation meets the income
tests of section 936(a)(2)?

A. 8: While taxable to the parent pos-
sessions corporation, the intangible
property income does not enter into
the calculation of the 80-percent pos-
session source test or the 65-percent ac-
tive trade or business test of section
936(a)(2)(A) and (B). This would also be
the case if the subsidiary possessions
corporation made a qualifying distribu-
tion under section 936(h)(4).

(b) Separate election for export sales.

Q. 1: What methods of computing in-
come can a possessions corporation use
under the separate election for export
sales?

A. 1: The only two methods which are
available under the separate election
for export sales are the cost sharing
method and the profit split method.

Q. 2: What is the definition of export
sales for purposes of the separate elec-
tion for export sales?

A. 2: The determination of export
sales is based upon the destination of
the product, i.e., where it is to be used
or consumed. If the product is sold to a
U.S. affiliate, it will be treated as an
export sale only if resold or otherwise
transferred abroad to a foreign person
(including a foreign affiliate or foreign
branch of a U.S. affiliate) within one
year from the date of sale to the U.S.
affiliate for ultimate use or consump-
tion outside the United States as pro-
vided under § 1.954–3(a)(3)(ii).

Q. 3: Assume that a possessions cor-
poration sells a product to both foreign
affiliates and foreign branches of U.S.
affiliates. In addition, it sells the prod-
uct to its U.S. parent for resale in the
U.S. The possessions corporation
makes a profit split election for domes-
tic sales and a cost sharing election of
export sales. Will the sales to foreign
branches of U.S. affiliates be treated as
exports subject to the cost sharing
method or as domestic sales subject to
the profit split method?

A. 3: The sales to a foreign branch of
a U.S. corporation are exports if for ul-
timate use or consumption outside of
the United States as provided under
§ 1.954–3(a)(3)(ii).

Q. 4: Under what circumstances may
a possessions corporation make the
separate election under section
936(h)(5)(F)(iv)(II) for computing its in-
come from products exported to a for-
eign person when the income derived
by such foreign person on the resale of
such products is included in foreign
base company income under section
954(a)?

A. 4: If the income derived by a for-
eign person on the resale of products
manufactured, in whole or in part, by a
possessions corporation is included in
foreign base company income under
section 954(a), then the possessions cor-
poration may make the separate export
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election under section
936(h)(5)(F)(iv)(II) for computing its in-
come from such products only if such
foreign person has been formed or is
availed of for substantial business rea-
sons that are unrelated to an affiliated
corporation’s U.S. tax liability. For
purposes of the proceding sentence, a
foreign person will be considered to be
formed or availed of for such substan-
tial business reasons if the foreign per-
son in the normal course of business
purchases substantial quantities of
products from both the possessions cor-
poration and its affiliates for resale,
and, in addition provides support serv-
ices for affiliated companies such as
centralized testing, marketing of prod-
ucts, management of local currency ex-
posures, or other similar services. How-
ever, a foreign person that purchases
and resells products only from a pos-
sessions corporation is presumed to be
formed or availed of for other than
such substantial business reasons, even
if the foreign person provides addi-
tional services.

Q. 5: When will the ‘‘manufacturing’’
test set forth in subsection (d)(1)(A) of
section 954 be applicable to the export
sales of a product of a possessions cor-
poration which makes a separate elec-
tion for export sales?

A. 5: An electing corporation will be
required to meet the ‘‘manufacturing’’
test set forth in subsection (d)(1)(A) of
section 954 with respect to export sales
of its product in each taxable year in
which the separate election for export
sales is in effect.

(c) Revocation of election under section
936(a).

Q. 1: When may an election under
section 936(a) be revoked?

A. 1: An election under section 936(a)
may be revoked during the first ten
years of section 936 status only with
the consent of the Commissioner, and
without the Commissioner’s consent
after that time. The Commissioner
hereby consents to all requests for rev-
ocation that are made with respect to
the taxapayer’s first taxable year be-
ginning after December 31, 1982 pro-
vided that the section 936(a) election
was in effect for the corporation’s last
taxable year beginning before January
1, 1983, if the taxpayer agrees not to re-
elect section 936(a) prior to its first

taxable year beginning after December
31, 1988. A taxpayer that wishes to re-
voke a section 936(a) election under the
terms of the blanket revocation must
attach a ‘‘Statement of Revocation—
Section 936’’ to the taxpayer’s timely
filed return (including extensions) and
must state that in revoking the elec-
tion the taxpayer agrees not to re-elect
section 936(a) prior to its first taxable
year beginning after December 31, 1988.
Other requests to revoke not covered
by the Commissioner’s blanket consent
should be addressed to the District Di-
rector having jurisdiction over the tax-
payer’s tax return.

[T.D. 8090, 51 FR 21545, June 13, 1986]

§ 1.936–8T Qualified possession source
investment income (temporary).
[Reserved]

§ 1.936–9T Source of qualified posses-
sion source investment income
(temporary). [Reserved]

§ 1.936–10 Qualified investments.

(a) In general. [Reserved]
(b) Qualified investments in Puerto

Rico. [Reserved]
(c) Qualified investment in certain Car-

ibbean Basin countries—(1) General rule.
An investment of qualified funds de-
scribed in this section shall be treated
as a qualified investment of funds for
use in Puerto Rico if the funds are used
for a qualified investment in a quali-
fied Caribbean Basin country. A quali-
fied investment in a qualified Carib-
bean Basin country is a loan of quali-
fied funds by a qualified financial insti-
tution (described in paragraph (c)(3) of
this section) directly to a qualified re-
cipient (described in paragraph (c)(9) of
this section) or indirectly through a
single financial intermediary for in-
vestment in active busines assets (as
defined in paragraph (c)(4) of this sec-
tion) in a qualified Caribbean Basin
country (described in paragraph
(c)(10)(ii) of this section) or for invest-
ment in development projects (as de-
fined in paragraph (c)(5) of this section)
in a qualified Caribbean Basin country,
provided—

(i) The investment is authorized,
prior to disbursement of the funds, by
the Commissioner of Financial Institu-
tions of Puerto Rico (or his delegate)
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pursuant to regulations issued by such
Commissioner; and

(ii) The agreement, certification, and
due diligency requirements under para-
graphs (c)(11), (12), and (13) of this sec-
tion are met.
A loan by a qualified financial institu-
tion shall not be disqualified merely
because the loan transaction is proc-
essed by the central bank of issue of
the country into which the loan is
made pursuant to, and solely for pur-
poses of complying with, the exchange
control laws or regulations of such
country. Further, a loan by a qualified
financial institution shall not be dis-
qualified merely because the loan is ac-
quired by another person, provided
such other person is also a qualified fi-
nancial institution.

(2) Termination of qualification—(i) In
general. An investment that, at any
time after having met the require-
ments for a qualified investment in a
qualified Caribbean Basin country
under the terms of this paragraph (c),
fails to meet any of the conditions enu-
merated in this paragraph (c) shall no
longer be considered a qualified invest-
ment in a qualified Caribbean Basin
country from the time of such failure,
unless the investment satisfies the re-
quirements for a timely cure described
in paragraph (c)(2)(ii) of this section.
Such a failure includes, but is not lim-
ited to, the occurrence of any of the
following events:

(A) Active business assets cease to
qualify as such;

(B) Proceeds from the investment are
diverted for the financing of assets,
projects, or operations that are not ac-
tive business assets or development
projects or are not the assests or the
project of the qualified recipient;

(C) The holder of the qualified recipi-
ent’s obligation is not a qualified fi-
nancial institution;

(D) The qualified recipient’s qualified
business activity ceases to qualify as
such; or

(E) The qualified Caribbean Basin
country ceases to be a country de-
scribed in paragraph (c)(10)(ii) of this
section.

(ii) Timely cure—(A) In general. A
timely cure shall be considered to have
been made if the event or events that
cause disqualification of the invest-

ment are corrected within a reasonable
period of time. For purposes of this sec-
tion, a reasonable period of time shall
not exceed 60 days after such event or
events come to the attention of the
qualified recipient or the qualified fi-
nancial institution or should have
some to their attention by the exercise
of reasonable diligence.

(B) Due diligence requirements. A time
cure of a failure to comply with the
due diligence requirements of para-
graphs (c)(11), (12), and (13) of this sec-
tion shall be considered to be made if
the failure to comply is due to reason-
able cause and, upon request of the
Commissioner of Financial Institutions
of Puerto Rico (or his delegate) or of
the Assistant Commissioner (Inter-
national) (or his authorized representa-
tive), the qualified financial institu-
tion (and its trustee or agent), if any),
the financial intermediary, or the
qualified recipient establishes to the
satisfaction of the Commissioner of Fi-
nancial Institutions of Puerto Rico (or
his delegate) or of the Assistant Com-
missioner (International) (or his au-
thorized representative) that it has ex-
ercised due diligence in ensuring that
the funds were property disbursed to a
qualified recipient and applied by or on
behalf of such qualified recipient to
uses that qualify the investment as an
investment in qualified business assets
or a development project under the
provisions of this paragraph (c).

(iii) Assumption of qualified recipient’s
obligation. An investment shall not
cease to qualify merely because the
qualified recipient’s obligation to the
qualified financial institution (or to a
financial intermediary, if any) is as-
sumed by another person, provided
such other person assumes the quali-
fied recipient’s agreement and certifi-
cation requirements under paragraph
(c)(11)(i) of this section and is either—

(A) A qualified recipient on the date
of assumption, in which case such per-
son shall be treated for purposes of this
section as the original qualified recipi-
ent and shall be subject to all the re-
quirements of this section for contin-
ued qualification of the loan as a quali-
fied investment in a qualified Carib-
bean Basin country; or
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(B) An international organization,
the principal purpose of which is to fos-
ter economic development in develop-
ing countries and which is described in
section 1 of the International Organiza-
tions Immunities Act (22 U.S.C. 288), if
the assumption of the obligation is
pursuant to a bona fide guarantee
agreement.

(3) Qualified financial institution—(i)
General rule. For purposes of section
936(d)(4)(A) and this section, a qualified
financial institution includes only—

(A) A banking, financing, or similar
business defined in § 1.864–4(c)(5)(i) that
is an eligible institution described in
paragraph (c)(3)(ii) of this section, but
not including branches of such institu-
tion outside of Puerto Rico;

(B) A single-purpose entity described
in paragraph (c)(3)(iii) of this section;

(C) The Government Development
Bank for Puerto Rico;

(D) The Puerto Rico Economic Devel-
opment Bank; and

(E) Such other entity as may be de-
termined by the Commissioner by Rev-
enue Procedure or other guidance pub-
lished in the Internal Revenue Bul-
letin.

(ii) Eligible institution. An eligible in-
stitution means an institution—

(A) That is an entity organized under
the laws of the Commonwealth of Puer-
to Rico or is the Puerto Rican branch
of an entity organized under the laws
of another jurisdiction, if such entity
is engaged in a banking, financing, or
similar business defined in § 1.864–
4(c)(5)(i), and

(B) That is licensed as an eligible in-
stitution under Regulation No. 3582 (or
any successor regulation) issued by the
Commissioner of Financial Institutions
of Puerto Rico (hereinafter ‘‘Puerto
Rican Regulation No. 3582’’).

(iii) Single-purpose entity. A single-
purpose entity is an entity that meets
all of the following conditions:

(A) The entity is organized under the
laws of the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico and is a corporation, a partner-
ship or a trust, which conducts sub-
stantially all of its activities in Puerto
Rico.

(B) The sole purpose of the entity is
to use qualified funds from possessions
corporations to make one or more
qualified investments in a qualified

Caribbean Basin country and the en-
tity actually uses such funds only for
such purpose.

(C) In the case of an entity that is a
trust, one of the trustees is a qualified
financial institution described in para-
graph (c)(3)(i) of this section.

(D) The entity is licensed as an eligi-
ble institution under Puerto Rican
Regulation No. 3582 (or any successor
regulation).

(E) Any temporary investment by the
entity for its own account of funds re-
ceived from a possessions corporation,
and the income from the investment
thereof, and any temporary investment
by the entity for its own account of
principal and interest paid by a bor-
rower to the entity, and the income
from the investment thereof, are lim-
ited to investments in eligible activi-
ties, as described in section 6.2.4 of
Puerto Rican Regulation No. 3582, as in
effect on September 22, 1989.

(4) Investments in active business as-
sets—(i) In general. For purposes of sec-
tion 936(d)(4)(A)(i)(I) and this section
and subject to the provisions of para-
graph (c)(8) of this section, a loan
qualifies as an investment in active
business assets if—

(A) The amounts disbursed to a quali-
fied recipient under the loan or bond
issue are promptly applied (as defined
in paragraphs (c)(6) and (7) of this sec-
tion) by (or on behalf of) the qualified
recipient solely for capital expendi-
tures for the construction, rehabilita-
tion (including demolition associated
therewith), improvement, or upgrading
of qualified assets described in para-
graphs (c)(4)(ii)(A), (B), (E), and (F) of
this section, for the acquisition of
qualified assets described in para-
graphs (c)(4)(ii)(B), (C), (E), and (F) of
this section, for the expenditures de-
scribed in paragraphs (c)(4)(ii)(D), (E),
and (F) of this section, and, if applica-
ble, for the financing of incidental ex-
penditures described in paragraph
(c)(4)(iii) of this section;

(B) The qualified recipient owns the
assets for United States income tax
purposes and uses them in a qualified
business activity (as defined in para-
graph (c)(4)(iv)); and

(C) The requirements of paragraph
(c)(6) of this section (regarding tem-
porary investments and time periods
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within which the funds must be in-
vested) and of paragraph (c)(7) of this
section (regarding the refinancing of
existing funding and the time periods
within which funding for investments
must be secured) are satisfied.

(ii) Definition of qualified assets. For
purposes of this paragraph (c), qualified
assets mean—

(A) Real property;
(B) Tangible personal property (such

as furniture, machinery, or equipment)
that is not property described in sec-
tion 1221(1) and that is either new prop-
erty or property which at no time dur-
ing the period specified in paragraph
(c)(4)(v) of this section was used in a
business activity in the qualified Car-
ibbean Basin country in which the
property is to be used;

(C) Rights to intangible property
that is a patent, invention, formula,
process, design, pattern, know-how, or
similar item, or rights under a fran-
chise agreement, provided that such
rights—

(1) Were not at any time during the
period specified in paragraph (c)(4)(v)
of this section used in a business activ-
ity in the qualified Caribbean Basin
country in which the rights are to be
used,

(2) Are not rights the use of which
gives rise, or would give rise if used, to
United States source income, and

(3) Are not rights acquired by the
qualified recipient from a person relat-
ed (within the meaning of section
267(b), using ‘‘10 percent’’ instead of ‘‘50
percent’’ in the places where it ap-
pears) to the qualified recipient;

(D) Exploration and development ex-
penditures incurred by a qualified re-
cipient for the purpose of ascertaining
the existence, location, extent or qual-
ity of any deposit of ore, oil, gas, or
other mineral in a qualified Caribbean
Basin country, as well as for purposes
of developing such deposit (within the
meaning of section 616 of the Code and
the regulations thereunder);

(E) Living plants and animals (other
than crops, plants, and animals that
are acquired primarily to hold as in-
ventory by the qualified recipient for
resale in the ordinary course of trade
or business) acquired in connection
with a farming business (as defined in
§ 1.263–1T(c)(4)(i)), expenditures of a

preparatory nature to prepare the land
or area for farming (such as planting
trees, drilling wells, clearing brush,
leveling land, laying pipes, building
roads, constructing tanks and res-
ervoirs), expenditures for soil and
water conservation of a type described
in section 175(c)(1), and expenditures of
a development nature incurred in con-
nection with, and during, the
preproductive period of property pro-
duced in a farming business (as defined
in § 1.263–1T(c)(4)(ii));

(F) Other assets or expenditures that
are not described in paragraphs
(c)(4)(ii)(A) through (E) of this section
and that the Commissioner may, by
Revenue Procedure or other guidance
published in the Internal Revenue Bul-
letin or by ruling issued to a qualified
financial institution or qualified recip-
ient upon its request, determine to be
qualified assets.

(iii) Incidental expenditures. An
amount in addition to the loan pro-
ceeds borrowed to make an investment
in active business assets shall be con-
sidered an investment in active busi-
ness assets if such amount is applied to
finance expenditures that are inciden-
tal to making the investment in active
business assets, provided such amount
is disbursed at or about the same time
the proceeds for making the invest-
ment in active business assets are dis-
bursed. For purposes of this section,
expenditures incidental to an invest-
ment in active business assets include
only the following items:

(A) A reasonable amount of costs
(other than the cost of credit enhance-
ment or bond insurance premiums) as-
sociated with arranging the financing
of an investment in active business as-
sets, not to exceed 3.5 percent of the
proceeds of the loan or bond issue.

(B) A reasonable amount of installa-
tion costs and other reasonable costs
associated with placing an active busi-
ness asset in service in the qualified
business activity.

(C) An amount not in excess of 10 per-
cent of the total amount of investment
in qualified assets to finance the acqui-
sition of inventory, and other working
capital requirements, but if an invest-
ment is in connection with a manufac-
turing or farming business, the per-
centage limitation shall be 50 percent
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rather than 10 percent provided the ex-
cess over the 10 percent limitation is
used to finance inventory property. For
purposes of this paragraph (c), whether
a business is a manufacturing business
shall be determined under principles
similar to those described in section
954(d)(1)(A) and the regulations there-
under; whether a business is a farming
business shall be determined under
§ 1.263–1T(c)(4)(i).

(D) An amount not in excess of 5 per-
cent of the sum of the investment in
active business assets and the costs de-
scribed in paragraphs (c)(4)(iii)(A), (B),
and (C) of this section for the refinanc-
ing of an existing debt of the qualified
recipient if such refinancing is inciden-
tal to an investment in active business
assets. For this purpose, the replace-
ment of an existing loan arrangement
shall not be considered the refinancing
of an existing indebtedness to the ex-
tent that the funds under such loan ar-
rangement have not yet been disbursed
to the qualified recipient.

(iv) Qualified business activity. A
qualified business activity is a lawful
industrial or commercial activity that
is conducted as an active trade or busi-
ness (under principles similar to those
described in § 1.367(a)–2T(b) (2) and (3))
in a qualified Caribbean Basin country.
A trade or business for purposes of this
paragraph (c)(4)(iv) is any business ac-
tivity meeting the principles of section
367 of the Code and described in Divi-
sions A through I (excluding group 43
in Division E (relating to the United
States Postal Service) and groups 84
(relating to museums, art galleries,
and botanical and zoological gardens),
86 (relating to membership organiza-
tions), and 88 (relating to private
households in Division I) of the 1987
Standard Industrial Classification
Manual issued by the Executive Office
of the President, Office of Management
and Budget, or in the comparable pro-
visions of any successor Standard In-
dustrial Classification Manual that is
adopted by the Commissioner of Inter-
nal Revenue in a notice, regulation, or
other document published in the Inter-
nal Revenue Cumulative Bulletin.

(v) Period of use. The period referred
to in paragraphs (c)(4)(ii)(B) and (C) of
this section shall be a five year period
preceding the date of acquisition with

the loan proceeds, if the date of acqui-
sition is on or before May 13, 1991. If
the date of acquisition is after May 13,
1991, then the period specified in this
paragraph (c)(4)(v) shall be three years
preceding the date of acquisition with
the loan proceeds.

(5) Investments in development
projects—(i) In general. Subject to the
provisions of paragraph (c)(8) of this
section, this paragraph (c)(5)(i) de-
scribes the requirements in order for a
loan by a qualified financial institu-
tion to qualify as an investment in a
development project for purposes of
section 936(d)(4)(A)(i)(II) and for this
section.

(A) The amounts disbursed under the
loan or bond issue must be promptly
applied (as defined in paragraphs (c)(6)
and (7) of this section) by (or on behalf
of) the qualified recipient solely for
one or more investments described in
paragraph (c)(4)(i)(A) of this section
and in any land, buildings, or other
property functionally related and sub-
ordinate to a facility described in para-
graph (c)(5)(ii) of this section (deter-
mined under principles similar to those
described in § 1.103–8(a)(3)), for use
(under principles similar to those de-
scribed in § 1.367(a)–2T(b)(5)) in connec-
tion with one or more activities de-
scribed in paragraph (c)(5)(i)(B) of this
section.

(B) The activities referred to in para-
graph (c)(5)(i)(A) of this section are—

(1) A development project described
in paragraph (c)(5)(ii) of this section in
a qualified Caribbean Basin country; or

(2) The performance in a qualified
Caribbean Basin country of a non-com-
mercial governmental function de-
scribed in paragraph (c)(5)(iv) of this
section;

(C) The qualified recipient must own
the assets for United States income tax
purposes;

(D) The requirements of paragraph
(c)(6) of this section (regarding tem-
porary investments and time periods
within which the funds must be in-
vested) and of paragraph (c)(7) of this
section (regarding the refinancing of
existing funding and time periods with-
in which funding for investments must
be secured) must be satisfied.

(ii) Development project. For purposes
of this paragraph (c), a development
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project is one or more facilities in a
qualified Caribbean Basin country that
support economic development in that
country and that satisfy the public use
requirement of paragraph (c)(5)(iii) of
this section. Examples of facilities that
may meet the public use requirement
include, but are not limited to—

(A) Transportation systems and
equipment, including sea, surface, and
air, such as roads, railways, air termi-
nals, runways, harbor facilities, and
ships and aircraft;

(B) Communications facilities;
(C) Training and education facilities

related to qualified business activities;
(D) Industrial parks, including nec-

essary support facilities such as roads;
transmission lines for water, gas, elec-
tricity, and sewage; docks; plant sites
preparations; power generation; sewage
disposal; and water treatment;

(E) Sports facilities;
(F) Convention or trade show facili-

ties;
(G) Sewage, solid waste, water, and

electric facilities;
(H) Housing projects pursuant to a

government program designed to pro-
vide affordable housing to low or mod-
erate income families, based upon local
standards; and

(I) Hydroelectric generating facili-
ties.

(iii) Public use requirement. To satisfy
the public use requirement in para-
graph (c)(5)(ii) of this section, a facility
must serve or be available on a regular
basis for general public use, as con-
trasted with similar types of facilities
which are constructed for the exclusive
use of a limited number of persons as
determined under principles similar to
those described in § 1.103–8(a)(2).

(iv) Non-commercial governmental func-
tions. For purposes of paragraph
(c)(5)(i)(B) of this section, the term
‘‘non-commercial governmental func-
tions’’ refers to activities that, under
U.S. standards, are not customarily at-
tributable to or carried on by private
enterprises for profit and are performed
for the general public with respect to
the common welfare or which relate to
the administration of some phase of
government. For example, the oper-
ation of libraries, toll bridges, or local
transportation services, and activities
substantially equivalent to those car-

ried out by the Federal Aviation Au-
thority, Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion, or United States Postal Service,
are considered non-commercial govern-
mental functions. For purposes of this
section, non-commercial government
functions shall not include military ac-
tivities.

(v) [Reserved]
(6) Prompt application of borrowed pro-

ceeds. This paragraph (c)(6) provides
rules for determining whether amounts
disbursed to a qualified recipient by a
qualified financial institution (or a fi-
nancial intermediary) shall be consid-
ered to have been promptly applied for
the purpose of paragraphs (c)(4)(i)(A)
and (c)(5)(i)(A) of this section.

(i) In general. Except as otherwise
provided in paragraphs (c)(6)(ii) and
(c)(7)(iii)(B) of this section, amounts
disbursed to a qualified recipient by a
qualified financial institution (or a fi-
nancial intermediary) shall be consid-
ered to have been promptly applied for
the purpose of paragraphs (c)(4)(i)(A)
and (c)(5)(i)(A) of this section if the
amounts are fully expended for any of
the purposes described in paragraphs
(c)(4)(i)(A) or (c)(5)(i)(A) of this section
no later than six months from the date
of such disbursement and any tem-
porary investment of such funds by the
qualified recipient during such period
complies with the rules of paragraph
(c)(6)(iii)(A) of this section. Where the
amounts disbursed are bond proceeds
described in paragraph (c)(6)(iv)(A) of
this section, the six-month period shall
begin on the date of issuance of the
bonds. In the event the qualified finan-
cial institution (or financial inter-
mediary) invests any part of the bond
proceeds before disbursement of those
proceeds to the qualified recipient, all
earnings from any such investment
shall be paid to the qualified recipient
or applied for its benefit.

(ii) Special rules for long term projects
financed out of bond proceeds. In the
case of a long term project described in
paragraph (c)(6)(iv)(B) of this section
that is financed out of bond proceeds,
the six-month period described in para-
graph (c)(6)(i) of this section shall be
extended with respect to the amount of
bond proceeds used to fund the project
for such reasonable period of time as
shall be necessary until completion of
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the project or until beginning of pro-
duction (in the case of a farming busi-
ness), but, in any event, not to exceed
three years from the date of issuance of
the bonds, and only if—

(A) The project that is financed out
of bond proceeds was identified as of
the date of issue;

(B) A construction and expenditure
plan certified by an independent expert
(such as an engineer, an architect, or a
farming expert) is filed with, and ap-
proved by, the Commissioner of Finan-
cial Institutions of Puerto Rico (or his
delegate) prior to the date of issue,
which makes a reasonable estimate, as
of the date of filing of the plan, of the
amounts and uses of the bond proceeds
and the time of completion or produc-
tion, and includes a schedule of
progress payments until such time;

(C) The terms of the construction and
expenditure plan are disclosed in the
public offering memorandum, private
placement memorandum, or similar
document prepared for information or
disclosure purposes in relation to the
issuance of bonds; and

(D) Any temporary investment of the
bond proceeds complies with the rules
of paragraph (c)(6)(iii)(A) and (B) of
this section.

(iii) Temporary investments—(A) Dur-
ing six-month period. During the six-
month period described in paragraph
(c)(6)(i) of this section, during the first
six months of the period described in
paragraph (c)(6)(ii) of this section, and
during the 30-day period described in
paragraph (c)(7)(iii)(A) of this section,
loan proceeds disbursed to a qualified
recipient, bond proceeds, and income
from the investment thereof, may be
held in unrestricted yield investments,
provided such yield reflects normal
market yield for such type of invest-
ments and provided the income from
such investments, if any, is or would be
sourced either in Puerto Rico or in a
country in which the investment in ac-
tive business assets or development
project is to be made.

(B) During other periods. During any
other period, any temporary invest-
ment of bond proceeds, and of income
from such investments, shall be lim-
ited to investments in eligible activi-
ties. For purposes of this paragraph
(c)(6)(iii)(B), the term ‘‘eligible activi-

ties’’ shall mean those investments de-
scribed in section 6.2.4 of Puerto Rican
Regulation No. 3582, as in effect on
September 22, 1989.

(iv) Definitions—(A) Bond proceeds.
For purposes of this paragraph (c),
bond proceeds shall mean the proceeds
from the issuance of obligations by
way of a public offering or a private
placement by a qualified financial in-
stitution for investment in active busi-
ness assets or a development project
that has been identified at the time of
issue and is described in a public offer-
ing memorandum, private placement
memorandum, or similar document
prepared for information or disclosure
purposes in relation to the issuance of
the bonds.

(B) Long term project. For purposes of
this section, the term long term
project means—

(1) A project, whether or not under a
contract, for the construction, reha-
bilitation, improvement, upgrading, or
production of qualified assets, or for
expenditures, described in paragraph
(c)(4)(ii) of this section (other than
paragraph (c)(4)(ii)(C) of this section),
which is reasonably expected to require
more than 12 months to complete; or

(2) The production of property in a
farming business referred to in para-
graph (c)(4)(ii)(E) of this section, which
is reasonably expected to require a
preproductive period in excess of 12
months.

(7) Financing of previously incurred
costs. Loan or bond proceeds which are
disbursed after a qualified recipient
has paid or incurred part or all of the
costs of acquiring active business as-
sets or investing in a development
project shall be considered to have
been applied for such purposes only as
provided in this paragraph (c)(7).

(i) Replacement of temporary non-sec-
tion 936 financing of a qualified invest-
ment. This paragraph (c)(7)(i) prescribes
the maximum time limits within which
temporary non-section 936 financing of
qualified investments may be replaced
with section 936 funds without being
considered a prohibited refinancing
transaction. This paragraph (c)(7)(i) ap-
plies to the refinancing of costs in-
curred with respect to investments
that, at the time the costs were first
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incurred, were either qualified invest-
ments in a qualified Caribbean Basin
country or were investments by a
qualified recipient in active business
assets or a development project in a
qualified Caribbean Basin country.
This paragraph (c)(7)(i) applies also to
the refinancing of costs incurred with
respect to any other investment. How-
ever, in the latter case, the amount of
costs that may be refinanced with sec-
tion 936 funds is limited to the amount
of costs that are incurred with respect
to the investment after the investment
becomes a qualified investment in a
qualified Caribbean Basin country. For
purposes of this paragraph (c)(7)(i), the
time when costs are incurred shall be
determined under principles similar to
those applicable under section 461(h)
dealing with the economic performance
test for the accrual of deductible liabil-
ities. This paragraph (c)(7)(i) applies
only to the situations described in this
paragraph (c)(7)(i).

(A) In the case of an investment in
active business assets or a development
project, a loan shall be a qualified in-
vestment for purposes of this para-
graph (c) if the loan proceeds are dis-
bursed, or the obligations are issued,
no later than six months after the date
on which the qualified recipient takes
possession of the asset or the facility
or, if earlier, places the asset or the fa-
cility in service. However, in the case
of a small project described in para-
graph (c)(8)(v) of this section, the six-
month period shall be one year.

(B) In the case of an investment in
active business assets or a development
project that is part of a long term
project described in paragraph
(c)(6)(iv)(B) of this section, a loan shall
also be a qualified investment for pur-
poses of this paragraph (c) if the loan
proceeds are disbursed, or the obliga-
tions are issued, no later than six
months after completion of the project
or, in the case of a farming business,
after the beginning of production, and
in any event, no later than three years
after the date on which the first pay-
ment is made toward the eligible costs
of the project. The amount of the
qualified investment may not exceed
the sum of—

(1) The eligible costs relating to in-
vestments described in paragraph

(c)(4)(i)(A) in the case of an investment
in active business assets, or the eligible
costs relating to investments described
in paragraph (c)(5)(i) of this section in
the case of a development project, but
only to the extent of the costs that are
incurred after the date described in
paragraph (c)(7)(i)(D) of this section,
and

(2) The portion of unpaid interest
that would be required to be capital-
ized under U.S. tax rules and that ac-
crued on prior temporary non-section
936 financing from the date described in
paragraph (c)(7)(i)(D) of this section
through the date the section 936 loan
proceeds are disbursed or the section
936 obligations are issued.

(C) In order to qualify for the special
rules of this paragraph (c)(7)(i), a plan
must be filed with the Commissioner of
Financial Institutions of Puerto Rico
(or his delegate) stating the qualified
recipient’s intention to refinance the
costs of the long term project with sec-
tion funds.

(D) The date referred to in paragraph
(c)(7)(i)(B) (1) and (2) of this section is
a date that is the later of—

(1) The date the plan described in
paragraph (c)(7)(i)(C) is filed, or

(2) The date the investment becomes
a qualified investment by a qualified
recipient in active business assets or a
development project in a qualified Car-
ibbean Basin country.

(ii) Refinancing of section 936 financ-
ing. A section 936 loan or bond issue
used to finance a qualified investment
described in paragraph (c)(1) of this
section may be refinanced with section
936 funds through a new loan or bond
issue to the extent of the remaining
principal balance on such existing
qualified financing, increased by the
amount of unpaid interest accrued
through the date the new loan proceeds
are disbursed or the new obligations
are issued and that would be required
to be capitalized under U.S. tax rules.

(iii) Prompt application of borrowed
proceeds—(A) In general. In the case of a
loan or bond issue described in para-
graph (c)(7)(i) or (ii) of this section, the
rules of paragraph (c)(6) of this section
shall apply but the six-month period
described in paragraph (c)(6)(i) of this
section shall be limited to 30 days from
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the date of disbursement of loan pro-
ceeds to the qualified recipient or from
the date of issuance in the case of a
bond issue.

(B) Special rules for long term projects
financed out of bond proceeds. In the
case of a long term project described in
paragraph (c)(6)(iv)(B) of this section
that is financed out of bond proceeds,
the 30-day period described in para-
graph (c)(7)(iii)(A) of this section shall
be extended with respect to the amount
of bond proceeds used for the perma-
nent financing of the long term project
for such reasonable period of time as
shall be necessary until completion of
the project or beginning of production
(in the case of a farming business), but,
in any event, not to exceed three years
from the date of issuance of the bonds.
For purposes of this paragraph
(c)(7)(iii)(B), the period of time shall be
considered reasonable only if—

(1) A construction and expenditure
plan certified by an independent expert
(such as an engineer, an architect, or a
farming expert) is filed with, and ap-
proved by, the Commissioner of Finan-
cial Institutions of Puerto Rico (or his
delegate) prior to the date of issue,
which makes a reasonable estimate, as
of the date of issue, of the amounts and
uses of the bond proceeds and the time
of completion or production, and in-
cludes a schedule of progress payments
until such time; and

(2) The terms of the construction and
expenditure plan are disclosed in the
public offering memorandum, private
placement memorandum, or similar
document prepared for information or
disclosure purposes in relation to the
bond issue.

(8) Miscellaneous operating rules—(i)
Sale and leaseback. An asset that is ac-
quired and leased back to the person
from whom acquired does not con-
stitute an investment in an active
business asset or an investment in a
development project.

(ii) Use of asset in qualified business ac-
tivity. For purposes of paragraph
(c)(4)(i)(B), an asset shall be considered
used or held for use in a qualified busi-
ness activity if it is used or held for use
in such activity under principles simi-
lar to those described in § 1.367(a)-
2T(b)(5), or a successor provision.

(iii) Definition of capital expenditures.
For purposes of this paragraph (c), cap-
ital expenditures mean those expendi-
tures described in section 263(a) of the
Code (without regard to paragraphs (A)
through (G) of section 263(a)(1)), and
those costs required to be capitalized
under section 263A with respect to
property described in section
263A(b)(1), relating to self-constructed
assets.

(iv) Loans through certain financial
intermediaries. A loan by a qualified fi-
nancial institution shall not be dis-
qualified from being an investment in
active business assets or in a develop-
ment project merely because the pro-
ceeds are first lent to a financial inter-
mediary (as defined in paragraph
(c)(8)(iv)(H) of this section) which, in
turn, on-lends the proceeds directly to
a qualified recipient, provided the re-
quirements of this paragraph (c)(8)(iv)
are satisfied.

(A) The loan to the qualified recipi-
ent must satisfy the requirements of
paragraph (c)(4)(i) of this section in the
case of an investment in active busi-
ness assets, or of paragraph (c)(5)(i) of
this section in the case of an invest-
ment in a development project.

(B) The qualified recipient and the
active business assets or development
project in which the proceeds are to be
invested must be identified prior to dis-
bursement of any part of the proceeds
by the qualified financial institution to
the financial intermediary.

(C) The effective interest rate
charged by the qualified financial in-
stitution to the financial intermediary
must not exceed the average interest
rate paid by the qualified financial in-
stitution with respect to its eligible
funds, increased by such number of
basis points as is required to provide
reasonable compensation to the quali-
fied financial institution for services
performed and risks assumed with re-
spect to the loan to the financial inter-
mediary that are not ordinarily re-
quired to be performed or assumed with
respect to a deposit, loan, repurchase
agreement or other transfer of eligible
funds with another qualified financial
institution. The average interest rate
shall be the average rate, determined
on a daily basis, paid by the qualified
financial institution on its eligible
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funds over the most recent quarter pre-
ceding the date on which the rate on
the loan to the financial intermediary
is committed.

(D) The effective interest rate
charged by the financial intermediary
to the qualified recipient must not ex-
ceed the effective interest rate charged
to the financial intermediary by the
qualified financial institution, in-
creased by such number of basis points
as is required to provide reasonable
compensation to the financial inter-
mediary for services performed and
risks assumed with respect to the loan
to the qualified recipient.

(E) The financial intermediary must
borrow from the qualified financial in-
stitution under substantially the same
terms as it lends to the qualified recip-
ient. In particular, both loans must
have disbursement terms, repayment
schedules and maturity dates for inter-
est and principal amounts such that
the financial intermediary does not re-
tain for more than 48 hours any of the
funds disbursed by the qualified finan-
cial institution nor any of the funds
paid by the qualified recipient in re-
payment of principal or interest on the
loan.

(F) The financial institution and the
financial intermediary must agree to
comply with the due diligence require-
ments described in paragraphs (c)(11),
(12), and (13) of this section;

(G) The time periods and temporary
investments rules in paragraphs (c)(6)
and (7) of this section must be complied
with; and

(H) For purposes of this paragraph
(c), the financial intermediary must
be—

(1) An active trade or business which
a person maintains in a qualified Car-
ibbean Basin country and which con-
sists of a banking, financing or similar
business as defined in § 1.864–4(c)(5)(i)
(other than a central bank of issue); or

(2) A public international organiza-
tion, the principal purpose of which is
to foster economic development in de-
veloping countries and which is de-
scribed in section 1 of the International
Organizations Immunities Act (22
U.S.C. 288).
For purposes of paragraphs (c)(8)(iv)(C)
and (D) of this section, the determina-
tion of whether compensation is rea-

sonable shall be made in relation to
normal commercial practices for com-
parable transactions carrying a similar
degree of commercial, currency and po-
litical risk. Reasonable credit enhance-
ment fees and other reasonable fees
and amounts charged to the financial
intermediary or the qualified recipient
with respect to the loan transaction in
addition to interest shall be added to
the interest cost in determining the ef-
fective interest rate.

(v) Small project. For purposes of this
paragraph (c), a small project shall be
a project (including the acquisition of
an asset) for which the total amount of
section 936 funds used for its financing
does not exceed $1,000,000 in the aggre-
gate, or such other amount as the Com-
missioner may publish, from time to
time, in the Internal Revenue Bulletin.

(9) Qualified recipient. For purposes of
this section, a qualified recipient is
any person described in paragraph
(c)(9)(i) or (ii) of this section. The term
‘‘person’’ means a person described in
section 7701(a)(1) or a government
(within the meaning of § 1.892–2T(a)(1))
of a qualified Caribbean Basin country.

(i) In the case of an investment de-
scribed in paragraph (c)(4) of this sec-
tion (relating to investments in active
business assets), a qualified recipient is
a person that carries on a qualified
business activity in a qualified Carib-
bean Basin country, and complies with
the agreement and certification re-
quirements described in paragraph
(c)(11)(i) of this section at all times
during the period in which the invest-
ment remains outstanding.

(ii) In the case of an investment de-
scribed in pargraph (c)(5) of this sec-
tion (relating to investments in devel-
opment projects), a qualified recipient
is the borrower (including a person em-
powered by the borrower to authorize
expenditures for the investment in the
development project) that has author-
ity to comply, and complies, with the
agreement and certification require-
ments described in paragraph (c)(11)(i)
of this section at all times during the
period in which the investment re-
mains outstanding.

(10) Investments in a qualified Carib-
bean Basin country—(i) Rules for deter-
mining the place of an investment. The
rules of this paragraph (c)(10)(i) shall
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apply to determine the extent to which
an investment in an active business
asset or a development project will be
considered made in qualified Caribbean
Basin Country.

(A) An investment in real property is
considered made in the qualified Carib-
bean Basin country in which the real
property is located.

(B) Except as otherwise provided in
this paragraph (c)(10)(i)(B), an invest-
ment in tangible personal property is
considered made in a qualified Carib-
bean Basin Country so long as the tan-
gible personal property is predomi-
nantly used in that country. Whether
property is used predominantly in a
qualified Caribbean Basin country shall
be determined under principles similar
to those described in § 1.48–1(g)(1),
(g)(2)(ii), (g)(2)(iv), (g)(2)(vi), (g)(2)(viii),
and (g)(2)(x) (relating to investment
tax credits for property used outside
the United States) as in effect on De-
cember 31, 1985. A vessel, container, or
aircraft shall be considered for use pre-
dominantly in a qualified Caribbean
Basin country in any year if it is used
for transport to and from such country
with some degree of frequency during
that year and at least 30 percent of the
income from the use of such vessel,
container or aircraft for that year is
sourced in such country under prin-
ciples similar to those described in sec-
tion 863(c)(1) and (2) (relating to source
rules for certain transportation in-
come). Cables and pipelines which are
premanently installed as part of a com-
munication or transportation system
between a qualified Caribbean Basin
country and another country or among
several countries which include a
qualified Caribbean Basin country shall
be considered used in a qualified Carib-
bean Basin country to the extent of 50
percent of the portion of the facility
that directly links the qualified coun-
try to another country or to a hub, un-
less it is established by notice or other
guidance published in the Internal Rev-
enue Bulletin or by ruling issued to a
qualified institution or qualified recipi-
ent upon request that it is appropriate
to attribute a greater portion of the
cost of the facility to the qualified Car-
ibbean Basin country.

(C) An investment in rights to intan-
gible property is considered made in a

qualified Caribbean Basin country to
the extent such rights are used in that
country. Where rights to intangible
property are used shall be determined
under principles similar to those de-
scribed in § 1.954–2T(b)(3)(vii) or a suc-
cessor provision.

(ii) Qualified Caribbean Basin country.
For purposes of this section, the term
‘‘qualified Caribbean Basin country’’
means any beneficiary country (within
the meaning of section 212(a)(1)(A) of
the Caribbean Basin Economic Recov-
ery Act, Public Law 98–67 (Aug. 5, 1983),
97 Stat. 384, 19 U.S.C. 2702(a)(1)(A)),
which meets the requirements of sec-
tion 274(h)(6)(A)(i) and (ii) and the U.S.
Virgin Islands, and includes the terri-
torial waters and continental shelf
thereof.

(11) Agreements and certifications by
qualified recipients and financial inter-
mediaries—(i) In general. In order for an
investment to be considered a qualified
investment under section 936(d)(4) and
paragraph (c)(1) of this section, a quali-
fied recipient must certify to the quali-
fied financial institution (or to the fi-
nancial intermediary, if the loan is
made through a financial inter-
mediary) on the date of closing of the
loan agreement and on each anniver-
sary date thereof, that it is a qualified
recipient described in paragraph (c)(9)
of this section. In addition, the quali-
fied recipient must agree in the loan
agreement with the qualified financial
institution (or with the financial inter-
mediary, if the loan is made through a
financial intermediary)—

(A) To use the funds at all times dur-
ing the period the loan is outstanding
solely for the purposes and in the man-
ner described in paragraph (c)(4) of this
section (regarding investment in active
business assets) or in paragraph (c)(5)
of this section (regarding investment
in development projects);

(B) To comply with the requirements
of paragraph (c)(6) of this section (re-
garding temporary investments and
time periods within which the funds
must be invested) and paragraph (c)(7)
of this section (regarding the refinanc-
ing of existing funding and the time pe-
riods within which funding for invest-
ments must be secured);
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(C) To notify the Assistant Commis-
sioner (International), the qualified fi-
nancial institution (or the financial
intermediary, if the loan is made
through a financial intermediary), and
the Commissioner of Financial Institu-
tions of Puerto Rico (or his delegate)
pursuant to paragraph (c)(14) of this
section if it no longer is a qualified re-
cipient or if, for any other reason, the
investment has ceased to qualify as a
qualified investment described in para-
graph (c)(1) of this section, promptly
upon the occurrence of such disqualify-
ing event; and

(D) To permit examination by the of-
fice of the Assistant Commissioner
(International) (or by the office of any
District Director authorized by the As-
sistant Commissioner (International))
and the Commissioner of Financial In-
stitutions of Puerto Rico (or his dele-
gate) of all necessary books and
records that are sufficient to verify
that the funds were used for invest-
ments in active business assets or de-
velopment projects in conformity with
the terms of the loan agreement.

(ii) Certification by a financial inter-
mediary. In the case of a loan by a
qualified financial institution to a fi-
nancial intermediary, the financial
intermediary must certify to the quali-
fied financial institution (using the
procedures described in paragraph
(c)(11)(i) of this section) that it is a fi-
nancial intermediary described in para-
graph (c)(8)(iv)(H) of this section, and
must furnish to the qualified financial
institution a copy of the qualified re-
cipient’s certification described in
paragraph (c)(11)(i) of this section and
of its loan agreement with the quali-
fied recipient. In addition, the finan-
cial intermediary must agree in the
loan agreement with the qualified fi-
nancial institution:

(A) To comply with the requirements
of paragraph (c)(8)(iv) of this section;
and

(B) To permit examination by the of-
fice of the Assistant Commissioner
(International) (or by the office of any
District Director authorized by the As-
sistant Commissioner (International))
and the Commissioner of Financial In-
stitutions of Puerto Rico (or his dele-
gate) of all its necessary books and
records that are sufficient to verify

that the funds were used in conformity
with the terms of the loan agreements.

(12) Certification requirements. In order
for an investment to be considered a
qualified investment under section
936(d)(4), section 936(d)(4)(C)(i) requires
that both the person in whose trade or
business such investment is made and
the financial institution certify to the
Secretary of the Treasury and the
Commissioner of Financial Institutions
of Puerto Rico that the proceeds of the
loan will be promptly used to acquire
active business assets or to make other
authorized expenditures. This certifi-
cation requirement is satisfied as to
the qualified financial institution, the
financial intermediary (if any), and the
qualified recipient if the qualified fi-
nancial institution submits a certifi-
cate to both the Assistant Commis-
sioner (International) and to the Com-
missioner of Financial Institutions of
Puerto Rico (or his delegate) pursuant
to paragraph (c)(14) of this section
upon authorization of the investment
by the Commissioner of Financial In-
stitutions and, in any event, prior to
the first disbursement of the loan pro-
ceeds to the qualified recipient or to
the financial intermediary (if any), in
which the qualified financial institu-
tion—

(i) Represents that, as of the date of
the certification, the qualified recipi-
ent and the financial intermediary (if
any) have complied with the require-
ments described in paragraph (c)(11) of
this section;

(ii) Describes the important terms of
the loan to the financial intermediary
(if any) and to the qualified recipient,
including the amount of the loan, the
nature of the investment, the basis for
its qualification as an investment in
active business assets or a development
project under this section, the identity
of the financial intermediary (if any)
and of the qualified recipient, the
qualified Caribbean Basin country in-
volved, and the nature of the collateral
or other security used, including any
guarantee;

(iii) Agrees to permit examination by
the Assistant Commissioner (Inter-
national) (or by the office of any Dis-
trict Director authorized by the Assist-
ant Commissioner (International)) and
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the Commissioner of Financial Institu-
tions of Puerto Rico (or his delegate) of
all its necessary books and records
that are sufficient to verify that the
funds were used for investments in ac-
tive business assets or development
projects in conformity with the terms
of the loan agreement or agreements
with the financial intermediary (if
any) and with the qualified recipient;
and

(iv) In the case of a single-purpose
entity that is a qualified financial in-
stitution, discloses the name and ad-
dress of the entity’s trustee or agent, if
any, that assists the qualified financial
institution in the performance of its
due diligence requirement under para-
graph (c) of this section, and represents
that the trustee or agent has agreed
with the qualified financial institution
to permit examination by the Assist-
ant Commissioner (International) (or
by the office of any District Director
authorized by the Assistant Commis-
sioner (International)) and the Com-
missioner of Financial Institutions of
Puerto Rico (or his delegate) of all nec-
essary books and records of such trust-
ee or agent that are sufficient to verify
that the funds were used for invest-
ments in active business assets or de-
velopment projects in conformity with
the terms of the loan agreement or
agreements with the financial inter-
mediary (if any) and with the qualified
recipient.

(13) Continuing due diligence require-
ments. In order to maintain the quali-
fication for an investment under para-
graph (c)(1) of this section, the con-
tinuing due diligence requirements de-
scribed in this paragraph (c)(13) must
be satisfied.

(i) Requirements of qualified recipient.
A qualified recipient must—

(A) Submit annually to the qualified
financial institution or to the financial
intermediary from which its qualified
funds were obtained a copy of its most
recent annual financial statement ac-
companied by an opinion of an inde-
pendent accountant familiar with the
financials of the qualified recipient dis-
closing the amount of the loan, the
current outstanding balance of the
loan, describing the assets financed
with such loan and the qualified busi-
ness activity in which such assets are

used or the development project for
which the loan is used, and stating that
there are no reasons to doubt that the
loan proceeds have been properly used
and continue to be properly used, and

(B) Act in a manner consistent with
its representations and agreements de-
scribed in paragraph (c)(11) of this sec-
tion.

(ii) Requirements of qualified financial
institutions. Except as otherwise pro-
vided in paragraph (c)(13)(iii) of this
section, a qualified financial institu-
tion described in paragraph (c)(3) of
this section must maintain in its
records and have available for inspec-
tion the documentation described in
paragraph (c)(13)(ii)(A) or (B) of this
section. In addition, the qualified fi-
nancial institution is required to no-
tify the Assistant Commissioner (Inter-
national) and the Commissioner of Fi-
nancial Institutions of Puerto Rico (or
his delegate) pursuant to paragraph
(c)(14) of this section upon becoming
aware that a loan has ceased to be an
investment in active business assets or
a development project under this sec-
tion. For purposes of this paragraph
(c)(13)(ii), multiple loans for invest-
ment in a single qualified business ac-
tivity or development project will be
aggregated in determining what due
diligence requirements apply.

(A) In the case of a small project de-
scribed in paragraph (c)(8)(v) of this
section, the following documents must
be maintained and available for inspec-
tion:

(1) The loan application or other
similar document;

(2) The financial statements of the
qualified recipient filed as part of the
loan application;

(3) The statement required by section
6.4.3(a)(iii) of Puerto Rican Regulation
No. 3582 or any successor thereof,
signed by the qualified recipient (or its
duly authorized representative), ac-
knowledging the receipt of the loan
proceeds, describing the assets fi-
nanced with such loan and the business
activity in which such assets are to be
used or the development project for
which the funds will be utilized, the
collateral to be provided for the trans-
action including any guarantee, and
the basis for its qualification as a
qualified recipient;
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(4) The loan documents; and
(5) In the case of a qualified financial

institution that is a single-purpose en-
tity, a copy of the agreement with the
entity’s trustee or agent, if any, de-
scribed in paragraph (c)(12)(iv) of this
section.

(B) In the case of a disbursement con-
cerning a project that is not a small
project described in paragraph (c)(8)(v)
of this section, the following docu-
ments must be maintained and avail-
able for inspection, in addition to the
documents required by paragraph
(c)(13)(ii)(A) of this section:

(1) A memorandum of credit prepared
by an officer of the qualified financial
institution (or, in the case of a single
purpose entity, an agent of the entity
or a trustee for the entity, if any) and
signed by the officer of the qualified fi-
nancial institution, containing the de-
tails of the investigation and review
that the qualified financial institution,
or its trustee or agent, if any, con-
ducted in order to evaluate whether
the investment is qualified under para-
graph (c)(1) of this section and the
opinion of the officer of the qualified
financial institution, or the opinion of
an officer of the agent of, or of the
trustee for, the qualified financial in-
stitution, if any, that there is no rea-
sonable ground for belief that the
qualified funds will be diverted to a use
that is not permitted under the provi-
sions of this section; in making this in-
vestigation and review, factors that
must be utilized are ones similar to
those listed in Puerto Rico Regulation
No. 3582, section 6.4.2;

(2) The annual financial statement of
the qualified recipient; and

(3) The written report of an officer of
the qualified financial institution, or
of an officer of an agent of, or of the
trustee for, the qualified financial in-
stitution, if any, documenting discus-
sions, both before and after the dis-
bursement of the loan proceeds, with
each recipient’s accounting, financial
and executive personnel with respect to
the proposed and actual use of the loan
proceeds and his analysis of the annual
financial statements of the qualified
recipient including an analysis of the
statement of sources and uses of funds.
After the loan disbursement, such dis-
cussions and review shall occur annu-

ally during the term of the loan. Such
report shall include the conclusion
that in such officer’s opinion there is
no reasonable ground for belief that
the qualified recipient is improperly
utilizing the funds.

(iii) Requirements in the case of a fi-
nancial intermediary. Where a qualified
financial institution lends funds to a fi-
nancial intermediary which are on-lent
to a qualified recipient—

(A) The obligation to maintain the
documentation described in paragraph
(c)(13)(ii)(A) or (B) of this section shall
apply only to the financial inter-
mediary and not to the qualified finan-
cial institution and the provisions of
paragraph (c)(13)(ii)(A) or (B) of this
section shall be read so as to impose on
the financial intermediary any obliga-
tion imposed on the qualified financial
institution.

(B) The financial intermediary shall
forward annually to the qualified fi-
nancial institution a copy of the docu-
mentation it is required to maintain in
its records pursuant to the provisions
of this paragraph (c)(13)(iii) and shall
notify the Assistant Commissioner
(International), the Commissioner of
Financial Institutions of Puerto Rico
(or his delegate) and the qualified fi-
nancial institution pursuant to para-
graph (c)(14) of this section upon be-
coming aware that a loan has ceased to
be an investment in active business as-
sets or a development project under
this section. The qualified financial in-
stitution must maintain in its records
and have available for inspection the
documentation furnished by the finan-
cial intermediary pursuant to this
paragraph (c)(13)(iii)(B).

(C) The qualified financial institu-
tion shall cause one of its officers (or
one of the officers of its agent or trust-
ee, if any) to prepare a written report
documenting his analysis of the docu-
mentation furnished by the financial
intermediary pursuant to paragraph
(c)(13)(iii)(B) of this section, his discus-
sions, both before and after the dis-
bursement of the loan proceeds, with
the financial intermediary’s account-
ing, financial and executive personnel
with respect to the proposed and actual
use of the loan proceeds, and his analy-
sis of the annual financial statements
of the qualified recipient including an
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analysis of the statement of sources
and uses of funds. After the loan dis-
bursement, such discussions and review
shall occur annually during the term of
the loan. Such report shall include the
conclusion that in such officer’s opin-
ion there is no reasonable ground for
belief that the qualified recipient is
improperly utilizing the funds.

(14) Procedures for notices and certifi-
cations. Notices and certifications to
the Assistant Commissioner (Inter-
national) required under paragraphs
(c)(11), (12) and (13) of this section shall
be addressed to the attention of the As-
sistant Commissioner (International),
Office of Taxpayer Service and Compli-
ance, IN:C, 950 L’Enfant Plaza South,
SW., Washington, DC 20024. Notices and
certifications to the Commissioner of
Financial Institutions of Puerto Rico
required under paragraphs (c)(11), (12),
and (13) of this section shall be ad-
dressed as follows: Commissioner of Fi-
nancial Institutions, GPO Box 70324,
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00936.

(15) Effective date. This paragraph (c)
is effective May 13, 1991. It is applicable
to investments by a possessions cor-
poration in a financial institution that
are used by a financial institution for
investments in accordance with a spe-
cific authorization granted by the
Commissioner of Financial Institutions
of Puerto Rico (or his delegate) after
September 22, 1989. However, the tax-
payer may choose to apply § 1.936–
10T(c) for periods before June 12, 1991.

[T.D. 8350, 56 FR 21927, May 13, 1991]

CHINA TRADE ACT CORPORATIONS

§ 1.941–1 Special deduction for China
Trade Act corporations.

In addition to the deductions from
taxable income otherwise allowed such
a corporation, a China Trade Act cor-
poration is, under certain conditions,
allowed an additional deduction in
computing taxable income. This spe-
cial deduction is an amount equal to
the proportion of the taxable income
derived from sources within Formosa
and Hong Kong (determined without
regard to this section and determined
in a manner similar to that provided in
part I (section 861 and following), sub-
chapter N, chapter 1 of the Code, and
the regulations thereunder) which the

par value of the shares of stock of the
corporation, owned on the last day of
the taxable year by (a) persons resident
in Formosa, Hong Kong, the United
States, or possessions of the United
States, and (b) individual citizens of
the United States wherever resident,
bears to the par value of the whole
number of shares of stock of the cor-
poration outstanding on that date. The
decrease, by reason of such deduction,
in the tax imposed by section 11 must
not, however, exceed the amount of the
special dividend referred to in section
941 (b), and is not allowable unless the
special dividend has been certified to
the Commissioner by the Secretary of
Commerce.

§ 1.941–2 Meaning of terms used in
connection with China Trade Act
corporations.

(a) A China Trade Act corporation is
one organized under the provisions of
the China Trade Act, 1922 (15 U.S.C.
chapter 4).

(b) The term ‘‘special dividend’’
means the amount which is distributed
as a dividend to or for the benefit of
such persons as on the last day of the
taxable year were resident in Formosa,
Hong Kong, the United States, or pos-
sessions of the United States, or were
individual citizens of the United
States, and owned shares of stock of
the corporation. Such dividend must be
distributed prior to or at the time fixed
by law for filing the return of the cor-
poration, including the period of any
extension of time granted under rules
and regulations prescribed by the Com-
missioner with the approval of the Sec-
retary or his delegate. Such special
dividend does not include any other
amounts payable or to be payable to
such persons or for their benefit by rea-
son of their interest in the corporation
and must be made in proportion to the
par value of the shares of stock of the
corporation owned by each.

(c) For the purposes of section 941,
the shares of stock of a China Trade
Act corporation are considered to be
owned by the person in whom the equi-
table right to the income from such
shares is in good faith vested.

(d) ‘‘Taxable income derived from
sources within Formosa and Hong
Kong’’ is the sum of the taxable income
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